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The Post-Westphalian State in Transition 
A Case Study: 

Transnational Organized Crime and Russia's Mafiya 

Gregory L. Q'Hayon 

With the collapse of the Cold War, and the subsequent end of the bipolar 

international systern, new secwity threats have arisen. One of the most important ones is 

that presented by transnational organized crime, which has increased both in wealth and 

power as a result of these geopolitical shifts, and with the intensification of the 

globalization process. We posit that transnational criminal organizations are the perverse 

effect of both globalizaîion and of weak of central states. 

In this study we trace the evolution of the Russian Mafiya, which has become a 

pivotal actor in this new international society of thieves. Moreover, we attempt to gauge 

the threat posed by the Mafiya on the nascent Russian state, and its transition to a 

democratic polity and fiee market economy. This transition has been hampered by its 

failure to create new state structures necessary to dislodge a resistant nomenklc~twa. 

Consequently, we posit that transitions c m  only be successfbl when guided, and 

protected by strong states. 

We conclude that the Mafïya does represent a strong threat to the current Russian 

state for it is plundering the country's naturd and cultural wealth, undermining the state's 

authority and legitimacy through corruption and intimidation, CO-opting civil society's 

institutions, and fuelling the forces of disintegration. As in Italy and Columbia, the 

Mafiya is grafting itself upon the body politic of newbom Russia. 
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The combined impacts of globalbation and the breakdown of the Cold War 

international system have opened vast new oppominities and territories to criminals. 

Russia's recent political and econornic upheavais have facilitated the plunder of üiis 

young state's natural, industnal and cultural wealth by native criminal organizations, and 

their nomenklatura pariners. The political and economic institutions of the other fourteen 

Soviet successor States exhibit simila. vulnerabilities. They aIi simply lack the resources, 

laws, skills, and occasiondy the will to meet this challenge. Furthermore, the once 

mighty Red Army has been disposing of its arsenal, including nuclear matenals, in a 

gargantuan fire sale where we are liable to meet terrorists, g b l l a s ,  and rogue 

statesrnen. 

Globalization, motored by improved transportation and communications 

technologies (computers, fax machines, etc.), has made national borders increasingly 

porous because of the consequent dismantling of trade restrictions, and the developrnent 

of a global fuiancial system. As a resdt, the volume of trade (licit and illicit) has grown 

as investment opportunities have eased and increased. On the other hand, it has also 

facilitated capital flight and money laundering. Capital flight drains public treasuries and 

forces governments to either increase indebtedness, or cut services. Ironically perhaps, it 

is often this same flight capital which governments borrow. 

Invesûnent, industry, and ideas are not the only ones to have increased their 

mobility. People have done the same. The multiple diasporas have established networks 

and home territones for these crimiml organizations, especidy in the new global cities. 



This new global reach of organized crime has consequently made it more difficult for law 

enforcement agencies to detect, investigate and prosecute them. 

The new Russian criniinal multinationals have also established strategic alliances 

witb, among others, their Italian, Colombian, Japanese and Chinese counterparts. Even 

though a Pax Mafiosa has not yet replaced the Pm Soviefica and Pax Arnericana, they 

have certainly altered the nature of geopolitics, which is now increasingly tied, not to the 

control of resources and temtories, but to economics and global politics. 

Globalization and the collapse of the Soviet Union do not, however, fully explain 

the reasons for the development of Russian organized crime on such a massive scale. 

Rather, we posit that the causes are also to be found within Russian society itself. 

Consequently, we must look at the forces of change at the societal level, as well as at the 

global Ievel. 

In Chapter One, we tackle the thomy question of societal change by atiempting to 

reconcile structuralist and individudistic approaches in order to demonstrate its 

complexity and unpredictability. By avoiding the determinism inherent in some 

stnicturalist theones we can show that organized criminal groups, often the most dynamic 

actors in transition societies, are actually a forrn of mobilized social movernent which 

change, not only the d e s  of the game, but the game itself Consequently, these groups 

alter social structures and social actors (individuals). 

Moreover, our theoretical approach is utilized to develop a sociology of 

international change. The latter allows us to analyze the causes and implications of 

imperiai collapse, of a post-co~~llllunist transition to a democratic polity and fi-ee market 

economy, and of globalkation. In Chapter 2 we deal wiui the first two phenornena, and 



illustrate it by referring to the disintegration of the Austro-Hungarïan Empire, which we 

consider to be a forerunner of the Soviet Union's collapse. ln the first section we identiG 

the root causes of collapse, both intemal and extemal. The second section serves to 

identiS the various political and economic hurdles faced by Russia as it makes its post- 

communist transition. 

We begin our third Chapter with a definition of globalization in order to gauge its 

contribution to the changing nature of states, and secwity. Thus, globalization 

encompasses several sources of both national and international change. In subsequent 

sections we look at the detemtoriaiization of states, the relocation of sovereignty to supra, 

and sub-national entities, and the increasing number of non-state international actors. 

Moreover, such an analysis pennits us to understand the growing international links 

between organized criminai groups, as weil as their international activities such as dmg 

tranicking and money laundering. Lastly, due to these alterations of the state, traditional 

rnilitay conceptions of security are no longer suEcient. As a result of this 

detemtorialization of national security, we posit the addition of transnational organized 

crime to the growing list of non-military and non-territorial threats. 

Corruption and organized crime are dedt with in our fourth Chapter. The first 

section will serve to both defme and illustrate the concept of corruption (political and 

economic) which is a manifestation of the growing interaction between the undenvorld, 

and legitirnate uppenvorld. We then look at the roots, and sources of growth of organized 

crime. We illustrate this and the underworld-upperworld interaction primarily by looking 

at Italy ' s post-war experience. 



Chapter 5 serves to illustrate the reasons for organized crime's flourishing in post- 

Soviet Russia. We begin, however, by looking at the causes of Soviet collapse, which we 

posit as being the erosion of both the Communist Party's political hegemony, and 

economic centrai planning. We then analyze Russia's politicai and economic transition in 

order to illustrate how its failure to develop new political and economic institutions has 

fuelled organized crime's growth. Lastly, we present the current situation prevailing in 

Russia where organized crime is grafting itself onto its body politic, and infiltrating the 

legitimate economy. 



Chapter 1: Methodologies 

Stmcturalist theories maintain that societies are self-sustaining wholes, or systems 

constnicted~stmctured tbrough the combination of mutually dependent components. 

Positing the internai unity of systems, they maintain the irreducible nature of these 

wholes. Ln other words, the sum is greater and different than its parts. 

ALthough they do not reject the existence of social structures, theories espouhg 

methodological individudimi posit that dl complex social phenornena can be expiained 

b y loo king at the individual actions that produce them. Mureuver, these individual actions 

are posited as being the primary sources of social change. 

It is our contention, however, that both approaches can be reconciled by avoiding 

the detenninism inherent in some stnicturalist theories. Nso, it serves to both illustrate 

that the organized crime phenornena is the outcome of both structural and individual-level 

changes, and that it alters social structures and individuals. 

In order to accomplish this we begin with an exploration of Levi-Strauss, 

considered the founder of the structural approach. It is to be followed by the 

methodological individualisrn of Boudon, Crozier & Friedberg, Etnoni, and Touraine. 

Anthony Giddens' structuration theory will serve to bridge both approaches. 

A) Structure 

Social structures are analytical tools that identiw and categonze a given set of, 

stable and predictable, social relationships. In other words, social structures refer to the 

arrangement and interrelation of its constituent social systems. 



For Levi-Strauss, social sciences must adopt the concept of social and cultural 

structures in order for them to becorne true deductive sciences. This methodological 

approach will allow hem to identi@ laws and pnnciples, thus improving their predictive 

capabilities. According to the author: 

"Le principe fondamental est que la notion de structure sociale ne se rapporte pas a la réalite 
empirique, mais aux modéles construits d'après celle-ci. Ainsi apparait la différence entre deux notions si 
voisines qu'on les a souvent confondues, je veus dire celle de structure sociale et celle de relations 
sociufe.s. Les relations sociates sont la matiére premiére employée pour Ia construction des modéles qui 
rendent manifeste Ia smcture sociale elle-même. En aucun cas celle-ci ne saurait donc être ramenée A 
l'ensemble des relations sociales, observables dans une société donnde." (Levi-Strauss 1974: 305-306) 

Structures are intellectual constructions, deterrnined and estabiished through the 

observation of society, of social interactions. They are the means social scientists use to 

under stand and explain the observable reality of actuai social relations. Nevertheless, 

structures are independent of observed reality for they go beyond it to uncover a general 

origin, in the case of myths, or principle. 

Levi-Strauss perceived al1 forms of social interaction as systems of 

communication among individuals and groups. As a result, it has led several structural 

linguists and semioticians, such as N o m  Chomsky, to make a distinction between deep 

and sUTface structures. In linguistic terms, surface structures are utterances, speech, while 

deep structures refer to their underlying meaning. In other words, surface structures are 

observable social relations, and constihite the corpus of empirically minded social 

science. The goal of stnichuzil scientists is to discover those deep structures which are the 

grammar, the d e  system of social Me. 

Each interaction thus carries a message, constructed through the use of signs 

drawn fiom the cultural codes in which the participants were socialized. Thus a cultural 

system is not only a system of signs, but also a system of rules that indicate how these 



signs are to be used. These systems of signs are the forces, which structure human 

activities. 

Structuralisni can therefore overcome culture, and discover universal and 

invariant structures. lnherent in this approach is that al1 individuals have the sarne 

cognitive abilities. In other words, structuralism is not seeking to explain, but to 

understand how the human mind works independently of the individual's cultural context. 

Thus, its ultimate goal is to uncover the structures of the human mind. Stniçturalism does 

not, however, eschew empiricism for it was bom in the ethnographie hidies of Radcliffe- 

Brown and Levi-Strauss among others. Rather, it seeks to either validate deductively 

elaborated deep structures, or to discover them. 

Consequently, we cannot reduce social reality to the actions of individuah or 

groups, and to the subjective experiences that give them meaning. Thus, intentions do 

not, in reality, inform action. Rather, action is stnictured and reflects the underlying social 

structure (grammar). For instance, Mauss posits that fiee will is an illusion, and that 

structures inform an individual's actions (Mucchielli 1983 : 5 1) which are also evidence 

of an individual's position in a given society. It is in this sense that stmcturalism seeks 

the disappearance of the subject, and is therefore in opposition with subjective, 

individualistic îheories. As Mayhew states: "in structural sociology the unit of analysis is 

always the social network, never the individual." (Giddens 1984: 207-208) 

What structuralism baçically attempts to do is uncover universally valid laws of 

society and social change. It posits this search on the belief that relationships are not 

random, but that they are predictable and stnictured. As Eco points out, what it seeks to 

find are constants because "la structure est un système dans Lequel tout est connexe, le 



tout et le système de co~exions."(Eco 1972: 322). Structure is therefore coherent and 

cannot be broken down into constituent parts. Structure determines behavior and action. 

B) Praxis 

Inherently deterministic, M h s m  posits production as the central/structural 

feature of life. As the mode of production changes, so too do the nature of social relations 

and the character of the superstructure (the state, ideology, culture). What al1 modes of 

production, except communism, have in common is the dienation of human beings. 

Production and alienation sow the seeds of class stniggle which is the principle motor of 

historical and societal change. Marxism evolved in reaction to the writings of Hegel, and 

to his principle of Geist, which emphasized the spiritual foundations of human society. 

h tead ,  we should concentrate on the material realities of the world, and on its inherent 

contradictions. 

Social relations are surface structures, or in Marxist terms are part of the 

superstructure. In all  hi~toncal epochs, relations of production constitute social relations. 

Levi-Strauss' claim that structures exist independently of human wiïl echoes this dualism 

between structure and superstructure. Therefore, the superstructure changes only when 

the stnichire is transformed. This latter transformation is endogenous, and the result of its 

intemal and inherent contradictions. 

These contradictions occur in three locales. The first is between humans and their 

natural environment fiom which they are progressively alienated. The second cornes fiom 

the development of new production techniques that alter productive relations, as well as 

the social structures that have been built around them. Contradictions finally emerge 



when the superstructure no longer corresponds to the economic structure, or when the 

institutional organization of society c m  no longer "protect" or validate the senichile. 

Although his approach is deterministic, in that he emphasizes the importance of 

the economic structure and the "irrelevance" of the superstructure, Marx c m t  entirely 

evacÿate the role of humans in the making of history. Escaphg the iron law of histoncal 

rnaterialism, the modem proletariat is posited as being i n s m e n t d  in the u s h e ~ g  in the 

epoch of humanistic history. Moreover, history is seen as the product of a complex 

interplay between human actions and structural conditions. This link is established by 

what is termed Praxis. 

Thus, with this concept we can surmise that, for Marx, human actions do not 

occur in a vacuum, nor are they random or entirely fiee. Rather they are dependent on the 

individual's personal capabilities, as well as  on the circumstances in which that individual 

must act. Moreover, these circurnstances are the result of past human action. In spite of 

this, Manllsrn maintains that structural contradictions are the principal motor of social 

change, not agency. 

Like certain streams of structuralkt thought, Marxism is highly deterministic. One 

major difference is that Marxism holds a quasi-religious faith in the notion of progress, 

and linear historical evolution. Although, Stnicturalism makes no such claims it, like 

Marxism, attempts to discover universal laws of causality. In other words, for every 

specific input there will be a specific output. In other words, human societies are a b  to 

mechanistic systems. 



For Giddens, the main strength of methodological individualism is its ability to 

explain social change (Giddens 1984: 2 16). Although individualistic theones seek to 

bring agency back in, this does not translate into a complete evacuation of sû-ucturalist 

notions because they do recognize the constraining influence structures exert on 

individual action. Theones inspired by methodological individualism, moreover, espouse 

a non-Iinear and non-ordered view of social relations and change. Ln other words, ihey do 

not believe in the existence of set patterns of social relations. To seek universal iaws is 

thus seen as fiitiIe (Giddens i 984: 2 14). 

Giddens' Structuration theory is the means through which we will artempt to 

reconcile both methodologies, while eschewing structuralism's detemunism. For Giddens 

diis determinisrn, which has blinded sociology to the real sources of social change, is the 

result of the dualism between agency (voluntarism) and structure (detenninism). Thus, 

structuration theory is Giddens' attempt to reconcile agency and structure. He States: 

"The basic domain of study of the social sciences, accordhg to the theory of structuration, is 
neither the experience of the individual actor, nor the existence of any form of societal totality, but social 
practices ordered across space and time." (Giddens 1984:2) 

Structuration theory therefore avoids reifjmg static social wholes by emphasiung 

the fluid nature of social reality by positing the duality of structure and agency, and the 

centrafity of social practices. Duality of structure is at the center of Giddens' vision, and 

basically means that agency and structure are not mutually exclusive. Rather they are two 

sides of the same coin. Also, it is in this duality that we locate social practices which are 

the sources of our socialization as actors, as well as the vehicles or embodiments of social 



structures. Therefore both action and structure are d . e r e n t  ways of looking at sociai 

practices. 

Etzioni's theory of social guidance or activation underscores this duality between 

what he terms ccdownward" (structures) and ''upward" (society) processes. He also adds 

that societies are not very malleable, and cannot be easily guided fkom the top. The level 

and extent of societal guidance is dependent upon the type of relationship between the 

controllhg parts and the guided societal units (Etioni 199 1 : 40). 

Giddens' use of the concept of Praxis echoes Etzioni, and underscores this duality 

or interdependence between agency and structure. It also serves to emphasize the creative 

and transformative attributes of action. Accordhg to Giddens, Praxis is: 

"an ontological term, expressing a fundamentai trait of human social existence. To speak of human 
social activity as Praris is to reject every conception of human being as 'determined objects' or as 
unambiguously 'fkee subjects'. Al1 human action is carried on by knowledgeable agents who both constnict 
the social world îhrough their action, but whose action is also conditioned or constrained by the very world 
of their creation." (Giddens, 198 1 : 53-54) 

Action is therefore seen as transformative, normative, and communicative, as  weU 

as basically undetennined because of there always exists the possibility of acting 

otherwise. Nevertheless, individuals are not the sole originators of action, nor are they the 

sole products of socialization. Rather, action is informed by socidization, and 

socialization is impacted action. 

This echoes Crozier and Friedberg, who posit that structures determine the scope 

of fieedom enjoyed by individuals and that they, in tum, produce, support and change 

these structures. Both authors equate these structures to a game, which they define as: 

"...a concrete mechanisrn which men use to structure and xegularize their power relations, while 
leaving these relations - and themselves - fkee." (Crozier & Friedberg 1977: 56). 



Thus, a game regulates cooperation between individuals; as well as reconcile 

fieedom and c o n d n t .  A game is a human construct that is linked to a society's cultural 

models, and to the capacities of the players. A structure is thus a collection of games. 

Moreover, in a game there is no equality between the players, nor is there any consensus 

on the niles although it is assumed that there will be a process of socialization. Games do 

not determine behavior, but they do establish the range of possible strategies among 

which the actodplayer chooses. 

Thus they argue that one can neither explain nor initiate change without taking the 

structures, limits and constraints of the system into consideration. Failure to do so insures 

that both will fail. An argument could therefore be made that the reform movement in 

Russia may be failing because it did not take the pre-existing "network" system into 

consideration. Change is thus fiaught with contradictions for it requires that we build 

upon the foundations of the old structure, as well as erect somethhing new, which is in 

opposition to the old. This contradiction is overcome by the actor's invention and choice, 

which is based on the actor's knowledge and understanding of the limits ( d e s )  set by the 

structures, and the fieedom they have. This knowledge does not have to be theoretical. 

M e r ,  it is most ofien i n t e d i z e d  as a result of socialization. 

Giddens adds that structures do not exist outside actors and their actions, nor are 

they detemünistic or patterns or systems of interactions. Rather, structures are systems of 

d e s  and resources that individuals draw upon, but also change, in their production and 

reproduction of society. As he states: 

"One of the main propositions of structuration theory is that the rules and resources drawn upon in 
the production and reproduction of social action are at the same tirne the means of system reproduction." 
(Giddens 1984: 19) 



Rdes are therefore embedded in the systems of social interaction, and may not 

dways be explicit. Taken for granted and internalized, d e s  constitue rneaning and 

sanction (enable and constrain) conduct. Giddens identifies two types of d e s :  allocative 

and authoritative. The former are material (raw matenais, technology), and refer to 

domination over objects. Authoritative resources refer to domination over people 

(economic and political institutions). They are the organization of social tirne-space 

(Giddens 2984: 258). 

Resources provide the means by which transformative d e s  are incorporated into 

social practices. There are three types of structure: signification; domination; and 

legitimation. Signification entails al1 types of communication (codes, symbols, and signs). 

Domination refers to the transformative aspect of action. 

It also entails the concept of power that Giddens sees as an inherent and necessary 

feahue of human relationships because it is inherent in action itself. As Crozier and 

Fnedberg put it: "relations of power are inevitably bound up with human action" (Crozier 

and Fnedberg 1977: 247). Power can never be absolute, nor c m  it disappear. Giddens 

rejects the Marxist concept of power, and posits that power is the ability to achieve or 

change something. Moreover, he States that suborduiates always have resources open to 

them that ailow them to influence those in charge and in power. Power is the property of 

action and social systems, as well as a needed and unavoidable ingreclient in social 

relations. Therefore, change is impossible without a transformation of the system of 

power (Crozier & Fnedberg 1977). And as with Etzioni, the greatest potentid for change 

occurs when it is initiated fiom below (upward forces). 



Giddens' smcture of legitimation refers to the n o m  of a society or community, 

whose existence does not depend on their wide acceptance (see Giddens 1976). These 

d e s  and resources exist outside time and space (virtual system), and are the properties of 

collectivities or communities rather than of individual actors. Giddens adds: 

"To say that structure is a 'virtuai order' of transfomative relations means that social systerns, as 
reproduced social practices, do not have 'structures' but rather exhibit 'structurai properties' and that 
structure exists, as time-space presence, o d y  in its instantiations in such practices and as memory traces 
orienting the conduct of knowledgeable human agents." (Giddens 1984: 17) 

Thus, structures guide and inform social interactions. They are virtual in the sense 

that they are tacitly grasped, not necessarily formulated by individuals. Structure is thus 

paradigrnatic, and dynamic. Not oniy does it constrain human agency, but also enable it. 

Structure is the medium and the outcome of the production and reproduction of social 

practices. 

The most important aspect of structuration theory is that agency is embodied in 

individual human beings. Human society is thus shaped and reshaped by individual's 

everyday activity rather than by classes, movements, reformist groups or the system. 

Giddens also stresses the importance of the actor's knowledgeability, but 

dis tinguishes between three types : motivation; practical consciousness; and discursive 

consciousness. Motivation is found in the actor's unconscious. Motives are the actor's 

wants, and refer to hidher potential action. In other words, they do not automatically 

translate into action. Rather, they inform it and have a general influence on it. 

Practicd consciousness refers to the actor's knowledge, which is not always made 

explicit. Giddens posits that it refers to routine, taken-for-granted actions in which actors 

instinctively know the what and why of theix actions. It is at this Ievel of day to day 

activities that social systems are reproduced. 



This second strata raises the crucial concept of ontoIogica1 security which 

basically refers to the fact that psychological and physical security are dependent on there 

being a routine. It is when routine breaks down that there is regression to earlier stages of 

development. The latter entails a potential increase in the power of, and identification 

with parent-like rnovements and leaders. Nevertheless, Giddens does not claim that al1 

types of change will engender this reaction (boomerang effect), rather it seems that it will 

occur if there is a "cataclysmic" break with the routine. 

Discursive consciousmss emerges when the routine breaks down. It is at this level 

that actors reflect on the how and why of their actions. Giddens, therefore, makes a 

distinction between the rationalization of action and the motivation for it. The latter 

occurs only in unusual circumstances, but actors are not always conscious of it (for 

example with the survival instinct). Moreover, discursive consciousness is the actor's 

ability to reflect upon his/her actions as well as describe them rationally Although it is 

difficult to clearly distinguish between practical and discursive consciousness, for 

Giddens the more routine or fundamental an action is, the less we are able to rationalize 

or explain it. 

D) Collective Action 

Theories of collective action utilize the tools of methodological individualism, but 

posit that individual action alone cannot be a force for change. Rather, groups and 

collectivities are posited as being the main instruments of change. 

Touraine's collectivities are social rnovements which he identifies as historical 

actors. In other words, "L'acteur historique a remplacé le roi" (Eder 199 1 : 12 1). Touraine 



and Etzioni do not marginalize the role of the individual. but posit that his/her actions are 

informed by the collectivity to which they belong. as well as by the structure of their 

society. Moreover. it is through collective action that individuals develop their identities. 

Touraine also argues that society is nothing but the unstable and rather incoherent 

result of social relations and conflicts. History and society are therefore made through 

collective action whose principal agents are social movements that he defines as: 

"Le mouvement social est l'action, a la fois culnirellernent orientée et socialemenr conflictuelle, 
d'une classe sociale définie par sa position de domination ou de dépendance dans le mode d'appropriation 
de I'historicité, des modèles culîurek d'investissement, de conaissance et de moralité, vers lesquels il esr 
lui-même oriente." (Touraine 1 984: 1 52)  

Consequently, the sociology of action, illustrated in figure 1, must be at the center 

of sociological inquüy. Made up of four interlocking parts (action, order, crisis, and 

change), the figure demonstrates the multidirectionaiity of social processes. For instance, 

when an institution is in cnsis it can lead to blockage, which in turn transforms mles into 

tools of domination and exchsion. 

Figure 1: Touraine's Sociology of Action 
(Touraine 1978: 103) 

ORDRE CI 

decadence I 
CEUSE 



To Touraine's social movernent, Etioni adds the concept of societal activation. 

Thus, in order to initiate change, a unit (individual, group and society) must have the 

abiiity to mobilize certain key assets. Etioni identifies three types of assets and 

mobilization: coercive; utilitarian; and normative. Coercive refers to "weapons, 

installations, and manpower which the rnilitary, the police, or similar agencies cornrnand" 

(EtPoni 1968: 667). Utilitarian refers to "economic possessions, technicai and 

administrative capabilities, and manpower" (Etzioni 1968 : 67 1 ). Normative refers to 

"symbols, values, and sentiments" (Etzioni. 1968: 670). To this mobilization we must add 

the secondary role played by new ideas, changes in the mode of  production, and the 

forces in the societal environment (Etzioni 1968: 394). Although these extemal factors do 

play a role in social change, the impetus for it must come fiom within society. 

What Etioni also brings to us is another way of looking at the transnational 

organized crime phenornenon in Russia. This entails seeing organized crime not as a sign 

of decay, but as part of the birthing process. This echoes what is occasionally pronounced 

in the neo-liberai press. In other words, organized crime is a necessary evil which must be 

"accepted" for it is the price to pay for the introduction of capitalism and democracy. 

Thus the M@ya in generd is seen as a mobilizing force because it actually produces and 

reproduces the necessaiy environment for the flourishing of the fiee market. 

This underscores Crozier and Fnedberg's concept of social leaming (discovery, 

creation and acquisition of new modes of reasoning - Crozier & Friedberg 1977: 22 1) 

which occurs, during a period of crisis, when individual discovenes and innovations are 

tumed into shared social practices and become embedded in the system. Therefore they 

change the system's traits, and may even alter the way the system transforms itself. But 



collective learning is not at al1 like individual learning since individuals l e m  fiom what 

others have done before. Social leaming, on the other hand, has no precedent and must 

occur in a time of crisis, when there is a rupture with 01d structures and their vicious 

circles (habits). It therefore makes ingenuity, leadership, and fiee choice essential to the 

emergence of a non-regressive new game (Crozier & Friedberg 1977: 226). 

This can be dangerous for it inevitably calls the conditions of an actor's game into 

question and modifies or eliminates the zones of certahty under his control (Crozier & 

Fnedberg 1977: 217). These zones basically refer to what is under the actor's control, and 

what is routine. According to the authors: 

"In an unconscious but nonetheless Iegitimate way, they will obstnict any move that threatens their 
autonomy and will seek to manipulate the change so that they can maintain or even reinforce the zone of 
uncertainty under their control." (Crozier & Friedberg 1977: 3 18) 

Collective learning thus fosters collective action as a collection of actors leam 

(i .e., invent and institute) new games, together with their affective, cognitive, and 

relational components. These games (social praxis) reflect and induce new organizational 

structures. 

Therefore, it is by leamùig new games that confiicts arise, not the opposite. This 

usually occurs in societies of relative afnuence. They posit that such a rupture can only 

engender regression in poor (therefore traditionai) societies. We can afford to change or 

lose some of our many vicious circles. Thus change is eased by the existence of slack in 

the system. Moreover, progress depends on wealth, not on force of m s ,  and this wealth 

is dependent upon the society's inventiveness. Also: 

"The more compIex and iess tightly integrated a society is, the more resources it possesses, the 
more readily it can transform itself." (Crozier & Friedberg 1977: 226) 



This echoes Touraine's analysis of what he ternis the post-industrial society which 

is the product of our loss of belief in the Enlightenment ideal (progress and evolution), 

but of our continued "faith" in technical rationality. These societies corne to see 

themselves not as histoncd products, but as man-made. In this, he echoes Ralston Sad's 

andysis of corporatist societies, which are characterized by the omnipresence of 

technocratie management. But for Touraine, social movements which attempt to combat 

corporatism's hegemony have eclipsed social classes. They are the new forces of history. 

Post-industrial societies are therefore distinguished by the dechne of the industrial 

sector. Frenzied technological innovation therefore motors economic growth. And, the 

traditional class divide has been obliterated by de-industrialization, and the consequent 

rise of the service class (professionals and "technicals") which has become socially, and 

numerically more important1. Thus, the post-industrial society is a knowledge based, and 

governed society. 

As a result of post-industnalism, social movements are no longer invoived in 

Historical conflicts. Rather they launch limited actions (luttes particulières) with small 

and specific goals. Class struggles have been transformed into struggles for political 

power and influence. Touraine has termed this shift as the '%onception stratégique du 

changement social" (Touraine 1984: 146). 

Moreover for Boudon it is fdse to state social actors have no other choice but to 

bend to societal pressure. Forced choice is only occasional for the actor is endowed with a 

measure of liberty and fieedom. Societies are not programmed or programmable because 

1 For Robert Reich the labor market, in developed countrÏes, is being recast into three broad 
categories: routine production services, in-person services, and symbolic-analytic services. See 
REICH, Robert. (1 992) The Work of Nations. New York: Vinbge. 174-1 80. 



of their increasing complexity (due to post-industrialism), and because of the 

pervasiveness of perverse effects (concept retrieved fiom economics) which posits as  one 

of the root causes of social change because of their plurality and multidirectionality. 

He gives this initial definition of perverse effects: 

"The mere juxtaposition of individual actions has produced collective and individual effects thai 
were not necessarily undesirable but in any case had not been included arnong the actors' explicit 
objectives." (Boudon 1982: 3) 

F.A. Hayek (1960) rnakes two interesting claims on the subject of perverse 

effects. Firstly, he argues that individuals are rule followers for they know that such 

behavior garners the greatest rewards. The consequent creation of complex and organized 

social structures is in itself an unintended consequence. Moreover, he opposed state 

economic planning and intervention on the grounds that dl actions have unintended 

consequences, but that individual fkeedom produces less nefarious effects. In other words, 

individual fieedom justifies itself. 

Boudon has identified three types of perverse effects: non-desired but positive; 

non-desired; and undesirable. It is the latter type which creates societal disequilibriums 

which, unwanted and unforeseen, initiate social change. 

Boudon's units of analysis are individuals and their actions because it is the 

aggregation of individual actions which evenhially become a social effect. In other words, 

he is describing spillover or feedback processes. Once something is initiated, the 

prefened or expected outcornes will most likely give way to unforeseen consequences 

which could either be negative, positive or both. This is not to be confused with the 

boomerang effect which posits that change engenders reactionary movements which are 

opposed to it. 



An individuai actor's perceptions of self-interest are not guided by notions of pure 

self-interest, or according to the rational actor model. He echoes Mancur Olson's 

conclusions that state that being conscious of one's self-interest does not automatically 

translate into action. Boudon defines a perverse effect as: 

"an effect that is not sought after by the social actors and does not result kom a clash of interests 
and fiom the ensuing conflicts." @oudon 1982: 36) 

Frorn this definition we can see that h9ancu.r Olson's fkee rider, and Albert O. 

Hirshmann's desertiodprotest effect are dl instances of perverse effects. Nevertheless, 

Boudon does not state that d l  social change is the remit of perverse effects. To the latter 

Boudon ad& contradictions (zero-sum games) between important social groups, 

institutional obsolescence, wars, and other disasters. But what distinguishes perverse 

effects from al1 other sources of change are their great fiequency, their unrecognized 

nature, and muitidirectiondity. 

Olson's free-rider concept states that people seek collective benefits without 

contribuhg to the group's action. The perverse effect here would be that no one would 

take part in collective action, and therefore no collective goods would be created. This, 

however, could ody  occur if action were truly rational. Thus, for Boudon fiee-ridership is 

not a given. Rather, the level of fiee-ndership is not only dependent on the quantity of 

goods produced, but also on the quality. In other words, people join groups because they 

offer h e m  an unquantifiable good; people, like systems, are not solely guided by pure 

rationdity and a cost benefit analysis. This is very important vis-à-vis questions 

surroundhg organized crime and street level violence. For example, law enforcement can 

make no headway if "normal" people are unwilling, or too scared, to do anything. 



This ties into Hirschrnann's desertiodprotest effect. Desertion is possible, in a 

multi-polar world, where the individual can more readily fhd alternative groups or 

organizations which are better suited to defend hisher interests, or satisQ some other 

need. Protest, on the other hand, is more likely to occur in a bipolar world because 

desertion is more problematic and costly. 

We could Say that within transnational organized criminai groups, both effects 

(desertion/protest) are prominent. We could also argue that their "emergence" is a form of 

both protest and desertion, for they have deserted their given civil society and, by their 

very existence, challenge the integrity of states and the range of action of states. 

These groups are part of what has emerged as the global civil society. They are 

global perverse effects. Moreover as Boudon points out, the costs of eliminating certain 

perverse effects may be prohibitive and incur other perverse effects. It could also be 

argued that the security dilemma is also a perverse effect because as a state attempts to 

secure its survival, in the anarchic state system, it fosters insecurity in neighboring states. 

This dilemrna cannot be escaped fiom for it is inhercnt to sovereign statehood. We can 

see this security dilemrna at play as the international comunity attempts tu erect an 

international response to iransnational organized crime. National sovereignties continue 

to be fiercely guarded, as policies in one country are interpreted with hostility in another. 

As we can see perverse effects are solely the result of aggregate individual 

actions. Rather, the actions taken by organizations such as states and their governments 

can also foster perverse effects. As mentioned earlier, Russia's economic liberalization 

program has lead to the appearance of many perverse effects such as inflation, capital 



flight, and reduced public expenditures. These individual effects unleash yet othea, and 

when brought together form the essence of a feedback loop. 

What we have attempted to accomplish here is to set out a theoretical framework 

which will allow us to better grasp and contextualize the organized crime phenornenon in 

Russia Methodological individualism oEes  us this possibility because it recogiizes the 

complexity, and unpianned qualities of social phenornena and social change. It does not 

seek to found its explanations on isdated inputs or levers. Moreover, by founding our 

analysis on structuration theory we do not need to evacuate dl structural notions. Rather, 

it posits a dynarnic interaction between structure and agency in which both influence and 

constrain the other. Thus b y avoiding deterrninistic explanations, this approach offers is a 

great deal of theoretical flexibility that can be used to analyze the role of individuals and 

structures in both the processes of societal and global change. 



Chapter 2: Transition 

The Soviet Union was the last of Europe's great Empires, and its demise parallels 

that of the Ausbo-Hungariao Empire at the end of the First World War. The principle 

similady resides in the fact that, in both cases, the successor states m u t  state and nation- 

build. Presently, the principle goal of this dual building process is the creation of 

democratic polities and free-market ecooomies. 

The major difference between the present situation, and that which prevailed in 

the inter-war years is the absence of hostile regional hegemons such as the Soviet Union 

and Nazi Gexmany. However, the hurdles and pitfalls that the countries of the Former 

Soviet Union must presentiy face are analogous to those faced by the Eastern European 

successor states of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The sarne economic, po litical and 

ethnic questions prevail. 

Imperia1 collapse is caused by both extenial and intemal structural changes. In 

other words, the empire in question is undennined by alterations of the international 

system of states which are primarily linked to the outcome of wars, as well as by 

modifications in its interna1 political, economic, and social structures. The latter include 

increased decentralization, corruption, and social polarization, growing demographic 

imbalances, as well as economic stagnation. 

Neorealism/stnictural realism will be utilized in this first part for it recognizes the 

interplay between both levels (extemal and intemal) of changes. Moreover, because it 

claims to have identified the recurrent patterns of imperial rise and collapse, we cm use 

its conclusions to draw parallels with historical precursors. Neorealism is useful because 



the collapse of the Soviet Union entailed a complete change of the international system of 

states. It left a power vacuum that has to be filled one way or another. 

Therefore, in our first section we will underline the changes that are linked to 

imperial collapse. This will be followed by an examination of the Austro-Hungarian 

exarnple fkom which we will draw parallels with the collapse of the Soviet Union, as well 

as with the current situation in the post-communist world. 

We will then specificaily deai with the transition process by focusing fïrst on 

democratization and the consolidation process, and then on fiee market reforms which are 

meant to both alter the workings of the economy, as well as the mentalities of the 

societies in question 

A) Imperia1 Colla~se 

In War and Change in World Politics, Robert Gilpin sets out to elaborate a 

structural realist analytical and conceptual fcamework in order to study change in 

international relations. Aithough structural realism or neorealism is non-deterministic, it 

focuses its analysis on the structure of the international system. It therefore evacuates 

elements of hurnan nature to explain the behavior of states. Gilpin seeks to identie the 

recurrent cycles and patterns of the struggle for wealth and power, between independent 

states, which have characterized international relations for millennia (Gilpin 198 1 : 7). 



i) The State 

Gilpin's basic unit of analysis is the group, which embodies fie essence of social 

reality (Gilpin 198 1 : 304-305). The modem manifestation of this reality is the nation- 

state, which exists in a Hobbesian~marchic world system where: 

"States operate as effective systems as Iong as they are capable of performing a set of fundamental 
functions. These furActions include the provision of security, public order, and econornic welfare." (Maoz 
1996: 33) 

The essential characteristics of the state are its temtoriality and population that are 

the sources of its authority and sovereignty. The latter entai1 that the state has its own 

interests, and exercises ultimate authority within its temtorial borders. Here we must 

rnake the distinction between vital and state interests. The former refers to the survival of 

the state. Consequently, threats to the integrity of its temtory, and the physical well-being 

of its population are considered to be threats to the state's vital interests. 

State interests, on the other hand, may reflect those of its elite or ruling class. 

Here, there is no hierarchy of interests or needs because a state seeks to satisfice and not 

maximize its interests. It is thus not a question of guns or butter, but how much of each. 

ii) Vital Interests in the International System 

States pursue three types of objectives: increased security and wealth; increased 

influence over the behavior of other states which is accomplished through coercion, or the 

establishment of alliances or spheres of influence; and increased control and influence 

over the world economy and the international division of labor (Gilpin 198 1 : 10). In the 

latter two categories, a state increases its power and influence if it is abIe to fashion and 

control the d e s  of the system. This ability is dependent on three main factors: the 



distribution of power which is oligopolistic; the hierarchy of prestige; and the niles of the 

system. 

The distribution of power, in the international system, can be Imperid, bipolar, or 

multipolar @alance of power). Power is the aggregate of a state's econornic, military, and 

technologicd capabilities, and "is the capacity to produce an intended effecty' (Waltz 

1959: 205). Prestige is a reflection of a state's willingness, and successful use of its 

power. This will eventually detemine a state's position in the hierarchy of 

prestige/authority. 

Both power and prestige must be legitimized in some way. For Gilpin the main 

Iegitimizing factor is Mctory in the last hegemonic war where the distribution of power is 

recognized in peace treaties (constitutions) (Gilpin 198 1 : 34). Thus, neorealism posits 

that the international system, under great power(s) guidance, must establish a system of 

rights and rules in order to foster a certain amount of order and predictability. 

iii) Twoloe?, of Change 

Gilpin has identified three ideal-types of international system change: systems 

change; systemic change; and interaction change. The most fundamental are systems 

change because they are a reflection of the nse and decline of state systems. Systemic 

change entails an alteration of the systern's govemance. The main difference between the 

two is that the former (systems) entails a change of the system and not within it as is the 

case with systemic change. Interaction changes are the most fiequent but have no impact 

on the distribution of power or the hierarchy of prestige. Although they only slightly 

modiQ relations between States, they may indicate more fundamental changes to corne. 



iv) Domestic Sources 

International systems change is dependent on certain domestic factors, the most 

important of which is the relationship between public and private gain. Thus, private 

interests are to be furthered by the existence and acceptance of a concept of the Common 

Good. If this does exist, citizens will most likely be willing and able to sacrifice in order 

to achieve it, thus nullimg the fiee-rider effect. 

However, ifthere is a disjuncture between the two types of interests, not only will 

citizens no longer be willing to sacrifice their wealth and lives, but it may also lead to the 

disintegration of the state and empire. This process is what Gilpin calls suboptimization, 

which refers to the efforts of a given subgroup to increase its relative gains at the expense 

of the larger group (Gilpin 198 1 : 149). Therefore, it would seem that there is an optimal 

size for States. 

Administrative, economic and technical limitations not withstanding, the 

likelihood of political disintegration and hgmentation increases with the size of the 

state. In other vnrds, the larger the state, the more difficult it will be to adequately 

apportion power and resources in order to preserve the loyalty of the penphery (Gilpin 

1981: 149-150). 

Another factor fuelling suboptimization and disintegration is the progressive loss 

of sight of the founding values and principles, which had initially lead to expansion, of 

the state. Society, therefore, grows more conservative, less innovative, and less willuig to 

run risks (Gilpin 198 1 : 154). M'luence has a negative effect on the martial spint Not 

only does society become cormpt, but the political environment is dso overtaken by 

avarice, resentment and anger. This echoes Gibbon's analysis of the decline of Rome 



which he saw as ''the natural and inevitable effect of immoderate greatness" (Gibbon 

1966: 375). In other words, Rome's fdl was due to its loss of the adequate mix of pnvate 

genius and public industry. Rome's interna1 rot facilitated and compounded the 

destnictiveness of successive waves of barbarian invasions. 

This may be accentuated in the case of an empire because political control is 

much more difficult than in integrated temtonal states. This deficiency is caused by the 

relative independence/discretion, which grows as the empire decay s, of both local military 

and political leaders (Maoz 1996: 34). The result is that the Ïmperial provinces become 

the persona1 fiefdoms of the local "governor" whose d e  may become increasingly 

oppressive and arbitrary (Gibbon 1 966: 3 76). Econornic, political and military power is 

progressively concentrated in the hands of a small and powerful d i n g  elite. The local 

middle class thus disappears, and lawlessness increases2. This unplanned and excessive 

decentralization marginalizes the center fiom the periphery, as well as make the center's 

efforts at social and institutional reform almost impossible. 

As with technological and economic innovations, attempts at social refonn and 

institutional rejuvenation are more problematic as the society ages and ossifies. Such 

reforms, needec! to halt and roll-back the decline, seem to be only possible through 

revolution for it transforms that society's cultural heritage, its vested interests, and 

institutional traditions (Gilpin 1 98 1 : 1 89). 

* The last years of the Western Roman Empire saw an increase of highway robbery, large 
landowners becoming laws unto themselves, and public officials selling offices and generally 
footing the public goods and buildings. See especially Chap. 2 in CAHILL, Thomas. (1995) How 
the Irish Saved Civilization. New York: Doubleday. 



v) International Sources 

In order to understand systems changes we must look at the nature of power, and 

the processes by which it is lost and gained. There are three interrelated sources of power: 

environmental factors; domestic factors; and the structure of the international system 

(GiIpin 1 98 1 : 54). Kemedy captures the essence of this interrelationship when he states: 

"...there exists a dynarnic for change, driven chiefly by economic and technological developments, 
which then impact upon social structures, political systems, military power, and the position of individual 
states and empires." (Kennedy 1988 566) 

The first source refers to economic growth, geography, and demopphy. 

Environmental change, which is long tem, may be triggered by economic, technological 

(communications and transportation), and military innovations which create surplus 

wealth. This surplus not only allows states to have more leeway and choices, but by 

seeking to protect or expand it, states will wage wars since economic considerations have 

now largeiy supplanted retigious and politicai motives. 

The structure of the international system has an effect on the behavior of states for 

it behaves as an extemal comtra.int on theù ability to act. In order to prosper, or even 

survive in a given system, a state must act according to the prevailing norms which reflect 

the distribution of power and the hierarchy of prestige. A state will attempt to change the 

system if the benefits outweigh the costs and if there is a lack of coincidence between the 

distribution of power and its prestige position (Gilpin 198 1 : 93). 

The global economy is an integral part of the international system, especially in 

the post-war years when economic efficiency progressively replaced temtorial expansion 

as the principle means of increasing one's power and prestige. Thus, differences between 

states c m  be explained by differentials in their levels of economic development. 



Moreover, the global economy increases the number and intensity of economic and 

technological interactions behveen Mes .  Therefore, a society and its state rnust foster 

innovation, in ali fields, su as not to lose its relative advantage. 

It is, however, easier for a rising state to both innovate and adopt them because 

they do not conflict with or threaten certain vested interests which are always strongly 

present in more advanced societies. Moreover, the nsing state will push for fieer trade so 

as to rnaxirnize its gains, while a declining state will revert to protectionism, which is a 

sign of relative economic decline. The latter is made evident when the more powerful or 

dominant state no longer seeks to satisfice, and cm no longer fulfill ail of its 

commitments and interests. This is what Kennedy has termed imperial overstretch 

(Kennedy 1988: 666). The latter, as Howard (1983) points out, goes hand in hand with 

the evolution of a micro into a macro defense posture. A good example of this was the 

British belief that the best way to defend hdia was to control what lied between the Bay 

of Bengal and the Mediterranean. 

National income is spent for three purposes: protection (national security & law 

enforcement); consurnption; and productive investment (Gilpin 198 1 : 1 58). Pnority 

spending on the first two, and neglect of the third are to be interpreted as a sign of 

decline. Thus seMces replace products, management replaces capitalist risk-taking, and 

the economy is militarized (Kennedy 1988: ~ 7 2 ) ~ .  Moreover, as a consequence of this 

militarization, the dominant or hegemonic power attempts to overcome its revenue 

3 On militanzation see: GALBRAITH, John Kenneth. (1992) The Culture of Contentment. Boston: 
Houghton Miffiin; on the service econorny and corporatism see RALSTON SAUL, John. (1995) 
The Unconscious Civilization. Toronto: Anansi; and REICH, Robert B. (1992) The Work of 
Nations. New York: Vintage books. 



shortfalls by increasing taxes, extracting bigger "tributes" from its allies, and by 

becoming a debtor rather than creditor nation. Kennedy sums up this hegemonic cd-de- 

sac: 

"...the two great tests which challenge the longevity of every major power that occupies the 
'number one' position in world affairs: whether, in the miIitary/strategical reaim, it can preserve a 
reasonable bdance between the nation's perceived defense requirements and the means it possesses to 
maintain those commitments; and whether, as an intirnately related point, it c m  preserve the technologid 
and economic bases of its power f?om relative erosion in the face of the eveï-shifting patterns of global 
production." (Kennedy 1988: 665) 

A declining state has several options in dealing with an ascendant one. The first 

one is retrenchment, which may actually encourage aggressive behavior on the part of a 

challenger who interprets such an act as a sign of weakness. Another option is 

appeasement which, given the example of Munich, is also seen as encouraging aggressive 

behavior. Yet another option is the formation of alliances with other powers. Its main 

drawback, however, is that the declining hegemon will probably have to shoulder most of 

the costs. It might also help create another potential challenger, and there is aiways the 

risk of defections fiom the alliance. 

The h a 1  option entails eiùier a preemptive strike by the declining hegemon 

against the challenger, or for the challenger to pouce and destroy. Nevertheless, we must 

keep in mind that the pre-war objectives rarely corne to fkuition. This is especially tnie in 

the case of hegemonic wars because it is the international system that is in question. The 

victorïous state will, therefore, gain govemance over the international system. By 

establishing the d e s  goverrihg the world econorny it will maximize its gains. 

Hegemonic wars aiso entail a reshaping and redefinition of the distribution of power, 

wealth and prestige. 



Therefore, from a neorealist perspective, imperial collapse roughly follows a 

given cycle or pattern. Empires are thus undemiined from within by moral, political, 

military, and economic stagnation and/or decay, as well as threatened fiom without by 

other states seeking to increase their power and prestige. 

vi) IlIustration 

The recent collapse of the Soviet Empire and its Eastern European sphere of 

influence mirrors the fallout of the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and the 

reconfiguration of East-Central Europe, at the end of WWI. 

Nevertheless, it is important to point out the differences between both instances. 

The main difference, as Fejto argues, is that the Dual Monarchy was the e s t  European 

state to ever be erased fkom the map. This erasure was not sought by the majority of the 

Empire's inhabitants, who for the most part fought bravely and supported the war effort 

(Bogdan 1989: 126). T'us, contrary to a widely held belief 4, the Empire was not the 

victim of its multi-ethnic and multi-national nature. Rather, it was the victim of vengehl 

and naive Western leaders who cooperated with clever “ethnie" diplomats such as Benes 

and Masaryk. For Bogdan, the Empire did not implode, it was dismernbered for: 

"...the peoples [of East-Central Europe] never had the right to self-determination. Their fate was 
decided in Paris, London or Rome according to the economic and political interests of the Great powers, 
though often with the complicity of certain national leaders." (Bogdan 1989: 184) 

Fuahermore, as Fejto points out, the Empire had progressively adapted to calls of 

increased autonomy on the part of its constituent nations. It had done so with the 

4 See for example GADDIS, John Lewis. (1993) 'The Cold War, the Long Peace, and the Future": 
21-38; and LUNDESTAD, Geir. (1993) "The End of the Cold War, the New Role for Europe, and 
the Decline of the United States." The End of the Cold War-lts Meaninqs and Implications, 
Michael J. Hogan, ed. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press: 195-206. 



Hungarians in the mid-nineteenth century, and was on the verge of embarking on a 

federalist project. Unforhmately, the project died with Franz-Ferdinand in Sarajevo, and 

with it the bulwark against future Nazi and Soviet intervention. 

The new states of Central and Eastern ~ u r o ~ e '  were doomed at birth by Peace 

Treaties because the parties gave too much importance to the "ethnic question7'. In other 

words, there were too many nations and not enough states. Thus, several multi-ethnic 

states were established to replace a multi-ethnic empire. Consequently, another hurdle 

they faced was the necessity for them to construct thernselves into viable and stable states 

which meant that they had to construct institutions, as well as foster a sense of national 

identity, unity and purpose. 

Because these new nationalities questions hindered the emergence of national 

unity, al1 states, without exception, became highly centralized. Therefore, the new 

national minorities were at best ignored, and at worst expelled. This took place, in spite 

of the fact that al1 these new and redrawn countnes had signed treaties on the Protection 

of Minorities under the auspices of the League of Nations. This increased resentment, and 

fueled separatist aspirations. For example, the Sudeten Gemans attempted to secede as 

early as 191 9. 

Intrastate ethnic and political tensions ofien iduenced regional interstate 

relations, which in tum arnplified these sarne &astate tensions. Both were also highly 

influenced by the post-war status of the countnes involved. Thus, the defeated countries 

(Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, and Hungary) felt they had been wronged, and never 

5 Albania, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Yugoslavia (Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes). 
Moreover, the borders of Austria, Bulgaria, Germany, Hungary, and Rumania were redrawn. 



accepted the peace treaties which amputated them of large amounts of land and 

population, and which were now at the mercy of mostly hostile governments. 

Economic relations were also to suffer as most cauntries adopted protectionist and 

autarkic policies for Ooth political and economic reasons. The former refers to both the 

regional nationalities questions, but more importantly to nsing unemployment and 

discontent. Thus, these protectionist and import substitution policies were meant to help 

foster the growth of local industry. As a resulf plans to develop fiee-trade and a possible 

confederation in the region were dropped. 

Moreover, these economic hardships were due to the new political map, which 

cut traditional economic links between industrial regions and their hinterlands. This only 

served to exacerbate the economic backwardness of most countries (except 

Czechoslovakia) and led them to progressively fdl under the Reich's economic 

domination. 

The socio-economic dislocations (massive rural exodus, increased cornpetition for 

scarce resources, massive unemployment and poverty), which were induced by their 

entrance into the world economy, only served to infiame nationalism and ethnic rivalries. 

Political extrernism, especially fascism (for example the Ustasha rnovement in Croatia, 

and Rumania's Iron Guards), and violence further undermined and destabilized these 

weak regimes and states. 

In such circumstances it is not surprising that democracy never stood a chance. 

Fraud, gerrymandering, and violence marred elections h al1 of them (except 

Czechoslovakia). The political rights of the minorities were systematically ignored or 

eliminated as in Rumania and Yugoslavia where they were denied the vote. Both Poland 



and Hungary became martial dictatoahips under Pilsudski and Horthy. Yugoslavia never 

lived up to its federal pretensions, and became a Serb dominated dictatorship. Although 

Czechoslovakia was a fuoctioning democracy, power was increasingly concentrated in the 

bands of the President, Albania made the move fiom tribaiism to a dictatorship under 

King Zog. Violent political clashes and qumels, withùi their respective royal families, 

rocked both Bulgaria and ~umania~ .  They, like Yugoslavia, became unstable Royal 

dictatorships. 

The failure to develop economically stable, and democratic states in Central and 

Eastern Europe was due to the very weakness of these states. Their inability to state-build 

only served to exacerbate their problems. Thus crippled by unstable and corrupt regimes, 

ethnic rivalries, and economic dysfunctions, they made for easy prey as the Nazis f ist  

sought to extend their sphere of infiuence, and then create a new Reich. The Nazis 

basically played on these divisions, and then conquered. No state was strong enough to 

stand alone and halt Nazi expansion. 

Although it is a truisrn, we can conclude that the creation of strong and viable 

states cannot occur overriight. This is especially true in the case of impenal successor 

states that are left to fil1 the vacuum lefi by the collapse. Moreover, their transitions are 

ofien hampered by the continued presence of the very forces that led to the collapse. In 

order to escape a similar fate, these new states must embark on tnie state building, 

meaning that they m u t  constnict new institutions on the fowdations of popular support 

and legitimacy thus ailowing them to face the ensuing travails of statehood. Othenvise, 

they will be resurrecting the forces of disintegration. This is precisely what the Soviet 

6 On this question see KAPLAN, Robert D. (1993) Balkan Ghosts. New York: Vintage. 
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successor states are currently facing, but it remains to be seen whether Russia has buried 

its Soviet past. 

C) Post-Communism 

In this section we are primarily concemed with the democratic and fiee market 

transitions in general, as we will be deaiing with the causes of Soviet collapse in Chapter 

Five. We begin by lookhg at the intemal and extemal motivations behind the process of 

democratization. They were informed by the fact that the collapse of communism was the 

result of a "double-rejective revolution" against imperial domination and communist rule 

(Holmes 1997: 14). Therefore, democracy was the only logical choice. Not only was it 

diametrically opposed to the old system, but it was also. the system of the wealthy West. 

Moreover, this decision is Iocated within a global democratic trend. 

Although the establishment of democratic regirnes is not predicated on the 

existence of a fiee market economy, post-communist societies saw them as inextricabl y 

linked. Nevertheless, we have opted to discuss both transitions separately. 

il- Why Democracv? 

Although regime changes are characterized by general uncertainty, it is safe to say 

that democracy was the only viable option open to the post-communist states. Also, most 

authors agree that it was not only the logical conclusion of Gorbachev's refonns, but that 

it was the will of the people, and of the new elite. 

Huntington and Fukuyama, among others, nuance these expianations by pointing 

to another contributhg factor. Broadly speaking, both have posited the ernergence of a 



single, global political culture based on the principles of liberal democracy. Fukuyama 

describes this emerging state of the world as: 

"What is emerging victorious ...is not so much Iiberal practice, as the Iiberai idea. That is to Say, for 
a ver-  large part of the world, there is now no ideoiogy with pretensions to universality that is in a position 
to challenge liberal democracy." (Waters 1995: 119) 

For Huntington, we are cumently in the Third Wave of dernocratization that 

began, in the 1970s, with the collapse of military dictatorships in Portugal, Spain, Greece, 

and Turkey. This era was dso marked by global civil society's growth, which coincided 

with the end of European Impenalism. 

The common thread ninning through these Third Wave democratizations is that 

they are the result of both internal a d  extemal political, and economic factors that 

undermined their legitimacy. These range h m  mibtary defeats, the developrnent of local 

bourgeoisies, to economic stagnation. 

Another important factor is what Huntington cdls the "snowballing" or 

demonsiration effect which is principaily due to increased and intensified global 

communication (Huntington 199 1 : 100- 106). Friedman offers this illustration of the 

process: 

"The democratization of East Asia is best understood as part of a global process. A spark for late 
1989 democratization in Eastern Europe lay in the televising of China's great spring 1989 democracy 
movement. The 1989 movement in China awakened the world, especially Eastern Europe. Everywhere in 
East Europe people were talking about it. Everybody told me "without the Chinese [who started the 
rnovement], we could not have done anything. East Europeans report that watching the Beijing massacre 
persuaded East German rulers not to folIow China's bloody road when confionted with democratic 
demonstrators." (Friedman 1994: 24) 

Huntington's approach, therefore, fuses the traditional features of the 

developmental model, best summed up by Barrington Moore's famous adage of "no 

bourgeoisie, no democracy", with the globalization of political and ethical noms. In other 

words, these societies plugged into the global polity, which is liberal democratic. 



ii)- Democratic Transition and Consolidation 

"Transitions, defined as periods of regime change, are formative or founding moments. As such, 
they set a society on a path that shapes its subsequent political development." (Munck & Skahik Leff 1997: 
3 43) 

Transitions are therefore the interval period between the crumbling of the old, and 

the consolidation of the new regime. To use CroYer and Friedberg's terms, a regime 

change entails not only a change of the d e s ,  but dso of the game itself. Occurring as 

they do in crisis situations, it is ofien difficult to predict, let alone understand the 

direction of these transitions. Thei. main characteristic is therefore their uncertain nature. 

We cm, however, glean certain conciusions by looking at who is leading the 

transition, and how they are doing so, in other words at the mode of politicai transition. 

This allows us to better understand, and possibly predict the problems and prospects of 

democratic consolidation. Democratic transition is not to be confûsed with political 

liberalization. The latter, best exemplified by Perestroika and Glasnost, only entzils 

certain policy and social changes and not a break with authoritarianism (Linz & Stepan 

1996: 3). 

Although he does not deny the existence of a transition process, John Mueller 

believes that to speak of such a process is misguided and even dangerous for it inherently 

maintains an idealized view of what democracy should be. His main objection is with the 

notion that these traasitions are long-term processes, that they must reach a certain level 

of maturity and consolidation. Thus, he argues that the post-communist transition 

occurred swifkiy d e r  the collapse of communist power, and with the holding of general 



elections. Moreover, he rejects Huntington's notion of preconditions to democratization7, 

since he posits that democracy exists where there are no "thugs with guns" to obstruct 

people fiom exercising their "fkeedom to cornplain" (Mueller 1996: 104). 

By evacuating the Rockweliian mythology surrounding democracy, Mueller posits 

that al1 post-communkt societies are now democratic. They are true democracies, in that 

they are flawed just as Western democracies are. To this effect, Mueller quotes fiom a 

Hungarian analy st who stated: 

"Al1 the surveys and polling data show that public opinion in our region rejects dictatorship, but 
would like to see a strong man at the heim; favors popular govemment, but hates parliament, parties, and 
the press; likes social welfare legislation and equality, but not trade unions; wants to topple the present 
govenunent, but disapproves of the idea of a regular opposition; supports the notion of the market (wbich is 
a code word for Western-style living standards), but wishes to punish and expropriate the rich and 
condemns banking for preying on simple working people; favors guaranteed minimum income, but sees 
unemployment as an immoral state and wants to punish or possibly deport the unemployed," (Mueller 1996: 
116-1 17) 

Although Mueller makes an intereshg claim, it is not only shortsighted, but aiso 

idealized. He too easily evacuates the weight of the communist legacy, and îts continued 

importance in these societies. Democracy is more than elections, it is an ehos upon 

which rests the legitimacy of the state. 

Consequently, by looking at the means of consolidation we avoid, what Linz and 

Stepan have identified as the ccelectoralist fallacy". They go beyond Hmiington's 

definition of democracy, which posits that a political system is democratic when the 

principal decision-makers are chosen in fiee, fair, and penodic elections in which the 

rnajority of the population c m  vote (Huntington 199 1 : 7) 

7 Huntington argues that the political will to democratize can only be successful if it has been 
preceded by social and economic Iiberalization. lnherent in this notion of preconditions is the belief 
that democratization cannot be irnposed from above. The conditions on the ground must be 
conducive to its full fruition. 



For Linz and Stepan a democracy is consolidated when it "becomes routinized 

and deeply intemalized in social, institutional, and even psychological life" (Linz & 

Stepan 1996: 5). Using Kaldor and Vejvoda's temiinology, a consoliciated democracy is 

also substantive. Making the distinction between formal and substantive democracy, they 

posit that a formallprocedural democracy is one which meets Dahl's minimal procedural 

conditions which are: inclusive citizenship; the d e  of law; the separation of powers; 

elected power holders; fiee and faK elections; fieedom of expression and alternative 

sources of information; associational autonomy; and civilian control over the secuiity 

forces (Kaldor and Vejvoda 1997: 63). 

But the level of democracy is not solely measured by a country's institutions, d e s  

and procedures. In substantive democracy, these procedures and institutions are anchored 

in a democratic civil society guided by a constitutional order. Moreover, it entails the 

presence: of many vigorous political parties to provide a vehicle for political 

participation; of a fiee media that is capable of informing the political debate; of a public 

administration that the people tmt; a certain level of local government independence in 

order to manage and respond to local concems; and the presence of multiple independent 

associations and institutions which are able to check abuses of state power. (Kaidor & 

Vejvoda 1997: 66-67) 

in other words what you need is a state, a fiee and lively civil society, an 

autonomous political society, the d e  of law, a dependable state bureaucracy, and an 

institutionalized economic society which is neither a command economy nor a pure fiee 

market economy (Linz & Stepan 1996: 7). To this Gellner would add that there can be no 

democracy without a civil society which is in "partnership" with other non-state actors 



such as political parties and the bureaucracy. It is, however, the state which is the 

foundation upon which the above mentioned is built. Linz and Stepan utilize Weber's 

demtion of the state in a modem society. Weber's state is one which exercises full 

jurisdictional authority over a given temtory through the establishment of a legal, and 

administrative order, as well as its monopoly over the means of violence. The state is 

therefore a "compulsory association with a temtorial basis" (Linz & Stepan 1996: 17) 

Therefore, one can conclude that Linz and Stepan would consider the failure of 

the Austro-Hungarian successor states to be due to their failure to build effective states 

which coincided, or even preceded the nation-building. This is what they have termed the 

stateness problem. Xn other words it relates to a lack, or complete absence of agreement 

over the territorial codiguration of the state and the notion of citizenship. Echoing 

Ignatieffs distinction between ethnic and civic nationalism8, they posit that the main 

hurdle facing the Soviet successor states are questions relating to their stateness. The 

point about the state cannot be emphasized enough, for as they state: 

"Without a state, there can be no citizenship; without citizenship, there cm be no democracy." 
(Linz & Stepan 1996: 28) 

This underscores the fact that a successfiil consolidation cannot occur if the old 

elite attempts to ove- or hamper the process. There must therefore be general elite 

agreement, or at l e s t  acceptance of the path chosen, and an absence of imdenta 

movements that could undermine the process (Linz & Stepan 1996; Munck & Skalnik 

Leff 1 997). Gellner explains that this is alway s a possibility in a democratic civil society 

8 "Civic nationalism envisages the nation as a community of equal, rights-bearing citizens united in 
patriotic attachment to a shared set of political practices and values." Ethnic nationalism is based 
on inherited loyalties be they related to race, religion, or ethnic identity. IGNATIEFF, Michael. 
(1 993) Blood and Belonqina - Joumevs into the New Nationalism. Toronto: Viking. pp. 1-10. 



for it offers no reference to a holistic community, to a paradise. What it offers is an 

impersonal system of checks and balances that are meant to guarantee individual liberties, 

and protect against arbitrary power. 

iii)- Free Market Reforms 

Basicdly, post-cornmunist societies have chosen between two approaches to 

economic reforms. Several countries, such as Rumania, have chosen a gmdualist path in 

an effort to maintain popular support for the govemment and its reforrns by limting their 

social costs. The second and most widely used approach was the Lipton-Sachs "shock 

therapy" program. Underpinning this approach was the belief that if each individual is 

allowed to pursue hisher own self-interest, everyone benefits. In other words, the fiee 

market vehicles and inculcates the Protestant ethic (bourgeois virtue). As Mueller points: 

"Thus, in its general day-to-day dealings, capitalist business necessarily requires, d i e s  upon, and 
inspires integrity, honesty, trust, and reliability to achieve its vaunted efficiency and growth." (Mueller 
1996: 124) 

The shock therapy school maintains that, although there may be initial incidences 

of predatory business practices, gradually those who wish to succeed will adopt these 

vimies as good business practice for it offers them a comparative advantage. 

Moreover, shock therapy sought to eliminate al1 forms of state economic 

intervention (especially subsidies) in order to marginalize the old elite still in control of 

the bureaucracy, and limit its potential for obstruction while bringing discipline to the 

marketplace. As a resuit of this depoliticizhg of the economic reform process, the state 

and the economy will be able to shed unproductive and costly enterprises which will 

either be downsized, restmctured, unbundled (the splitting of large assets), or go into 

banknip tcy . 



Shock therapy also entailed the adoption of macroeconomic stabilization policies, 

systemic transformations @rivatization, labor market reform) of the economy, and 

opening the economy to unlimited foreign investment in order to attract the needed 

capital, technology, and know-how in order to modernize the economy and the country's 

infrastnicture. Moreover, foreign investrnent is attracted by the various types of tax 

holiday s, and fiscal advantages O ffered by govements. Macroeconomic stabilization 

basically refers to the elimination of price controls so that prices could rise to reflect the 

tnie state of supply and demand. Rampant inflation, the wiping out of savings, and a 

drarnatic reduction in consumption are often the result of these monetarist policies. 

Opening up the national economy to the world market was a key policy objective. 

In order to accomplish this, governments had to remove al1 export subsidies, and irnport 

restrictions. They also had to reform the banking sector, as well as create independent 

(monetarist) central banks modeled on the Bundesbank. Policies aimed at fiscal reform, 

currency convertibility (value of the currency fkeely determined on the world market), and 

the elimination of currency controls, which ease the repatriation of profits by foreign 

firrns, were also part of the program. The latter also aids capital flight and money 

laundering. Although increased unemployment is the expected immediate outcome of 

such policies, proponents posit that as the reform process deepens new industries will 

ernerge to soak up the excess labor supply. 

Privatization is the epicenter of the systemic transformation of the economy. Its 

principal goal is the transfer of property rïghts from the state to individuals, or other non- 

state economic actors such as foreign corporations and joint ventures. Another of its 

stated goals is the creation of a cornpetitive environment in which a new and local 



entrepreneurid class would help demonopolize the economy, as well as de-communize 

mentalities. 

Although we will address the question of corruption in the privatization process in 

Chapter Four, it is important to point out now that there were two types of privatization. 

The first was "spontaneous" privatization which occurred right afler the fall of 

cornmunism. This is where much of the corruption took place for it ofien involved the 

hijackhg or stealing of state propem in order to start a business. Moreover, those 

involved were often those who codd benefit &om their connections to the state apparatus, 

if they weren't already in it. It was also the domain of those with large preexisting cash 

reserves because credit was nearly impossible to obtain. 

The second type of privatization is state initiated and led, and addresses srnail, 

medium, and Iarge-scale industries9. There are basically four privatization strategies: 

voucher-based mass privatization; trade sales and international tenders; initial public 

O fferings; and management and employee buyouts (MEBOs) (Kaufinann & Siegelbaum 

1996: 426-427). 

The fist strategy involves the giving away or sale of vouchers to the general 

population, workers, management, mutuai and pension funds, holding companies, 

insurance companies, and the goveniment. These vouchers are then redeemable for shares 

in existing companies or, as was often the case, could be sold or used in barter exchanges 

in order to procure goods and services. It is a quick way to respond to the lack of local 

capital, as well as build popular support for the reforms for it gives people a stake in 

them. 



The second strategy basically involves the transfer of large blocs of controlling 

shares to the highest bidder. However for national security reasons, several strategic 

industries" have been Ieft out of this process. A variant of this strategy is the loans-for- 

shares program which involves the transfer of shares in return for credit. The third 

approach, initial public offerings, is more long-term because its success depends on the 

creation of a local capital market. 

Finally, MEBOs are politicaily popular because they allow workers to buy their 

companies through the use of vouchers, deferred payments or other special arrangements. 

Transition economies have also cdled upon the use of liquidations which are a quick and 

relatively easy way of shedding inso lvent and/or unproductive industries. Because it 

involves the death of a Company and unemployment, govemments have tended to shy 

away fiom this type of privatization. 

Although attempts have been made to de-politicize the economy and foster a 

cornpetitive environment, the privatization process and the choice of sirategies are 

themselves politically tinged. Moreover, because these policies have coincided with 

democratization, govemments seeking to secure their reelection have been tempted to 

intervene in the economy and assuage the pain caused by their refomi policies. 

Shock therapy was meant to allow post-communist societies to make a clean 

break with the past, and make a retum of the comrnand economy impossible or, at least, 

improbable. It was also deemed to be the best way to instill the capitalist ethos in 

countries where it was non-existent or had been punished. But shock therapy also opened 

-- - - 

9 Srnall-sale privatization involved agriculture, housing, healthcare, the media, srnall shops, and 
~ t t a g e  industnes. 

These include defense, energy, mining, telecomrnunications, and transportation. 



up v a t  possibilities for organized crime and corruption, as we will see in the Chapter 

Four. 



Chapter Three: Globalization 

Not only do the post-communist countries have to ded with the problems 

associated with Imperid collapse, but they must now also deal with globdization's 

upheavals, of which they are both the victims and the perpetrators. Their macroeconomic 

policies are plugging them into the world economy, which is seen as the plime vehicle for 

achieving Western lifestyles. 

However, even if taken to its logical conclusion of one planetary society and 

culture, globalization's evolution will probably not be harmonious, but disordered, and 

may not deliver the desired outcornes. Rather this unification may only exist in a very 

abstract foxm, as states and cultures detemtorialize in the face of ascendant 

transnationalism. 

Our point is that these post-communist states may not be adequately equipped to 

face the challecges posed by globalization, which accentuates their problems of stateness. 

Moreover, these states aiready start with major dysfunctions such as the population's lack 

of trust in the abstract system (bureaucracy, judiciary and police) of the state, and their 

lack of authority over their territories and borders. Consequently, as in most other 

countries, there will be a minonty of winners, of people who are able to quickly adapt to 

these changes and become "cosmopolitan", while the rnajority will probably see itself as 

having lost, especially in econornic t e m .  What will certainly be lost is the hope and 

consensus which imbued the anti-communist Revolutions. The result may be the 

emergence of reactionary social and political groups expounding the v h e s  of a 

resurrected state and national identity. 



A) Definition 

With the collapse of the Soviet Empire and the end of the Cold War international 

system, globalization has become the central concept, and bwzword, of social science 

inqujr in the 1990s (Waters 1995: 1). It has also become the central component of social 

change theory. Globalization basicdy rneans that, due to increasing cross-border 

economic activity, countries and economies are becoming increasingly integrated (Kanter 

& Pittinsky 1996: 1-2). 

Therefore, globalization has increased the mobility of Ohmae's four 1's: indusû-y, 

investment, individuals, and information (Ohmae 1995: viii). The impact of these four 1's 

is not limited solely to the economic sphere. Rather, as we have seen earlier in 

Fukuyama's argument about the emergent dominance of liberal democracy, there is 

spillover into cultural and political realms. 

Globalization thus obliterates the constraults imposed by time and space 

(geography). From this we can also see that globalization is the product of the 

modemkation process which Giddens linked to the emergence of modern, industrial and 

capitalist nation-states. It is therefore wrong, in Giddens' view, to state that globalization 

has ushered in the post-modem era. Rather, we are witnessing the radicalization of 

modernity which has occasioned an exacerbation of its duality (double-edged nature) 

between positive and negative possibilities. This duality also refers to the fact that the 

local is instrumental in the construction of the global, and vice versa. The four 

characteristics of Hi& Modeniity are: tmst; risk; opaqueness; and globalization. 

Trust is pervasive in modem life because of our increasing dependence on Post- 

Industrialism's opaque abstract/expert systems, which endeavor to manage nsk. They 



include state bureaucraties, hancial markets, telecommunications and transportation 

systems, transnational corporations, the media, international organizations, and the 

military. Trust "is d e h e d  as having faith (of some sort) in the workings of systems, or 

processes, of which one possesses only limited knowledge. " (Giddens 199 1 b: 209) 

Pre-modem n s k s  (floods, droughts, and war) were iargely local and omnipresent. 

In High Modemity, on the other hand, risks are not only tied to the consequences of one's 

own actions, but to the undetennined outcornes of societal activity occurring 

independently of individual will. Increasingly fiequenî, global and universal in scope, 

these nsks refer to such things as environmental crises, currency and stockmarket crashes, 

crime and corruption, armed conflicts and the like, none of which are geographically 

confined. The changing nature of risk has been accompanied by an increased perception 

of it, and a realization that attempts at controlling it, by abstract systems and their experts, 

can fail. This, in tum, undermines both trust and confidence in them. This ties into High 

Modemity's opaqueness which refen to the erratic and uncertain nature of social life, and 

to the public's general ignorance of how the abstract systems they trust achially work. 

Individual responses to these changes are varied. Some maintain an optimistic 

outlook, and believe that hurnanity, with technological and scientific progress will be able 

to face and eventually lessen potential dangers. Others are more pragmatic, and adapt to 

the changing societal landscape. Others, while troubled by the hture, may decide to live 

for and in the present (hedonism). Lastly, we find people and movements who decide to 

rebel and oppose these changes. The nature of their opposition is dependent upon their 

perception of the danger they face. There is therefore a more powerfid duality between 

trust and nsk, as well as security and danger in a globalized world. 



B) A Turbulent World 

Ln order to flesh out Giddens' locai/global duality, we turn to Rosenau's 

Turbulence paradigm which considers the ending of the Cold War international system as 

a breakpoint in human affairs. As a consequence, Rosenau posits an alteration of system 

change analysis centered on the concept of post-international politics defined as: 

"It is shorthand for the changes wrought by global turbulence; for an ever more dynamic 
interdependence in which labor is increasingly specialized and the nurnber of colfective actors thereby 
proliferates; for the ceniraiizing and decentraking tendencies that are altering the identity and number of 
actors on the world stage; for the shifting orientations that are transforming authority reIations among the 
actors; and for the dynarnics of smctural bifirrcation that are fostering new arrangements through which the 
diverse actors pursue their goals."(Rosenau, 1990, 7) 

Turbulence encompasses the forces of change. Although war and confiict have 

traditionally been seen as the primary sources of systems change, alterations in the way 

people and institutions perceive, think, and address (refiexiveness) their reality have 

become the more kequent and important forces of change. This echoes our earlier 

contention that micro-level phenornena c m  alter the macro-fevel and vice versa. It also 

demonstrates the multiplicity and multi-directionality of the possible outcomes, which are 

due to the increasing number and variety of actors. 

For Rosenau we must now speak of a bifurcated two-world world-system where 

the state-centric and the multi-centric coexist, compete, and cooperate. The state-centric 

model is best exemplifieci by Realism's contention that states are the most important= if 

not the sole actors in the world system. The multi-centric model, on the other hand, posits 

thai states are not the only actors, and that we must consider the role played by other 

national, subnational, and transnational actors. Thus, the society of states has become 

more crowded, and is slowly transfomÿng itself into a global civil society. 



Cornplex interdependence, which is at the heart of this multi-centric model, posits 

that changes, or events in any one part of a given system will produce some reaction or 

have some impact in other parts of that sarne system. These relationships or linkages extend 

to the realms of economics, politics, society, and ecology. They also imply the existence of 

feedback loops where, more often than not, the outcornes are unknown and unpredictable. 

States have thus becorne both more vulnerable and sensitive to global eventsl'. 

Aiso, interdependence features three types of relationships: interstate, intergovemmental 

and traasnational. The fht two traditional types are being eclipsed by the third, which 

relates to the increased mobiiity of Ohmae's four 1's that escape the direct participation or 

control of hi&-level governmental actors. 

Non-state actors, who bypass goveniments and act directly on their domestic 

environments, have therefore grown in number and importance. They include: NGOs, 

interest groups, multinational corporations (MNCs), parts of the governmental bureaucracy, 

and various subnational actors (regions, provinces, and cities). The Realist billiard bal1 

analogy has been replaced by the spider's web. Nevertheless, the actions of states do have an 

impact the patterns and levels of interdependence. 

Bifurcation is also indicative of the process of hgmegration which basically 

refers to the interaction between fragmentation and integration (Rosenau 1994: 256). To 

Rosenau's bifurcation, Barber has added the McWorld/Jihad dialectic. Barber's version is 

- - - - - - -  

11 Sensitivity basically refers to how quickly changes in one international actor can bring about 
changes in another and how great the effects are. Vulnerability is rneasured by the costs imposed 
on an international actor by those changes. See KEOHANE, Robert, and Joseph S. Nye. (1989) 
Power and Interdependence, 2nd edition. New York: Harper Collins. 



much darker than Rosenau's because he posits that the dialectic's main victim are 

democracy and its civil society. Barber echoes Gellner's concems in that they both 

believe that, without a fiee and robust civil society, democracy remains an empty shell 

while the market becomes a jungle ruled by mafia capitalisrn. 

This argument coincides with Soros' and Ralston ~aul's'* warnings about the 

possible ephemeral quality of liberal democracy's recent ascendance. For Barber, 

McWorld is an ideal-type embodying the worst qualities of the unrestrained market, 

which gradually subordhates politics, society, and culture to it. The citizen thus becomes 

a consumer, a culture becomes quaint foiklore, and countries become markets to conquer. 

Rosenau sees the same trends, but attributes the growing coincidence in people's tastes 

and cultural affiliation to increased communication and interaction between tbem. He 

does, however, concede that these similarities could also be due to their imposition by 

leaders who consider them as being the best ways of adapting to change, and integration 
I 

into the world economy (Rosenau, 1996,259). 

On the other side of this dialectic is the Jihad/fkagmentation trend which, in some 

instances is a direct reaction to the McWorld/integration trend, is the resurgence of 

particularism, parochialism, and decentralization. Rosenau and Barber do not contend 

that one is winning, or that one is better than the other, rather that both interact with each 

other in a non-zero sum game. Rosenau sums up this dichotomous relationship: 

"Globalizing and cenûalizing processes are conceived to be any developments that facilitate the 
expansion of autharity, activities, and interests beyond the existing (usually national) territorial boundaries, 
whereas 1ocaIizing and decentralizing processes involve any developrnents in which the scope of authority 
and action undergoes contraction and reverts to concems, issues, groups, andfor institutions that are less 
encompassing than whatever territorial or socialIy constructed boundaries may prevail." (Rosenau 1994: 
277) 

12 See RALSTON SAUL, John. (f 995) The Unconscious Civilization. Toronto: Anansi; and 
SOROS, George. (1 997) "The Capitalist Threat." The Atlantic Monthlv February: 45-58. 



Consequently, globalizing is boundary-broadening and localizing is boundary- 

heightening (Rosenau 1996: 25 1). The former refers to the relatively fiee rnovement of 

people, goods, ideas, and institutions across national boundaries, while the latter refers to 

efforts aimeci at restricting, if not halting these movernents. Boundary heightening is also 

the reflex of societies which feel threatened by globalization, and seek to maintain control 

over their borders, the content of their cultures, and the meaning of their identity. 

The feedback loops engendered by this interaction unleash enormous social and 

political forces, whose outcomes may be unanticipated and difficult to predict. 

Nevertheless, it does entail redefinitions and redistributions of sovereignty, authority, 

legitimacy, and security. These concepts are interdependent, and linked to the state's 

territoridity . 

The traditional concephialization of the state is that of an org&tion which 

claims to have the legitimate rnonopoly of power and coercion over a given temtory 

(Keyrnan 1 997: 9 1). Controlling a temtory requires a govemment, an army (and police 

force), a bureaucracy to administer government policies, a legal system, and a taxation 

system (Keyrnan 1997: 71). These five instruments are the sources of the state's authority, 

which rnust, in some way, be considered legitimate by its inhabitants. Cultural traditions, 

religious precepts, govemmentai performance, or constitutional documents legitimate 

authority (Rosenau 1990: 36). Sovereignty refers to the recognition by other states of a 

state's authority over its citizens and territory And security has traditionally been tied to 

the protection, fiom other states, of the state's temtory. 



C) Redefinitions 

Several authors, such as Alain Minc and John Gerrard Ruggie have advanced the 

idea of a New Middle Ages as the most appropriate analogy for what is occurring to 

states, nations and their economies. For Ruggie, the New Middle Ages refer to a de- 

territorialization of the state, while for Minc the concept evokes a decentered and mobile 

world, where nothing should be taken as a given (Mïnc 1993: 67). 

Sassen fleshes out this scenario by stating that economic globalization does not 

solely exist in the ether or in the wires. It mut eventually touch down, and ground itself 

In other words, globalization is a very real phenornenon that can also be visualized. It 

grounds itself in export processing zones and global cities. Moreover, it is important to 

keep in rnind that states are not victims of globalization, rather they have been played a 

crucial role in its development and growth. 

Export processing zones are areas that various national govemments have put at 

the disposal of international capital. Irrespective of the area's specialty (industrial 

production, clerical work, cornputer software development), they benefit fkom 

exemptions to most national laws and regulations. Thus fieed fiom taxation, labor and 

environmental regulations these areas are no longer under the state's control. 

Extra-territoriality, at first given to diplornatic missions, has been extended to 

economic "missions". The impact of this extension has been to denationalize certain 

tedories  such as Mexico's Maquiladoras, and China's free trade zones, which are often 

the only parts of their countries' to have plugged into the global economy. One of the 

resdts has been the undermining, and marginalization of local and small-scale economic 

Wtereds and activities. This has resulted in the creation of surplus populations that are 



unable to fmd work in either farming or local industry. nius by creating large pools of 

variously skilled workers, wages are kept low. 

Global cities, on the other hand, are mostly located in the developed world. Sassen 

has identified cities such as New York, Tokyo, Frankfurt, and London as examples of 

global cities. it is nom these metropolises that the global economy is managed and 

coordinated nom, for it here that we find international finns which offer specialized 

managerial, legal, advertising, accounting, and financial services to other international 

h s .  Globai cities are denationalized territories in that they are no longer linked with 

their local economies. They are international in focus, not national. This helps explain 

why tramnational organized criminal groups tend to migrate towards these global cities. 

These are their metropolises, and the rest of the world is their hinterland. 

Offshore banking and investment facilities, such as the ones found in the Cayman 

Islands, Switzerland and Liechtenstein, are also part of rhis denationalization process. It is 

where homeless or hot money seek refuge. By hot money we are not solely refehg to 

criminally tainted money, but also to flight capital seeking to evade national controls. As 

we shall see, these facilities are where global hot and dirty capital lands. 

The Westphalian cartographie illusion is gradually being replaced by a new 

economic map with its rejuvenated Hanseatic Leagues, and region-states which are 

na- economic zones (Ohmae 1995: 80). For Minc, however, this redrawing of the map 

also indicates the re-emergence of "gray zones", terrae incognitae both within and 

without these new economic units, and where traditional order structures have vanished 



(Minc 1993 : 67). Minc's imagery also recalls the era of the écorcheurs 13, highwaymen, 

and pirates when lawlessness and disorder reigned. Ironically perhaps, this was the 

situation in feudal Europe before the emergence of the centralized state and professional 

armed forces. 

Furthemore, for Sassen the term deregulation is a misnomer because we are not 

witnessing the elimination of regdatory regimes, rather regdation has been globalized 

and relocated. We are seeing the development of a global lex mercatoria, an international 

Legal regime meant to protect and guarantee property rights and contracts. In other words, 

govemments and global economic actors are progressively establishg an international 

system of commercial arbitration primady based on Anglo-American, especially New 

York State law (Sassen 1995: 16-2 1). Globalization has not only led to these legal and 

regdatory changes, but it has also led to a shift in the policy process. For example, as 

Sassen points out, there has been a shift in international responsibilities and prestige fiom 

the US State Department to the Treasury Department. 

Sassen's basic conclusions are that sovereignty has begun to be unbundled and 

decentered, while territory has been partly denationalized. However, she does not concur 

with Ohmae's conclusion about the growing irrelevance of temtonal states, rather she is 

underlining the fact that states are no longer the sole repositones of sovereignty because it 

is no longer exclusively tied to temtoriality. 

Having entered the post-Westphalian era, we must alter the way we think of 

states. The Realist paradigm, having equated states to individuals (L 'État, c 'est Moi), is 

13 Écocheun or skinners, often out okwork or unpaid soldiers and mercenaries, laid to waste t h e  
French countryside throughout the 14 century. TUCHMAN, Barbara W. (1 978) Distant Mirror- 
The Calamitous 1 4 ~  Century. New York: Ballantine Books. 223 



m longer as useful as it was during the Cold War because 'Yhe temtorial level of 

statehood is changing" (Wzver, 1995,422). Ruggie's archetype of the nonexclusive 

temtorial d e  is medieval Europe characterized by its: 

'patchwork of overlapping and incomplete rights of govenunent, [which were] inextricably 
superirnposed and tangled, [and in wiuch] different juridical instances were geographically interwoven and 
stratified, and plurai ailegiances, asymmeûical suzerainties and anomalous enclaves abounded." (Ruggie, 
1993, 148) 

This ties into Rosenau's contention that the loci and foci of authonty, legitimacy, 

and sovereignty are being modified. For Wæver, sovereignty is not being divided, but its 

scope and "ownership" are being redefined. Rosenau adds: 

"So it is not the sovereignty or the jurisdiction of states that is problematic, but raîher the 
exclusivity and the scope of their competence that has changed." (Rosenau 1992,256) 

Moreover, as Smensen points out, sovereignty does not guarantee that one will 

have authority or legitimacy. Many states, especially in the developing world were given 

extemal sovereignty before they were ever able to achieve internai sovereignty, or 

substantial statehoodI4. They exist in international law, and are recognized by the society 

of states, but are not conferred the same recognition fiom their population. They have 

little authority, and what little they have is perceived as illegitimate. The main problem, 

according to Swensen, is that these states do not fulfill their main function which is to 

provide security to its citizens. Rather, rnany of these states represent a threat to their 

populations, and because they cannot legally "go under" what ensues is a cycle of 

violence which weakens the state until it becomes a fded  state with extemal sovereignty, 

but interna1 chaos such as in Afghanistan, Liberia and Siena Leone. 

14 See also JACKSON, Robert H. (1990) Quasi-states: Sovereiqnty, International Relations and 
the  Third World. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 



Thus a simple change in the scope of sovereignty must be underpinned by a 

concomitant change in authority and legitimacy, which must also be accompanied by an 

alteration of individuai or groups identities, their sense of home and belonging. This is 

because boîh authority and legitimacy are relational phenornena; they do not exist in 

themselves, nor are they fiuigible. According to Rosenau: 

"It is through the exercise of  authority that decisions are made and implemented and the coherence 
of collectivities thereby preserved. If a collectivity Iacked authority relations, if its members felt entitled to 
do as they pleased, goals could not be fi-amed, and energies could not be concerted; there couId be no 
collective action, and the collectivity would lose its identity as a social system distinct ftom its 
environment." (Rosenau 1 992: 259) 

Authority thus confers, upon certain members of the community, the ability and 

right to make decisions for the collectivity. These members establish the d e s  and 

resources that society must follow, and eventually alter. 

Consequently, individuals confer legitimacy when they perceive collective action 

as beneficial, and when they believe that others will comply. Giddens and Rosenau also 

posit that fear of the coercive consequemes of noncompliance, as well as habit and 

routine are sources of legitimacy. Thus authority is not limited to institutions and 

structures, it is dependent upon the individual's emotional acceptance of  it. There is 

therefore identification with authority figures (persons and/or institutions) who, in turn, 

are linked to the identity of the group with who he/she identifies. 

Of course, these changes are not uniform in al1 states. Rather, the extent of îhese 

alterations depends on these states' level of vulnerability and sensitivity. One of the main 

"identities" underpinning both the authority and legitimacy of states is the concept of 

citizenship that is itself being transformed in the New Middle Ages. According to Sassen, 

the modem concept of citizenship has been: 



"founded on a number of structural and cultural preconditions: a city culture, secularization, the 
decline of particularistic values, the emergence of the idea of a public reah, the erosion of particufaristic 
commitments, and the administrative framework of the nation-state." (Sassen 1996: 32). 

Citizenship is being redefined by the increasing power of global capital markets, 

which have become economic citizens, as well as by immigration and refugee flows. 

Governments are now accountable to these economic citizens, such as 

stockmarkets and bond rating companies, in spite of the fact that they cannot vote 

governments out. Because national economic policy m u t  now be legitimated and 

approved by the global financial, located in global cities, local interests have been 

marginalized. Therefore, citizenship is also being detemtorialized. 

Immigration and refugee flows also entail a redefinition of citizenship. This 

occurs in two ways. First, they initiate tensions between the protection of human rights 

and the protection of national sovereignty (control of borders). Secondly, by the extension 

of certain rights and privileges to immigrants and refugees, the "specialness" of 

citizenship is lost. 

It is important to remember, however, that these migratory flows are ernbedded 

into the global economy. As Sassen points out, economic developrnent and foreign 

investment actually encourage migrations by creating surplus populations in search of 

jobs. Moreover, she disthguishes between two types of immigrants: economic migrants, 

and global professionals. Both are needed for the global economy to fûnction. Akhough 

special rneasures are instituted to facilitate the movement of global professionals, which 

are sought by both govemments and corporations, states are also attempting to liait and 

restrict the entry of economic migrants. 



Nevertheless, having the internationally recognized nght to police one's borders 

(sovereignty) does not equate to its realization. Following pre-established colonial and 

post-colonial patterns of migration and recruitment, which have led to the creation of 

numerous diasporas around the globe, economic migrants h d  a way to circumvent 

borders. Moreover, in developed countries, they are protected by international human 

rights treaties that supersede national citizenship laws. A s  a result, state authonty is being 

eroded fiom the top by international covenants, and fiom the bottom because: 

"in accumulating social, civic, and even some political rights in countries of tesidence, immigrants 
have diluted the meaning of citizenship and the specialness of the claims citizens can make on the state. 
M e n  it cornes to social services (education, heaIth insurance, weIfhre, unemployment benefits) citizenship 
status is of minor importance in the United States and Western Europe" (Sassen 1996: 95) 

Therefore, the detemtorialization of the state raises the question as to what are the 

community's boundaries. Moreover, this questionhg is compounded by the reallocation 

of political authority upward toward supranational institutions, sideward toward 

transnational o r g d t i o n s  and social movements, and downwards toward subnational 

groups and cornmunities. (Rosenau 1994: 258) 

The basic conclusion to draw is not that the nation-state is on its way to full- 

obsolescence, as Ohmae would have us believe. If that were the case, as Realists put if if 

it's irrelevant, why is it so popular? On the other hand, globalization has unleashed forces 

which are aitering the ideal-type state and its underpiMing notions (legitimacy, authority, 

sovereignty). It has also increased the number of actors present, and therefore ended the 

predictability of old. 

This paradigrnatic change means that the distinction between High and Low 

politics can no longer be maintained. Postinternational politics translate into a world 

characterized by complex and cascading interdependence, where military power is of 



more limited importance, and where there is no longer a hierarchy of issues. These 

innovations have been crucial for the study of transnational organized crime, which is a 

multifaceted and multidimensional phenornenon. 

We can therefore conclude with Waters' new theorem, upon which he hopes to 

constmct a novel sociology of international politics, which posits that: material exchanges 

localize, power exchanges internationalize, and symbolic exchanges globaiize (Waters 

1995: 9). Realism's dualism, which maintains that only economics and culture are being 

globalized while sovereignty and decision-making remain solely with the nation-state, is 

therefore not an adequate paradigm. Economics, culture and poli tics are not closed 

systems, but intercomected and interdependent. As Reich has stated: 

"We are living through a transformation that will rearrange the politics and economics of the 
coming century. There will be no national products or technologies, no national corporations, no national 
industries. There will no Ionger be national economies, at least as we have corne to understand the concept." 
(Reich 1992 : 3) 

D) SecuriQ- 

The end of the superpower cod?ontation has initiated a "Bonfire of the 

Certainties" (Del Rosso Jr. 1995: 195). One of these certainties is the concept of security. 

Long defined in Realist terms, it basically referred to protection of the state's temtory 

fiom organized violence. Thus, the Realist paradigm was essentially militaristic, and 

posited the central role of states that enjoyed full interna1 and extemal sovereignty. 

Moreover, this conception of security ignored non-military threats such as environmental 

degradation, population growth, and dmg trafficking? 

lS See especially this issue of Survival where atternpts at redefining security and threats are to be 
found: "Non-Military Aspects of Strategy." Survival November-December 1989, vol. XXXI, no.6. 
On the environment and population growtii see also: HOMER-DIXON, Thomas (1 991) "On the 
Threshold-Environmental Change as Causes of Acute Conflicts." International Security Fall, 



In the wake of the Cold War, c d s  for a redefinition of security dong non-military 

lines have gained credence because of the increasing complexity and interdependent 

nature of human affairs. Security is no longer tied to military readiness, and alliances 

(Rosenau 1994: 255). 

The relative certainty and predictability of the Cold War has given way to a much 

more uncertain security environment. This uncertainty is tied to the increased nurnber of 

acton (domestic and international, private and public) which serve to mask the tnie 

nature of threats (Rosenau 1994: 255). This is because the post-Long Peace international 

system has yet to clearly define the d e s  that will govern state behavior. National 

security's redefinition must also include an analysis of individual security, a notion that 

was often neglected in the Cold War years because of the relative intemal and extemal 

stability of states and societies. 

Individual security (life, health, statu, wealth, and fieedom) is a very fickle and 

subjective notion that is as much the product of perceptions, as a reflection of objective 

reality (Buzan 199 1 : 18- 19). It differs kom national secwity in that threats to the 

individual entail either physical h a . ,  or extinction. Consequently, the threat is much 

more irnmediate, and viscerally felt. 

Security is, however, intrinsically tied to the condition (i.e. whether it is strong or 

weak), and nature (i.e. imperid, nation-state) of the state. This underlies the relativity of 

the concept of security, and the fact that "states constitute the primary nexus when it 

cornes to security for individuals and groups" (Smensen 1996: 373). 

vol.16, no.2: 76-1 16; WORLDWATCH INSTITUTE. (1997) Chapter 2, "Facing the Prospect of 
Food Scarcity." The State of the World 1997: 21 -41. 



According to Buuin the state has three component parts: the idea of the state; the 

physical base of the state; and the institutional b a i s  of the state (Buzan 199 1 : 40). ï h e  

state is therefore both a metaphysicd and physicai entity. As Buzan puts it: 

"States must have a physical base of population and temtoxy; they must have goveming 
institutions of some sort which control the physical base; and there must be some idea of the state which 
establishes its authoriv in the min& of its people." (Buzan 1991 : 40) 

Although globalization and the process of fkagrnegration are redefining these three 

components, they remai. important reference points for the determination of what 

constitutes national and individual securi~,  as well as for the assessment of potential 

threats. Thus, if we are malyzing a strong state, where there is general consensus on all 

three components, threats are usualfy extemal (i.e. other states). But as the srate weakens 

threats multiply. For individuals they can come f?om other individuals and groupq or 

fiom the state itself. For the state, on the other hand, other *tes become more 

threatenùig as the number of intemal threats muitiply. 

Security is a question of survival (Wæver 1995: 405). For an individual this 

entails survival of one's way of life, of one's identity (national, ethnic, religious), a d o r  

of one's physical being. For a state this refers to its sovereignty, to its capacity for self- 

d e  (Buzan 1991 : 41). Thus, a state can come to consider as a security k e a t  anything 

which undermines its idea, institutions, andor physical base. Moreover, state and 

individual security do not always coincide, and often conflict. As Smensen points out: 

"strong states with mature institutions, well-defined temtories and strong national identities may 
well promote the security of their peoples, but the process of becoming a strong state has often been brutal 
and violent." (Smensen 1996: 376) 

To this Aron adds: 

"Le double probléme, de la survie individuelle et de la survie collective, n'a jamais été résolu 
durablement par aucune civilisation. II ne pourrait l'être dekitivement que par un État universel ou le 
régne de la loi." (Aron 1962: 29) 



Security is therefore an ambiguous notion that is difficult to objectively define. 

However, we can Say that if the individual's security needs are not met by the state, 

helshe will attempt to fmd it in various subnational andor supranational entities, thus 

m e r  eroding the role and importance of the state. This is exacerbated by the growing 

perception that the threats individuals m u t  face are gargantuan and global. 



Chapter Four: Corruption and Organized Crime 

The stated purpose of t h i s  chapter is to assess the threat posed by organized crime 

and corruption to strong and weak States alike. When speaking of organized crime we are 

not referring to the popular image of the street tough, rather our interests reside with 

groups having achieved a high level of sophistication and wealth. It is with these groups 

that the Iegitimate upperworld interacts through political clientilism, money laundering, 

and the smuggling of k i t  and illicit goods. 

This undenvorld-upperworld interface will be show to undermine the political 

structures of the state, the nile of law, and consequently the civil liberties and rights of its 

citizens. This is especially tme in transition societies where the state's political and legal 

institutions, as well as substantive democracy are not M y  developed and implanted. As a 

result, the underworld may either supplant the state, or be cospted by the state 

establishment. Morzover, these possibilities become more significant as the underworld 

becomes transnational. 

Organized criminal groups are posited as being a form of mobilized social 

movements that are changing not only the d e s  of the game, but the game itself. This is 

particularly salient in transition societies where the criminal element is often the most 

dynamic segment of society. Although it is not their intent, they are both altering societal 

structures, and its members. 

This will be demonstrated as we move fiom the question of corruption to 

organized crime's origins, and its current transnational phase where the upperwodd- 

underworld interaction is most prevalent. 



A) Commtion 

Defining corruption asks that we go beyond a strictly legal explication of the 

phenornena. We must keep in mind that the rneaning of corruption varies between nations 

and cultures which rnaintaîn distinct standards of behavior that are dynamic rather than 

static, and reflect wider social and political developrnents. These standards and corruption 

exist in a kind of dialectic, with changes in one influencing developments in the other 

(Johnston 1993 : 47). 

But, as Johnston points out, the notion of corruption cm only emerge where 

Weberian state institutions, with clear demarcations between the powers of the office and 

of the office-holder and a certain level of political pluralism, have been developed. 

Moreover, it requires the establishment of a system of public order, which is "relatively 

durable and congruent social and legal standards defining the limits of legitimate 

behavior by holders of government roles, and by those who seek to uifluence them" 

(Johnston 1993: 41). Nye thus sees corruption as an attempt, on the part of public 

officiais, to M e r  their own private interests (wealth, influence, and stahis) or those of 

their family or clique rather than those prescribed by their normal duties (Gardiner 1993: 

21). This coincides with Kaufmann and Siegelbaum's definition: 

"We define corruption to be, simply, the abuse of officia1 power for private gain. ... our definition 
encompasses two categories: the misappropriation of wealth for the benefit of a government officia1 and the 
extraction of rents-wherher in the form of bribes, kickbacks or special “favors"-corn private entities." 
(Kaufinann & Siegelbaum 1996: 422) 

Nepotism, bribery, influence peddling, and misappropriation of public goods are 

the main characteristics of corruption in the public reaim; it is rent-seeking (personal 

profit) behavior. In other words, they sel1 the power and influence of their office. 

Corruption cm also be tied with attempts to advance or protect certain political or 



economic vested interests. Corruption, however, shodd not be equated with the activities 

of organized criminal groups for who it is but a tool. 

In their analysis of the post-communist privatization process, Kaufmann and 

Siegelbaum assert that the level of discretion enjoyed by public officials is directly related 

to the level of comption. As the first increases, so does the latter. As they put it: 

Every point in the process of privatization that requises an official signature operates as a potential 
for corruption. (Kaufmann & Siegelbaum 1996: 43 1) 

Moreover, the potential for corruption is tied to the speed of privatization. In other 

words, the longer it takes the more comption there will be because public officials c m  

use delay tactics as leverage from which to extract rents. Corruption, just as dirty and hot 

money, fears light. Therefore, the d e s  of the game (information about the privatization 

process) m u t  be made public, information about the value of the enterprises concemed 

must be made available and not subject to chuige, and there mu t  be information about 

the results. Low levels of secrecy, and increased transparency d o w  the public to act as an 

auditor. 

Table 1: Corruption Potential in Typical Privatization Transaction Structures 
(Kaufhann & SiegeIbaum 1996: 434) 

Note: "-" and "-" equal and very low comption potential, respectively. 
"+" and "*" equal high and very high comption potential, respectively 

Voucher-Based Mass 
Privatization 
Liquidation 
Capital Market-Based 
Privatkation 
Tenders and T rade 
Sales 
Management-Employee 
Buy-Out (MEBOS 

Transparency 
/Information 

- 
- 

- 
- 

lndependent 
Administration 

- 
- 

- 
- 

Speed 

- 
- 

++ 

++ 

Administrative 
Discretion 

- 
- 

- 
++ 



Thus, in post-cornrnunist countries the process has been made less compt by the 

establishment of new and independent agencies that adrninister the privatization of state- 

owned enterprises. However, these agencies must be manned by new blood, and they 

must have a determined life span so that control rights (which encourage rent-seeking) do 

not crystallize within the agency (Kaufbam & Siegelbaum 1996: 432). 

Also, mirroring Muelfer's exhortations about capitalism's virtues, Kaufmann and 

Siegelbaum maintain that corruption will d i s h  as the business community organizes 

itself into guilds and pressure groups, which will force govemments to lirnit the 

discretionary power of public officiais. Nevertheless, some level of corruption is the pnce 

to pay for the transformation, and in some cases may even aid it. As one unnarned 

Ukrainian official put it: "If you t W  privatization is corrupt, try without it" (Kaufmann 

& Siegelbaum 1996: 420). 

Opportunities for corruption are thus created. As Lieken points out, corruption is 

now factored into the cost of doing business, and is tax-deductible in most OECD 

countries, except the US. (Lieken 1997: 70). It has, in some way, been legitimated. Being 

built into the system, no system or level of institutional cornplexity can totally eradicate 

it. It is also very difficult to break corruption's vicious circle in which: 

"low salaries invite graft, and graft encourages tax evasion, which deprives the treasury of 
resources, keeps salaries low, and discredits public office." (Lieken 1997: 65) 

In fact, it seems that by increasing bureaucratie rules and controls you cm actually 

increase its incidence (perverse effect) for they increase the opaqueness, and red tape of 

these abstract systems. Therefore, solely relying upon such solutions tends to undermine 

the citizenry's trust and cooperation. Moreover: 



"actors in the real world's corruption h a  are ingenious in developing new strategies to 
counteract refoms that policymakers place in their path. Even in corruption, entrepreneurship pays." 
(Kauhann & Siegelbaurn 1996: 433) 

The judicial system is both cormption's main foe, and one of its principal victims. 

Political and judicial corruption, in Western Europe, have recently corne to the fore as  the 

investigative organs of the state (judiciary, police, fiscal authorities) have corne into 

conflict with political power, and the economic interests linked to it (Jamieson 1996: 18). 

As long as they don't directly threaten these interests, there wiil be no political 

interference. However, once under investigation these groups will attempt to "defend 

themselves by attacking and curbing the power that threatens their continuing prosperity" 

(Jamieson 1 996: 1 8). 

Therefore, a thoroughly independent judiciary is needed in order to limit and 

combat corruption in both public and pnvate spheres. This is what the United Nations 

General Assembly Resolution 41/149 stated whose main recommendations are: 

The independence of the judiciary is to be guaranteed by the State and defined in the 
Constitution or in national laws. 
Judicial magistrates regdate the cases with which they are entrusted impartially, 
according to the facts and in conformity with the law without restrictions and without 
being subjected to influences, pressure, incitement, threats or undue direct or indirect 
intervention on the part of any person whatsoever for any reason whatsoever. 
Judicial magistrates have the exclusive power to decide whether a case assigned to 
them is in their cornpetence as defmed by law. 
Justice is exercised without any unjustified intervention or interference and the 
decisions of courts are not subject to revision. 
Each individual has the nght to be judged by ordinary jurisdictions according to the 
established laws. 
In vVhie of the principle of the independence of the judiciary, judicial magistrates have 
the right and the duty to ensure that the judicia! process is canied out equitably and 
that the rights of parties are respected. 

(Jarnieson 1996: 2-3) 



A system of checks and balances is central to this fight, and m u t  therefore be a 

cenûd aspect of post-communist democratic transitions. 

Corruption's impact on society is multifaceted. The Erst impact is obviously the 

loss of trust in the abstract systerns, and the idea of the state. No longer are they seen as 

working to M e r  the public interest, rather officials are seen as seeking only to Line their 

pockets and promote the interests of their cronies. Private interests are believed to have 

taken over the state, thus evacuating the notion of a public Good. Also, by perverting 

capitalism's v h e s  the goods and services offered and procured may not be the best and 

most cost-effective. 

Lady, what may occur is the social contagion of corruption where it becomes the 

nom and not the exception. It therefore becomes the oil that greases the machinery of 

state and of enterprise. As Gibbon would point out, this distortion of founding principles 

and virtues signals the sickness and decline of a civilization. This moral rot undermines 

the d e  of law and promotes the d e  of the jungle by limiting the judiciary fiom 

investigating higher foms of criminality such as organized crime. And as Edmund Burke 

stated: 

"Compt uifluence which is itself the peremial spring of ali prodigality, and al1 disorder; which 
loads us, more than millions of debt; which takes away vigor fiom our arms, wisdom fiom our councils, and 
every shadow of authority and credit fiom the most venerable parts of our constitution." (Jarnieson 1996: 
19) 

B) Social Bandits 

Although Eric Hobsbawm's Bandits (1 969) is a study of peasantkocial banditry, it 

is a necessary fvst step for anyone studying the phenomenon of organized crime. We can 

glean fiom some of his conclusions certain patterns and attributes that continue to 



characterize contemporary organized criminal groups. We will concentrate on three 

specific attributes. The first is the Robin Hood myth, the second relates to the makeup of 

these bands, and the third relates to the role States play in the development of such bands. 

Social bandits are not fieebooters or highwaymen, and do not emerge from the 

professionai undenvorld. It is here that we see the Robin Hood myth emerge because: 

"The point about social bandits is that they are peasant outlaws whom the lord and state regard as 
criminals, but who remain within peasant society, and are considered by their people as heroes, as 
champions, avengers, fighters for justice, perhaps even as  leaders of liberation, and in any as men to be 
admired, hefped and supportedm (Hobsbawm, 1969: 13) 

Even before Hollywood immortalized and transformed them into cultural icons, 

outlaws had always occupied an esteemed position withlli both urban and rurd popdar 

cultures16. The media not only reinforced the power of this myth, but aiso catapulted 

these characters into society's consciousness or imaginaire collectif". 

The ideal-type pesant bandit is usually a man who: begins as the victim of 

injustice; rights wrongs; takes f?om the nch to give to the poor; only kills in self-defense 

or for revenge; if he survives, he rehinis to his people as an honorable citizen and member 

of the comunity; is admired, helped and supported by his people; and invariably dies as 

the victim of treason (Hobsbawm, 1969: 35-36). But the bandit never really dies for the 

people continue to believe that he is in the m o u n t .  contînuing his noble task. This is 

but a nahual reaction for people who have greatly invested in both the myth and the 

16 For example, lreland has its rapparrees, Fenians and other secret societies, while Australia has 
its bushrangers which have achieved folk-hero status. For the first see MACDONAGH. Oliver. 
(1983) States of Mind. London: Pimlico; for the second see especially Chap. 7 of HUGHES. 
Robert. (1986) The Fatal Shore. New York: Vintage Books, and WANNAN, Bill. (1997) 
Tell lem I Died Game-The Stark Stow of Australian Bushranaing. Adelaide: Seal Books. 

See WEAVER, Mary Ann. (1 996) "India's Bandit Queen.' The Atlantic Monthly November: 89- 
104. Although the case studied here is of a female dacoit, in Northem India, Weaver offers a 
compelling description of this process. 



reality, for to admit that both have died would be tantamount to giving up, and accepting 

defeat. 

Needless to Say, this ideal-type has rarely come to f i t i o n .  It does, however, 

reveal a constant pattern in the history of organized criminal groups (as well as guemlla 

and terrorist groups), because dl these groups tend to either manipulate this myth to 

M e r  their goals, a d o r  come to believe that they are its contemporary incarnation. 

The second attnbute is that these bandits come fiom the surplus rural population, 

especially fkom isolated mountain regions. Often landiess, these young and single men 

were either muginals, ex-soldiers, deserters (Hobsbawm, 1969: 25), or simply 

unsubmissive men who refused to be tamed, such as Russia's ~ o s s a c k d ~ .  

Peasant bandits usually emerged in societies undergoing the wrenching trruisition 

fiom one based on tribal and kinship links to an industndcapitalist one. Such a transition 

entails the destruction of an entire way of life and its value system. Bandits, however, are 

neither ideologists nor activists (Hobsbawm, 1969: 20), they are "defenders of the faith", 

one being threatened by a subjugator of some kind. Thus, unlike the Marxist inspired 

guemlla groups of the modem era, these bandits are intrinsically conservative and 

reactionary as they seek to restore the previous order be it reality or myth. 

The third characteristic of social banditry is that it is more prevalent in isolated 

regions because of the absence or remoteness of the state. In these cases, banditry will 

either become endemic or possibly mutate into a more predatory form (often the 

. - - - - - - - 
18 The word Cossack is a derivation of the Tatar word kazak which means: free man, free 
adventurer, and frontiersman. VERNADSKY, George. (1961) A Histow of Russia. New York: 
Bantam Books: 100. 



forerunner to revol~tion)'~, or be CO-opted by the state to becorne its representative in the 

region. Nonetheless, this does not translate into the disappearance of banditry for it may 

very well continue with the acquiescence a d o r  cooperation of the new authorities. 

The social bandit corresponds very well with the first stage of Naylor's organized 

crime evolutionary ladder. The f%t stage will make or break an organization for it is here 

that they are very susceptibIe to the efforts of law enforcement. They begin as small, 

loose associations that are tied to a temtory. As a result, the scope of their activities is 

limited to such + h g s  as hijackings, bank robberies, and ransom kidnappings (Naylor 

1993: 20). 

Second stage criminal groups are more organized and structured as they expand 

the breadth and extent of their activities. Moving out of their home temtory, they get 

involved in more parasitical activities such as "embedement, protection rackets, iuegal 

gambling and the retailing of ccrecreational" dmgs" (Naylor 1993 : 20). For Naylor the 

move fiom predatory (first stage) to parasitical activities basically means that these 

groups "impose an on-going long-tem drain on formai society" (Naylor 1993: 20). 

In the last stage, organized crime moves away fiom parasitical activities to enter 

into a symbiotic relationship with the legitimate upperworld which is "shorthand for the 

public administration, trade and industry as well as the law abiding community at large" 

(Van Duyne 1997: 201). The symbiotic stage is charactenzed by a blurring of the 

demarcation between legal and illegal activities. As Naylor points out, the goods and 

l9 See Part 3 of KAPLAN, Robert D. (1993) Balkan Ghosts-A Joumev Throuclh History. New York: 
Vintage. Here he deals with Bufgaria, and the legendary yunak (a Young, fair hero or near mythical 
proportions) Levsky who exemplifies the overlap between social banditry and revolutionary 
guerrilla movements. 



services that the crllninals offer may be legal, but the methods by which they produce and 

disiribute them rnay be illegal (Naylor 1993: 20). For example, they pass from Nnning 

illegal gambling dens to rumhg legitimate casinos fiom which they can skun profits, and 

launder money (Naylor 1993 : 20). Through their activities, criminal groups become an 

integral and functioning part of the legitimate economy for they deliver those goods and 

services that legitimate enterprises cannot be seen as providing, such as weapons sales 

and procurements, union-busting, and illegal waste disposai (Naylor 1993: 20-21). This 

symbiosis also extends, as we wil1 see, into the worlds of politics20 and high finance. 

C )  Modem Bandits? 

Before tackling stage three criminai organizations such as Sicily's Cosa Nostra, 

we will look at the Westies and the Hell's Angels. We have chosen these two 

contemporary North American groups because they have become notable symbols in our 

popular culture21, and because they differ in terms of temtoriality and ethnic identity 

which serves to underscore the fact that there is no prototypical crime cartel (Shelley 

1995: 464). 

Born in the late 1960s, the Westies were most probably the last incarnation of a 

Iong string of Irish mobs that had dominated Manhattan's west-side district of Hell's 

20 Naylor offers the exampte of Shanghai's Green Gang who's stranglehold over a wide range of 
businesses was endorsed by the Kuomintang regime in exchange for the Gang's dploying muscle 
against the govemrnent's rivals. see Naylor, R.T. (1 993) "The insurgent econorny: Black market 
operations of guerrilla organizations." Crime. Law & Social Chanae 20: 21. 
Gang 
21 The Westias were the subject of the movie State of Grace starring Sean Penn, and the Hells 
Angels rnyth grew after Marlon Brando's The Wild Ones. Moreover, the Hells Angels patented 
their Death's Head in 1972. and registered their narne as a tradernark in the 1980s; and the 
Westies moniker was a press creation, see ENGLISH, T.J. (1 990) The Westies-lnside the Hell's 
Kitchen Irish Mob. New York: St. Martin's Paperbacks: 253; and LAVIGNE, Yves. (1997) Hells 
Anqels-lnto the Abvss. Toronto: HarperCollins: 37. 



Kitchen since the 1 800s. Although they maintained their involvement in first and second 

stage activitiesu, they were essentially a fmt stage organization even as they deepened 

their involvement in the narcotics trade, and as its leadership attempted to gr& itself 

upon larger Italian organizations. 

They failed to make the transition, and were eventually destroyed by both intemal 

and extemal factors. They were done in by the efforts of law enforcement, and especially 

by the powerfùl RICO (Racketeer Innuenced and Corrupt Pmctices Act) statutes? The 

Westies were also undermined by intemal rivalries caused by drug created wealth, and 

especially by the changing demography of Hell's Kitchen. k en tri fi cation^^, duruig the 

early 1980s basically &ove out the local working-class Irish. Unlike the Hell's Angels, 

the Westies were anchored to their neighborhood (home territory) and its culture, one 

which had given rise to them and protected them. The Westies were more than just a 

criminal organization; they were the standard bearers and defenders of a whole 

community. English points out that: 

"As terriQing as the Westies had been, for those who' lived their entire lives in the neighborhood, 
the alternative was far more unsettiing - that the Hell's Kitchen Irish Mob, born of another age, was the last 
vestige of a culture and cornrnunity that would never be seen again" (English, 1990: 396) 

The continued success of the Hell's Angels c o ~ s  Martin and Romano's point 

that criraina1 activity may not be the cause or the rationale behind the founding of an 

organized criminal group (Martin & Romano, 1992: 1 12). Founded &er WWII by former 

" Unlike their predecessors. the Wesües were no longer involved in district politics. '...long gone 
were the days when a local gangster could control enough votes to swing an election, or a local 
distrkt leader have enough sway to keep his constituents out of jail." English, 1990: 4647. 
23 RICO makes it possible to prosecute a continuing criminal enterprise. It also allows the 
government to use members' previous charges and convictions to establish the existence of this 
criminal enterprise. See English 1990: 370; and STERLING, Claire. (1990) Octows-The Lonq 
Reach of the International Siciiian Mafia. New York: Simon & Schuster: 235-240. 
24 Heil's Kitchen has been renamed Clinton. 



servicemen, the h g e l s  went fiom a California based brotherhood of outlaw bickers, 

whose sole raison d'être was riding Harleys and having a good tirne, to an international 

dnig distribution network and ~ r ~ a n i z a t i o n ~ ~  made up mostly of fieelamers. The Hell's 

Angels would also seem to nuance Turbiville's definition of organized crimird group: 

"a more or Iess formal structure that exists over tirne and is directed towards a comrnan purpose by 
a recognizable leadership operating outside the law, quite ofien based on family or ethnic identity, and 
prepared to use violence or other means to promote and protect common interests and objectives" 
(Turbiville, 1996: 23 5) 

In other words, the Hell's h g e l s  ethnic identity is being an Angel. Moreover, 

they successfully appropnated the rugged individualist myth which is so dear to North 

Amerïcans, and is the equivalent of the Robin Hood myth. Thompson (1970) also points 

out that in early years of the group, many people attempted to associate themselves with 

them because of their Jesse James-like quality. They had become an emblem of fieedom, 

and were perceived to be blue-collar Amenca's hippie equivaient. Lavigne has shown this 

group to be media sawy, and conscious of trying to keep their gni f f  but kind outlaw 

appearance. They do this by raising money and toys for needy and sick children, and by 

waving the flag. This was made evident when their leader, Sonny Barger, suggested that 

members write letters of support to US soldiers serving in the Persian Gulf. It was hoped 

that this geshire would help them recruit footloose and action hungry servicemen, like 

those who had founded the club in 1948 (Lavigne, 1997: 323). 

On the other hand, Italian organized criminal groups were bom, in the f b t  half of 

the 1 9h century, as a result of the weakness and remoteness of the state. Rome was unable 

to provide legal and police protection to the emergent business and landholding classes of 

25 Worlwide the Hells Angels have 1,200 members and 85 chapters in 17 countries. See Lavigne 
1997: 338. 



the mezzogiorno/southem regions (Shelley 1 9 95 : 476). Thus emerged Calabria's 

'Ndragheta, Apulia's Sacra Corona, Sicily's Cosa Nostra, and the Neapolitan ~ a r n o r r d ~  

to fil1 the power vacuum left by Rome and provide protection to the new business class. 

These groups became surrogate states to the poor for whom, apart fkom tax 

collectors, there was no state to speak of. By the time Rome was ready to assert its 

authority in the region, these secret brotherhoods had become forces to be reckoned with. 

By this time, they had also branched off into new activities such as grain dealing, canle 

mtling, controlling scarce water resources, kidnappings, and estate management 

(Jamieson 1990: 3). 

The Italian situation is analogous the current situation in several Latin American 

countries where criminal organizations have created parallel polities, which fil1 the void 

left by an absent state. Although NGOs offer health, education, and urban infiastructure 

services, the criminal gangs have entered the fiay to offer not only these senices, but 

economic opportunity, social advancement, and protection fkom corrupt and violent 

police forces, as well as fiom non-community predators (Leeds 1996: 49-50). 

Before looking at the symbiotic relationship between both worlds, we must look 

at these groups' shared intemal charactenstics. 

Borrowing fiom Cohen' s study of organizations (1 977)' Martin and Romano state 

that criminal organizations m u t  deal with the same functional problems faced by other 

types of organizations: 

"Ail organizations are required to cope with problems of resource procurement and allocation, 
personnel recruitment and sociaiization, solidarity, legitimacy, discipline, reconciliation of conflicting 
goals, and so on." (Martin & Romano, 1992: 112) 

26 The Camorra, unlike the other groups that emerged in rural areas, was founded in the lam 
cenkiry by convicts. It was born in prison. see Sterling 1990: 144. 



Because of the illegal nature of their activities, crimind organizations musf 

maintain secrecy and strict controI over information (Martin & Romano, 1992: 114). 

They must also seek to discourage law enforcement agencies through either corruption, or 

intimidation (Martin & Romano, 1992: 1 14). They must also have access to %de" and 

secretive banking facilities, and other fiancial senrices (insurance, brokerage) so as to 

secure capital, and launder their diay money; they must therefore be able to recruit new 

and tn i s~~or thy  talent; and they need to provide domestic, and international 

transportation for cargo and personnel (Martin & Romano, 1992: 1 14). It is here thar the 

undemorld interacts with the legitimate uppenvorld. 

The aura surrounding many of these groups is primarily due to their cultures and 

goveniing principles, which maintain internai order and cohesion while keeping the 

authonties at bay. Theses d e s  establish the group's intemal hierarchy, govern the 

behavior of its members, and institute conflict resolutim and d e  violation (law & order) 

rnechani~rns~~(Ma.rtin & Romano, 1992: 1 15). 

Such a culture also serves to legitimate the group, and its activities in the eyes of 

the participants and of the public. This is where the Robin Hood myth cornes into play. 

For example, the late leader of the MedelIin cartel, Pablo E d o  Escobar Gaviria, was 

known for his philanthropic actions throughout Medellin. According to Filippone: 

27 Cosa Nustra is based on a pyramidal, hierarchical structure. At the base we find the soldiers or 
Men of Honour lead by the capo-famiglia-Family Boss and his consïgliere-right-hand man-. The 
latter answer to tbe 12 capo-madarnento who represent three contiguous families on provincial 
commissions dominated by the Cupola-Commission which as the goveming body sets policy 
guidelines, fixes territorial boundaries, settle intrarnural disputes, and niles on in-house killings. Its 
decisions are coordinated by the ultra-secret infer-Provinciale. see LABROUSSE, Alain. (4991) La 
Droriue. I'arcient et les armes. Paris: Fayard: 160; SHELLEY, Louise 1. (1 995) "Transnational 
Organized Crime: An Imminent Threat to the Nation-State?" Journal of International Affairs 
Winter: 472; and Sterling 1990: 282. The Medellin cocaïne cartel is also a family-based 
organization which is rigidly compartmentalized in a ceIl-based structure. see FILIPPONE, Robert, 



"Escobar built and outfitted 80 illuminated sports arenas. He fixed sewage systerns, illurninated 
poor neighborhoods, built and repaired schools and churches, and pIanted thousands of trees. His method 
was to send teams into the poor neighborhoods to consult with the residents and determine which projects 
they thought would be of most benefit to them." (Filippone, 1994: 337) 

This narco-philanthropy is prevalent throughout Latin Arnenca (see Hargreaves 

1992; Thomson, 1996; and Leeds, 1996), but is less conspicuous in Italy and North 

Amenca. This aura is compounded by the most potent weapon these groups poses: the 

silence of their home comrnunities. Be it H e h  Kitchen West Side Code, or Sicily's 

 mert th*, most communities would rather stay silent than denounce their activities, and 

cooperate with the authorities. Be it voluntary or involuntary, this silent posture is a 

means of persona1 and group suNival. In other words, these codes of silence are not oniy 

a sign of solidarity and virility, but also a defense rnechanism against any and al1 

outsiders (police or rival gangs). This is interesthg because most of these groups begin, 

as Naylor pointed out, by preying on their host communities. 

Therefore, it is the need to organize criminal trade that forces these groups to 

become organized. These groups are the identifiable outcome of the organization of 

forbidden trade (Van Duyne 1997: 203). In other words, organization promotes crime, 

and crime encourages organization. It is a viscous circle fIom which no group can escape 

if they hope to secure their wealth, and their fieedom. However, these groups could not 

develop, let aione exist, without the support andlor silence of their home communities, 

the inaction or even actions of the state, as well as luck and circumstance. 

-. 

(1994) "The Medellin Cartel: Why We Can't Win the Drug War." Studies in Conflict and Terrorisrn 
Vol.17: 328. 

The late anti-mafia judge, Giovanni Falcone, tenned it the mentalia omertosa. the mentality of 
deliberate reticence. JAMIESON, Alison. (1 993) "Giovanni Falcone-ln Memoriam." Studies in 
Conflict and Terrorisrn Vo1.16: 307. 



D) The Anti-State? 

In order to successfully capture the symbiotic phase where the Street meets the 

boardroom, we must go beyond Turbiville's traditional definition. The most useful 

definition is the one designed by the ~undeskriminalaman?~ which states that: 

"Organized crime is the pIaaned violation of the law for profit or to acquire power, which offenses 
are each, or together, of a major significance, and are camied out by more than two participants who 
cooperate within a division of Iabor for a long or undetemined timespan using: a) commercial or 
commercial-like structures, or b) violence or other means of intimidation, or c) influence on politics, media, 
pubIic administration, justice and legitimate economy." (Van Duyne 1996: 343) 

Two events t d y  cemented their presence in the rnezzogiorno: the massive rural 

exodus and concomitant emigration toward the cities of North and South America, 

Australia, and Europe which started at the end of the 19" century; and the Second World 

War. Cosa Nostra was the principal beneficiary of these events, and its success spilled- 

over into the rest of the Southem Italy. Moreover, this emigration not only established 

large Italian and Sicilian colonies, which would subsequently be used as  the foundation of 

its transnationalism, but allowed these organizations to enter into new econornic fields 

such as the control of wholesale fiuit and meat markets, gambling, and prostitution. 

Because Mussolini had attempted to weed out this rival power center, Cosa 

Nostm went underground and positioned itself as the only viable (i.e. non-communist) 

anti-fascist organization in Sicily. As a result, the Americans approached Mafia 

representatives, such as the infamous Lucky Luciano, in order to gain the& support for the 

planned Allied invasion of Sicily, as well as to secure a smooth transition after liberation 

Consequently, according to Jarnieson: 

"The contribution made by Cosa Nostra, the Sicilian Mafia, to the success of the Allied landings in 
Sicily in 1943, is the first clear identification of criminal with institutional power in the post-war period." 
(Jarnieson 1994: 2) 

29 BKA-the German Federal Crirne~lntelligence Office. 



Resurfacing after liberation, it was to assume the island's most important 

government positions. Again Jamieson points out: 

"The assistance provided by Italian and Italo-American mafiosi to the relatively bloodless invasion 
of Sicily was rewarded by respect fiom the Allies, who consulted their native hosts on the most important 
issues of governance and Iaw and order on the island." (Jamieson 1994: 2) 

Cosa Nostra M e r  rooted itself when, in 1947, Sicily became a self-governing 

autonomous region of the Itaiian Republic (Sterling 1990: 47), and with the advent of a 

political consensus to exclude the Communist Party f?om government coalitions. Not 

only did Cosa Nostra control key government positions firom which it could meet out 

favors and pork, but it also held the political fortunes of the Christian Democrats in its 

hands. As was the case in the United States, machine politics were an important force; it 

could deliver votes. Sicily thus became Christian Dernocracy's fortress (Sterling, 1990: 

It is this relationship which explains why the Italian authonties had, until the 

recent murders of several hi&-ranking anti-~afia judges3', only paid lip service to 

combating corruption and the ~ a f i a ~ ' .  As Sterling stated: 

"To dislodge the Mafia - just to try - was to touch the most delicate nerves in Italy's body politic." 
(Sterling, 1990: 298). 

Basically Cosa Nosira guaranteed votes and funding to the Christian Democrats in 

exchange for patronage, public works projects and protection fiom judicial interféren~e~~. 

Moreover, in the post-wa years while maintaining its niral economic activities, Cosa 

The two judges were Giovanni Falcone and Paolo Borsellino. Falcone was murdered along with 
his wife and three bodyguards on 23 May, 1992. Borsel~ino and his five bodyguards were killed on 
19 July, 1992. Both assassinations were by remote-control bombs. See Jarnieson 1993: 304, and 
MOODY, John. (1 992) "Blowing Away the Law." Time August 3: 34-35. 
31 The term Mafia is used in reference to Italy's five criminal organizations. 
32 This included protection from prosecution, trial "adjustment" where superior courts would throw 
out convictions handed down by lower courts, early wamings of investigations, arrest warrants, 



Pl'ostra expanded into urban land speculation, construction, public works and senrices, 

smuggling (cigarettes, alcohol, narcotics), as well as the amis trade. Although we will 

deal with the latter shortly, the point here is that Cosa Nostru became intertwined with 

My's, and especially Sicily's political, economic, and bureaucratie establishment. This 

troika of mafiosi, politicians, and businessmen made a rnockery of the law, the political 

process, and the niles of the marketplace. As the dl-party Parliamentary Anhaf ia  

Commission pointed out, Cosa Nostra threatened or physically eliminated any and d l  

potential challengers which jeopardized the troika's economic and political hegemony 

(Jamieson 1994: 3) 

Thus for prosecutors, at the 1987 Maxitrial of more than 300 Mafiosi and several 

mammasantissimd3, Cosa Nostra had become "a state within a state, an antistate, with its 

own government, amy, temtory, rituals, moral code, and judicid order"(Sterling, 1990: 

278). Cosa Nost~u, however, has never positioned as an alternative state because, like 

other similar groups, it has a vested interest in the sbtus quo, one that protected it and its 

wealth. They are not revolutionaries, but reactionaries. Hippies gradually found this out 

about the Hell's Angels, and so did Colombia's M-19 guemllas. As a result of îhe latter's 

kidnapping of a member of the Ochoa family in 1982, the Big three Medellin families" 

not only formed the Muerte a los Secuestadores (Death to the kidnappers) paramilitary 

force which hunted down the M-19, but worked together at coordinating their activiîies 

(Filippone 1994: 325). 

-- -- - - -  - -- - - -- - - -- - .- 

and police raids, as well as the transfer of meddlesome law enforcement officiais. see Jamieson 
1993. 
33 

34 
Holiest of Mothersl-Mafia jargon meaning the biggest of big bosses. see Sterling 1990: 278. 
They were lead by Pablo Escobar Gaviria, Jorge Luis Ochoa Vasquez, and Carlos Lehder 

Rivas. see Filipponel994: 325. 



However, this does not mean that they do not pose a danger to established states 

and nascent democracies. They are a political threat in that they underrnine the rule of law 

and the legitimacy of democratic govemments (Shelley, 1995: 468) as they attempt to 

Uifluence local, regional, and national elections either through campaign financing and 

intimidation, or by founding their own politicai parties (Filippone, 1994: 336))'. This c m  

also be achieved by buying media outlets such as n e w ~ ~ a ~ e r s ) ~ ,  radio and television 

stations. In Colombia, these outlets were used to sway public opinion against the 

governrnent' s intentions to sign an extradition treaty with the U. S. (Ehrenfeld, 1 990: 94), 

as well as enhance their standing in the community. It is crucial to keep in mind that after 

wealth, what criminals seek is respectability and legitimacy. Crime may be a way of life, 

but it is also a queer ladder of social mobility for these businessmen. 

They undermine the d e  of law by compting public officials at every level, fiom 

border guards to Prime Ministers. It is also weakened by their use of intimidation, and 

assassinations of selected j ournalist, poLice O fficers, judges, poli tical candidates, or any 

other leading figure who pose a threat to their activities. In Colombia the choice is 

betweenplomo O plata, lead or silver, death or money (Filippone, 1994: 33 8). The post- 

1989 toll has been heavy, as Colombia has so far lost four Presidential candidates, 12 

Supreme court Judges, more than sixty judges, over 170 judicial employees, more than 

seventy journalists, and more than 1,000 police officers (Ehrenfeld, 1990: 86-87; and 

Medd & Goldstein, 1997: 84). 

35 For example Carlos Lehdets Latin Nationalist Movement won 12% of the vote and several 
seats in the 1984 regional elections. Filippone 1994: 336. 

Pablo Escobar founded and owned the Medellin Civico newspaper which was used as a forum 
for pro-cartel and pro-drug propaganda. Filippone 1994: 337. 



Co-optation, intimidation, and elimination of media outlets and their personnel 

undermine fkeedom of the press and speech. Infiltration of labor unions 'Molates c i k n  

labor rights"; their involvement in prostitution (adult and child), and the illegal srnuggling 

of individuals "mises serious human rights concerns" (Shelley 1995: 468). 

They are thus a very real threat to civil society and democratic governance, 

because by u n d e m g  the rule of law, they undennine dl the nghts that this system was 

established to protect. Without civil society, the market becomes a jungle nifed by the 

mafia, a mafia-cracy. Without civil society, to counterbalance the various institutions of 

the state, fieedom becomes an empty shell, because fkeedom is fieedom fiom interference 

and concentrations of arbitrary power (Geber, 1 994). But civil society is not only 

undermined by an attack on its institutions. Drug use is a financial and "emotional" drain 

on society in terms of health costs, loss of productivity, incarceration, distortions in 

resource allocations, and by f o s t e ~ g  crime and violence (Griffith, 1994: 2q3'. The latter 

engender their own perverse effect as they encourage people to "eorient themselves to 

those units where protection may be more readily available" (Del Rosso 1995: 20 1). In 

other words, into vigilante groups and other types of self-defense organizations which 

may, in tum, M e r  underrnine the Iegitimacy and authority of the state. 

37 For exarnple the number of heroin addicts in the countries surrounding the Golden Triangle, 
and Crescent-Buma, China, India, Iran, Laos, Pakistan, and Thailand- has exploded. FALCO, 
Mathea. (1996) "US Drug Policy: Addicted to failure." Foreign Policy Spring: 127. see also 
Labrousse 1991; Myers 1996; and SEN, Sankar. (1991) "Heroin Trafficking in the Golden 
Triangle." The Police Journal June: 241-248, and SEN (1992) "Heroin Trafficking in the Golden 
Crescent." The Police Journal July: 251-256. 



Map #1: Global Drug Production and ~ r a f f i c ~ '  
(Labrousse 199 1 : 1-II) 

jS These routes are also used in the traffic of other contraband goods. 



Figure 2: The Cocaine Trafficking Organizations as Corporation 
(Lee 1992: 99) 
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E) Transnational phase3' 

"Drug trade4* is by definition world trade" (Van Duyne 1996: 372-73), and its 

development has both altered the nahue of organized crime and international politics. It 

has accentuated the transnational status of certain criminai organizations. Groups such as 

Cos= Nostrn, the Colombian cocaine cartels, the Chinese ~ n a d s ~ ' ,  and the Japanese 

Yakusa have gone beyond exporting their industry (crime), to establishing worldwide 

aetworks where they link up with each other, g u e d a  movements, legitimate businesses, 

and States. Thus hansnationd organized crime is more than a geographic extension of 

domestic crime, "it is crime by networks operating within a multinational arena, often 

with state support" (Martin & Romano, 1992: 5) (see Map #1). 

Economic globalization and interdependence, made possible by the advent of fast 

and efficient international communications and transportation networks, have changed the 

context in which both legitimate and illegitimate business operate. For Williams, these 

transnational organized criminal groups behave and are stmctured (see Figure 1) more 

like multinational corporations (MNCs) than their fiercely temtorial predecessors. 

3g~his  is one of the best examples of an organizations, in this case Cosa Nostra, worldwide links: 
Switzerland, West Germany, Spain, Greece, Great Britain, and Canada were among its staging 
areas and banking centers. France was once again a center of heroin production, this time under 
the Sicilian Mafia's management Bulgaria and Yugoslavia were part of its lifeline. Lebanon, Syria, 
Iran, Pakistan, and Tutkey were among its providers. Sri Lanka's Tamils were financing their 
insurgency by dealing heroin through the Mafia. Kenya was one of its meeting places. Guinea- 
Bissau was buying weapons and Mirage jets through a front Company it ran on the Northern ltalian 
coast (in partnership with right-wing terrorists). Vanuatu, Aruba, the Seychelles, Malta, the 
Dominican Republic, and Venezuela were its pnvileged sanctuaries. Even Katmandu, near the top 
of the Himalayas behind a range of inaccessible mountains, was found to have a ring of bent army 
officers and politicians in Palenno's pay. Sterling, 1990: 289 
40 The most important are heroin, cocaine, marijuana, hashish, and synthetic dmgs such as 
methamphetamines. 

On the history and global networks of the Triads, See: MYERS, Willard H. 111 (1996) 'The 
Emerging Threat of Transnational Organized Crime from the East." Crime. Law 8 Social Chancie 
24: 181-222. 



Like multinational corporations they view the world in terrns of markets to be opened and 

conquered, disregard national borders, establish strategic alliances and trade with each 

O ther. 

These alliances should not be interpreted as being symptomatic of a global 

criminal conspiracy. Rather, these alliances are based on economic considerations. 

Moreover, differing interna1 and criminal cultures irnpede the emergence of more 

integrated alliances. 

Transnational criminal organizations have scattered their production facilities 

worldwide (outsourcing), they are mobile and versatile, they are taking advantage of the 

convergence of worldwide consumer tastes, and are constantly seeking new oppomuiities. 

The one difference between the two is that multinational corporations gain access to a 

market through consent, while organized crime gains it through circumvention (Williams, 

1994: 101). 

They take advantage of both international and intemal borders to evade national 

law enforcement agencies. In other words, they utilize the jurisdictional and 

administrative divisions both within and without individual countries. One flagrant 

example is that of Pakistan where Mghan opium, hashish, and marijuana are smuggled 

through the bordering tribal States (Pamir or High-Badakhshan) where the central 

govemment has no authority (only on the highway) (OGD 1995: 241) (see Map #2). 

Transnational criminal activities are not limited to cinigs traficking. Most 

criminal organizations are also involved in the amis trade, product piracy, prostitution, 



Map # 2: Afghanistan, Pakistan & the Tribal States 
(Labrousse 199 1 : 3 2) 
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pomography, as well as the smuggling of consumer goods, illegal immigrants, cultural 

aaifacts, and precious commodities such as tirnber, gold, oil, gems, ivory, and diarnonds. 

Not ody are these activities linked, but they often follow the same smuggling routes and 

networks (refer to Map #1). Traditional operatiord2 have not, however, been abandoned.. 

Also, fiom this transnational phase emerges a new set of threats for there exists a 

tangible link between these crime networks, dnty money, and 1ocaUregional wars and 

conûicts (Labrousse, 1 99 1 : 1). We may even be witnessing a SM away fiom traditional 

geopolitics to post-Cold War geonarcotics, where the narcotics phenornenon will have a 

direct impact upon the relations of conflict and cooperation among national and 

international actors (Griffith, 1994: 2). 

This shift is exemplified by the ternptation many govemments have of militarizhg 

the "dmg war". Consequently, the danger lies in excessive reliance upon the military for 

policing purposes. The military may eventually corne to see itself as the sole guarantor of 

order and stability, and thus be tempted to move into the political arena (Griffith, 1994: 

20). As Falco (1992) and Hargreaves (1992) also indicate, U.S. military actions 

(eradication teams, special operations training) in countries such as Bolivia have actually 

antagonized their govemments and publics. Instead of curbing production, they have 

actually cernented the dependency of local peasants on dmg cartels, a d o r  the guerrilla 

groups that operate in these regions. Falco explains this perverse effect: 

"By supporting police and military antidrug operations abroad, our efforts often exacerbate human 
rights abuses and corruption among governinent officiais we have enIisted to fight our drug war. 

... for ten years, the United States had unwittingly encouraged the growth of the Shining Path by 
supporting crop eradication and police raids in rural areas where coca is the principal source of  incorne. The 
Shining Path benefited from disgruntled famiers as well as offering protection for a price. At the sanie tirne, 
thousands of Pexuvian officiais also profited by protecting the traffickers." (Falco, 1992: 6) 

42 The most common are tax and insurance fraud, gambling, contraband smuggling such as 
cigarettes and alcohol, extortion; theft, counterfeiting, and racketeenng. 



Also, using the military to patrol externai borders against drug smuggling may be 

a waste of money because it does not have the tools needed for such police operations. 

For instance, combat jets were never designed to track and intercept slow moving 

Cessnas, nor were their radars, which are unable to detect them. Moreover, the military 

runs the nsk of getting involved in jurisdictional quarrels with other enforcement 

agencies, as well as exgosing its troops to potential corruption. Therefore: 

"The compromise of amed authoney compromises agents of national security, with the 
consequences that their capability for effective action is undermined or desiroyed, and individuals and 
groups in the society becorne inclined to resort to vigilante tactics because of the perception or reaiity of a 
diminished capacity." (Griffith, 1994: 25) 

This underscores a point missed by many policy-makers, which is that militaries 

are designed to protect the state from extemal threats while police forces maintain 

intemal order. Only in ernergencies are they ever called out into the nation's streets. 

Another potential danger is that these criminal groups dispose of the necessary 

means to 5uy themseives the best communications and transportation equipment, amis, 

instructors, and mer ce na rie^^^. Moreover, some have established intelligence gathering 

services that are able to innltrate various govemment ministries and agencies. This is on 

top of the information and aid they get though normal corruption and intimidation. 

Dmg production is also an environmental hazard, and may eventually impact the 

food security of certain producing States. For instance, they dump the noxious chemicai 

cocktail of precursor che~nicals~~needed for refining heroin and c o c h e ,  and the 

production of synthetic dmgs without concem into the soi1 and water supply. Moreover, 

43 As earIy as 1988 the Medellin cartel had hired British and fsraeli mercenaries as instructors. 
They procured advanced weaponry, including surface-to-air missiles. It has its own weapons 
production facilities, and planned to build a munitions factory. In terrns of equipment, they had 
satellite radios, digital encryption devices, and voice privacy mechanisrns. Filippone 1994: 340- 
3.41. 



in poor countries, such as BoLivia and Pen, peasants are converting their croplands over 

to coca and marijuana production. And because of eradication efforts they tend to move 

higher into the mountains or deeper ùito the rainforest, and are therefore contributhg to 

deforestation, which is linked to topsoil erosion, landslides and floods, contamination of 

water supplies, and species destruction. Furthermore, the food sec* of these comtries 

is jeopardized as they lose cropland to d m g  cultivation, and become increasïngly 

dependent upon food imports4s. 

The efforts of law enforcement, although noble, seem frai1 and inadquate as they 

have yet to become transnational. Furthermore, they are often played: by jurisdictional 

q m e l s  between agencies; an over-emphasis on numbers (which is not conducive to 

intelligence gathering, and long-tem investigations); the bureaucratic process and red 

tape; and sometimes over questions of glory and career advancement. These problems are 

magnified at the intemal level where intra-agency rivalries exist, and where cooperation 

is lagging, and information sharing is not the nom. 

Perhaps the most salient threat cornes fiom transnational organized crime's 

involvernent in the arms black market, and the world financial system where they interact 

with legitimate businesses, guerrilla groups, and governrnents. 

- - - - 

44 Refining cocaine requires: kerosene, sulfuric acid, acetone, and toluene. see Griffith 1994: 29. 



F) Myer Lansky & Adnan W h o &  

What distinguishes black market anns deals fiom other more legitimate deals are 

the covert methods used in the entire process. These black market transactions have five 

distinguishing features: 

The demand for the product cornes fiorn a set of actors who can not or will not, for a 
multitude of possible reasons, try to meet their needs on the open market; 
There exists supplier-imposed restrictions on the type anaor destination of the 
weapons being sought; 
Clandestine methods m u t  be employed to move the weapons fiom the supplier to the 
end-user in order to mask the identity of some or al1 of the participants; 
A substantial part of the cost of doing business is related not so much to the physical 
acquisition of the material, as to the employment of the machinery of covert commerce 
to surreptitiously move the merchandise; 
The accompanying flows of payment m u t  be laundered to hide their underground 
ongins and/or destination. (Naylor 1995: 5) 

Since the 1980s, the black market in weapons has undergone a iremendous 

transformation as the number of buyen and suppliers has expanded. The nse in demand, 

especialiy since the collapse of the Soviet Union, has been linked to the increasing 

number of regional and informal wars. Therefore, those who are shopping for weapons on 

the black market are meaning to use thern. The buyers inciude paramilitary groups, 

terrorist organizattions, national liberation d e s ,  as well as the militaries of states 

wishing to circumvent embargoes, a d o r  keep their procurements secret. 

Increased supply is linked to both increased production, and the glut in second- 

hand stocks (Naylor 199 5 : 12). Not ody have traditional amis producers46 increased their 

production, but new producers have also emerged especially in the former Soviet bloc 

where the weapons industry has become a crucial source of foreign exchange. Moreover, 

45 On the question of food security refer to Worldwatch Institutel 997, Chapter 2: 21-41. 
a Countries such as the USA, Belgium, France, lsrael and Italy. 

94 



traditional arms and mercenary centers such as Brussels and London are facing increased 

competition fiom four regional arms supemarkets: Bangkok, Beinit, Peshawar, and the 

fomer Soviet bloc (Naylor 1995: 17-1 8). In the first three we find eiîher old war material 

or the shipment "leakage4' fiom former sponsoring govemments, while in the latter we 

are witnessing a veritable fire sale. There is no longer one single market, rather: 

"there has ernerged a veritable underground economy consisting of a set of intenational black 
markets supported by their own sources of supply, their own systems of information, their own distribution 
networks and their own modes of financing." (Nayior 1995: 20) 

This has obviously undermined supply-side controls on the anns trade, as well as 

making world prices plummet as evidenced in Table 2. 

Table 2: 1992 Prices on the ex-Soviet arms flea market 
(Naylor 1995: 19) 

AK-47 
Automatic pistols 
RPG launchers 
Flame-throwers 

The current situation has also undermined the traditional position of arms dealers, 

Light anti-aircraft 
missile launchers 

Adnan Kashoggi being the archetype, who were both knowledgeable and often tied to 

various intelligence services, to the benefit of "mcontrolled" traffickers who are just as 

... $ 1,000,000 

... $2,000,000 

... $ 16,000,000 

... $65,000,000 

... $30-40 

... $30-50 

... % 50-75 

... $3,500 

... $ 98,000 

adept in the dnig trade. Consequently, many guemlla and terrorist groups barter for their 

T-72 tank 
T-80U tank 
MIG-27 
Zenith anti-aircraft 
System 

'' It has been estimated that between 65 and 80% of formal US shipments to the Afghan 
mujahideen never made it to the latter, or were sold by them on the Peshawar black market to 
Pakistani heroin smugglers, Sindhi dacoits, Sikh separatists, and Iran. Bangkok has supplied 
groups such as the Tamil Tiges, the Burmese Karens, and Khun Sa's forces from Burma's Shan- 
state. Beirut was used by the Croatian amy to import heavy weapons such as helicopters, tanks 
and anti-aircraft missiles. NAYLOR, R.T. (1995) "Loose cannons: Covert commerce and 
underground finance in the modern arms black marketn Crime. Law & Social Chanae 22: 18; and 
Labrousse 1991: 19. 



weapons in àrugs, or even with contraband precious metals, diamonds, timber, oil or 

cultural artifacts. The drug trade has also been witness to the active participation of 

certain governments who use it to fund their clients andior to undermine their foes4'. 

Foreign govemments, trying to maintain a position of "plausible deniability", will 

either set up their own underground network, or plug into an existing one in order to 

funne1 arms and other aid to their clients. The trouble is that either way they encourage 

crime and corruption. For example, the network established by Pakistan's intelligence 

services, in order to funne1 Amencan weapons and aid to the Afghan rnujahideen, was 

used to smuggle Afghan heroin out of the country. Moreover, much of the leakage of 

Amerka. weapons destined to the Af&han rebels fell into the hands of Pakistani 

intelligence which then either sold them on the black market, or funneled them to their 

clients in Indian Kashmir (Labrousse, 1 99 1 : 1 9). 

The black market could not function, however, if it weren't for the global 

financial and banking systems. It is important here that we do not confuse organized 

crime with white-colla crime for the latter seeks to "attain economic objectives in 

legitimate business by illegal means" (Paoli 1 995 : 347). In other words white-collar crime 

involves hot money, that is money which seeks primarily to avoid the taxrnan's detection. 

Hot money is flight capital. Confusion cornes fiom the fact that hot money uses the same 

facilities as does organized crime's dirty money. They are both involved in peekaboo 

" On the connection between Castro and the cartels see EHRENFELD. Rachel. (1990) Narco- 
Terrarism. New York: Basic Books; On the Iran-Contra Affair see Labrousse 1991; Nayfor 1994; 
SCOTT, Peter Dale and Jonathan Marshall. (1991) Cocaine Politics-Drucrs. Amies. and the CIA 
in Central America. Berkeley: University of California Press; on the BulgariaITurkish MafialCosa 
Nostra connection see Sterling 1990. 



finance which involves hiding the money's origin, and s t o ~ g  it in secure investments or 

bank accounts (Naylor 1994: 12). 

Dirty money's quest for anonymity, and eventual legitimacy necessitates this 

cleaning or laundering. One means of accomplishing this is through the use of businesses 

with high cash flows such as restaurants, bars, supermarkets, car rental businesses, 

casinos, and foreign exchanges. Other 'primitive" means include the srnuggling of cash4' 

with human mules or through courier s e ~ c e s  (FedEx, UPS, etc.). Another such mean are 

informal banking facilities, such as the Hawala systern used by Indian and Pakistani guest 

workers in the Persian Gulf in order to send money back home, which leave no paper 

trailsS0. Gold is another ''primitiveY' method of laundering money because it is an 

anonymous tool of exchange, a good long-term savings instrument, and is also easy to 

liquidate. Moreover, Swiss banks have estabIished gold accounts that are protected by 

secrecy laws, and where the pas-book is denorninated in ounces of gold (Naylor 1996: 

215-16). 

At a more sophisticated level, pioneered by Myer Lamb, dirty money weaves its 

way through a series of shell/f?ont/ghost single sharehoider companiess ', and bank 

accounts at the "flick of a switch", consequently leaving govemrnents and law 

enforcement stuck in the Guttenberg Gdag (Naylor 1994: 12). But criminal organizations 

59 There have been several instances where diplomats, and even Cardinals have been used as 
mules. Williams gives the example of one New York-based operation which invoIved the honorary 
consul-general of Bulgaria, a New York city police officer, 2 lawyers, a stockbroker, an assistant 
banker in Citibank, 2 rabbis, a firefighter and 2 bankers in Zurich. See Williams 1997a. " on these means of money laundering see NAYLOR, R.T. (1 994) Hot Monev and the Politics of 
Debt Montreal, New York & London: Black Rose Books; Naylor 1994 & 1995; NAYLOR, R.T. - 
(1 996) "The undennrorld of Gold." Crime Law & Social Chancre 25; and WILLIAMS, Phil. (1997a) 
"Money Laundering." IASOC Cnminal Orqanizations Vol. 10, No.4. 

The most farnous are Lichtenstein's Anstalts. These ghost companies can. however, be 
established anywhere araund the globe. 



do not have sufficient in-house capacities or even knowledge to successfblly launder 

money this way. They mut therefore recruit those with the needed expertise, which 

inctudes accountants, notaries, lawyers, and bankers who are profit hungry. Needless to 

Say that, aithough the fmancial incentives are great, so to are the dangers for these experts 

do not have any means of violence at their disposal (Paoli 1995: 3 ~ 3 ) ~ ~ .  The danger 

aspect is especially salient if one considers the sums ùiv01ved~~. 

Their task has been made easier as increasing numbers of coutries are 

establishing themselves as offshore banking and financial centersS4 with tight secrecy 

laws. In effect these offshore centers are deterritorialized for their activities do not fdl 

under govemment scrutiny. Moreover, governments are reticent to cooperate with foreign 

and local law enforcement agencies because it underrnines their sovereignty and their 

standing as a secure financial/banking center. 

Moreover, many of the banks involved have become megabanks that 

"combine commercial and investment banking, commodity and foreign-exchange 

dealings, stockbroking and investment counseling within a single institution" (Naylor 

1994: 23 1). This facilitates the reinsertion of Iaundered money into the legitimate 

52 The Roberto CalvVBanco Ambrosiano affair is a case in point. Not only was he a Cosa Nostra 
banker, but he also se~iced part of the ltalian establishment including many members of the 
Masonic Pmpaganda 2 todge, and was tied to the Vatican Bank. See especially PAOLI, tetizia. 
(1995) "The Banco Ambrosiano case: An Investigation into the underestimation of the relations 
between organized and economic crime." Crime. Law & Society 23; Naylor 1994; and Sterling 
1991). 
53 Griffith estirnates that betwaen U.S. $ 300 and $ 500 billion. is laundered annually. Griffith 1993: 
4. Recent estimates put worldwide revenues for transnational organized crime at US. 
$ 1 trillion; moreover Triad revenues are said to be of U.S. $200 billion or 40% of China's GNP; 
and Merrill Lynch estimates that at least U.S. $ 3 trillion-15% of world GNP- is located in a fiscal 
paradise. CHOSSUDOVSKY, Michel. (1996) "Comment les mafias gangrénent l'économie 
mondiale-" Le Monde Di~lomatique Décembre: 24-25. 
" Traditional centers are Swi#zeriand, Lichtenstein, the Channel Islands, Andom, the Dutch 
Antilles, the Cayman Islands, the Bahamas, Uruguay, Cypnis, Luxemburg, and the USA. Newer 
centers include Panama, several Carribean islands, Vanuatu, the Cook Islands, and Mauritius. 



economy where it is reinvested in commodities, precious me&, casinos, real estate, 

government treasury bills, stocks and bonds, as well as other criminal ventures. 

Basically what launderers do is obscure the money's ongins through numerous 

cross-border transfers, and under volumes of fictitious paperwork. Laundering may, in 

point of fact, become even easier with the advent of cyber-money, and the multiplication 

of monetary instruments. In other words, the possibilities are limited o d y  by the 

perpetrator's imagination and ingenuity. 

Although some have argued that this laundered money has a multiplier effect, it 

would seem that it has the opposite effect as it eases capital flight. The major result is the 

drying up of local capital markets, thus creating a local credit squeeze. Consequently, 

businesses are eager for capital and will ofien find it with organized criminal groups. 

Moreover, this capital flight increases a country's foreign debt as it lowers its foreign 

exchange reserves. This is the double-whammy effect 

"In effect, the country incurred an increuse in its foreign indebtedness through the very act of 
exporting bard currency. And 'repaying' the loan doubled the drain on its foreign-exchange resources." 
(Naylor 1994: 28) 

And even when the multiplier effect occurs, it creates inflation. Therefore, by 

eliminating exchange controls, the MF's sound money policies and shock therapies are 

actually contributhg to capital flight as well as facilitating money laundering. And as 

govemrnent revenues fall, the tax burden, on those not clever enough or without the 

means of entering the world of peekaboo fmance, increases. Government's are not only 

unable to maintain a certain level of the welfare state, but they dso corne to borrow this 

laundered duy rnoney on the international capital market. Thus, governent debts can be 

Chossudovsky 1996: 24; and Naylor 1994. 



financed with dirty money. As Leoluca Orlando, the Mayor of Palerrno, stated in 

reference to organized crime's buying of government T-bills: It was 'buying the Italian 

state piece by piece.'(Sterling, 1990: 298) 

But governments should not be seen as victims. Just as Sassen pointed out that 

globalization was the result of official governmental policies, so it is with the activities of 

transnational criminal organizations. For instance, the drug trade would be made more 

difficult if ships could not be registered in countries such as Panama and Liberia where 

state controls are minimal or aon-existant. Moreover, the creation of offshore financial 

centers is the result of policy decisions. If these centers did not exist, money laundering 

would be much more difficult. We also see that these criminal activities could not take 

place if not for the participation of upperworld, be it bankers or chemical producers. 

Transnational criminal organizations are globalization's perverse effect. And like 

any society, global society has its criminals. It is no surprise that these criminals also 

inhabit Sassen's global cities, to which we can now add cities such Moscow and St. 

Petersburg, as  well as the numerous offshore financial centers, as well as certain regional 

contraband hubs such as Dubai, Bangkok, Macao, and Vaduz. 

Having drawn attention to the international dimension of internal security, 

transnational organized crime should be considered as a threat by strong and weak states 

alike. 

They are a traditional military threat in the sense that they can take control over 

certain portions of national territory. In several ways they de-tzrritorialize the state by 

turning certain regions, city districts, ports, airports, prisons or even cities into fiefdoms 

from which they exact tributes, and where they become the law. 



They can also use their criminai proceeds to fund and arm terronst groups and 

national Iiberation amies. Such is the case with Gennan-based Kurdish heroin .traffickers 

who fund and arm the PKK (Kurdish Workers Party) which is currently involved in a 

bloody conflict with the Turkish armed forces. Croatian and Kosovo Albanian groups 

have rnirrored their Kurdish counterparts. The Lebanese civil war was also largeiy funded 

and fueled in this way. They may also aid rogue or embargoed states in the procurement 

of weapons and spare parts, or may act as intermediaries between legitimate fimis (such 

as chernical producers) and these states. 

They are a non-traditional threat in several ways. Even if they are not overtly 

political, their involvement in the amis and dmgs trades serve to fuel these regional 

conflicts and wars. Drug cultivation carries heavy environmental consequences. Drug use 

and abuse cary with them heavy societal and economic costs in terms of rising rates of 

crime, which lead to higher insurance rates for individuals, and increased fear of crime. It 

is dso a drain on the resources of the pend, legal, and Iaw enforcement systems. It also 

Iowers worker productivity, increases the incidence of job-related accidents, and diverts 

resources into non-productive purposes. 

But it is through the comption and intimidation of groups and institutions that 

oppose them that they tnily make their presence felt, and in some ways reverse the 

balance of power in their favor. As was the case with the two anti-mafia judges, Falcone 

and Borselino, they became the hunted. Transnational organized criminal groups 

undermine the foundations and the functioning of civil society and the democratic polity. 

They threaten the idea of the state and al1 that it entails. As Dziedzic concludes: 

"Even thoiigh this challenge to security is not manifested in a traditional manner, the consequences 
can be equalIy severe." (Dziedzic 1989: 534) 



Chapter Five: The New Russia 

Russia is a country with an unpredictable past 
Yuri Afanasiev, May 1 993 

(Matlock 1995: 3) 

Etemd Russia, this Third Rome successor to both the Kievan and Byzantine 

Empires, is not only a powemil myth (Keenan 1994: 20-21) but it also masks the fact that 

the modern Russian state is but seven years old. For the first time in their history, the 

Russian people are not part of a Eurasian empire, but have a nation-state in which they 

are the overwheiming majority? In spite of itç youth, the Russian state has so far been 

unable to contend with the dysfunctions bequeathed to it by the Soviet and czanst 

Empires. 

The one constant ninning through Russian history is the principle of autocracy. By 

eliminating al1 other state structures as potential rivals, the metropole numired a certain 

type of consciousness conducive to both deviance and criminality (Rawlinson 1997: 33). 

This "beat the system attitude"56 was espoused by officiais and the people as a defense or 

survival mechanism against an excessively centralized and arbitrary s y stem of d e .  

We will see that nat only was it a contributing factor to the Soviet W o n ' s  

collapse, but that it was also exacerbated as a consequence of the political, econornic and 

social bespredel (turmoil, disorder) udeashed in its wake. 

Héléne Carrére d'Encausse . La Russie post-communiste. puissance ou déclin? . L'Ombre et 
la Lumibre, Trente-et-uniéme Conférence Augustin-Frigon, Universite de Montreal. Montréal, 
Québec, October 29, 1997. 
56 on this see ROSNER, Lydia S. (1986) The Soviet Wav of Crime. South Hadley, Mass.: Bergin & 
Garvey Publishers, Inc. 



A) PiHars of Power 

The disintegration of the Soviet Union, in August 199 1, was ùiitially met with 

disbelief and utter surprise. Subsequent analyses would seem to indicate that this turn of 

events was inevitable because of: 

"economic stagnation and consumer deprivation, deeply eroded cornmitment to official ideology 
and the growth of widespread cynicism, the corruption and weakening of the apparatus of rule, and the 
gradua1 enlargement of autonomous, self-organized spheres of social and intellectual life." (Wdder 1994: 
297) 

To this List we could also add the demoralizing impact of the war in Afghanistan, 

the arms race with the US.,  the rising tide of nationalism throughout the Soviet Union, 

and its changing demographg7. 

It is difficult, however, to establish a causal lùik between these dysfunctions and 

the collapse of the Soviet Union. That is not Say that their accumulated effects did not 

contribute to the collapse, rather that they were not the central causes. Had they been 

pivotal, the Soviet Union wouid have collapsed decades earlier. 

Rather, it would seem that the political and economic reforms initiated by 

Gorbachev underrnined the two institutional pillars that maintained the Union: the 

Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), and the central planning of the economy. 

Once their hegemony was undermined, the system's major contradictions came to the fore 

and accelerated the disintegration. As Walder has pointed out: 

"Just as departures fiom Leninist party principles - in the form of organized opposition within the 
party and without - would lead to extensive political change in these regimes, so would departures fiom 
central planning, by weakening the party's controI over property and opportunity." (Walder 1994: 299) 

This imbalance was due to the demographic expansion of the Central Asian and Caucasian 
Muslim populations and the dernographic stagnation of the Russian and Slavic populations. see 
CARR~RE d'ENCAUSSE, Hekne. (1980) Decline of an Empire. Trans. Martin Sokolinsky and 
Henry A. La Farge. New York: Newsweek Books; and KENNEDY, Paul. (1993) Pre~annci for the 
Twentv-First Century. New York: HarperPerennial. 242-247. 



The CPSU and al1 other Soviet organizations were guided by the Leninist concept 

of democratic centrali~m~~, which sought to reconcile democratic practice with effective 

central control. Dernocratic centralisrn' s dominant tenets*' were: strict party discipline 

and subordination of the minority to the majonty, as well as the binding nature of 

decisions of higher bodies on lower bodies (Holmes 1997: 136). The concentration of 

power at the top was facilitated as popular accountability was marginalized. 

This concentration of power was compounded by the anti-factionalism d e s  that 

made anathema to Marxist-Leninist principles the existence of factions within the Party. 

Combined, these two concepts guaranteed the effectiveness of vertical lines of leadership 

and communication both within the Party and the state, while crippling any horizontal 

links between state organs and individuals. 

These two pillars were undergirded by the bureaucratic coordination of 

production, and by a system of incentives (Skidelsky 1996: 99). Consequently, the Soviet 

system required the existence of large numbers of qualified and loyal cadres to fi11 the 

bureaucratic ranks. Thus ernerged the nomenklatura system in which the CPSU assumed 

a dominant role. The Party established two lists, one of positions to be filled, and another 

of "suitable candidates". It therefore ensured the loyalty of both the cadre, and hislher 

organization. Basically, this was a vast system of patronage, a Party established peckhg 

order. Appointments were unduly politicized, as one's position in the nomenklatura was a 

source of status, power, privilege, and wealth. 

For a full exploration of the concept see especially WALLER, M. (1 981) Democratic Centralism. 
Manchester: Manchester University Press. 
59 The othen are the electivity of al1 leading party organs, from the lowest to the highest, and 
periodic reports of party organs to the party organizations and to higher organs. HOLMES, Leslie. 
(1 997) Post-Cornmunism. Cambridge: Polity Press. 136. 



Central planning of the economy followed the same patterns, and ensured the 

Party's property rights over al1 state assets. Added to these monitoring and sanctioning 

capacities, the Soviet state maintained an anti-factionalism policy in the economic realm. 

It divided investment and production facilities according to a political rationale. As with 

its cultural and nationalities policies, Moscow sought to prevent regional cooperation and 

consolidation, which could undermine its rule (Matlock 1995: 36). 

These two mutually reinforcing pillars of Soviet power made people dependent on 

the state and Party for their economic survival and career advancement, while central 

planning made the periphery beholden to Moscow for economic development and 

revenues. In retum the CPSU and Moscow received hi& levels of cornpliance and 

discipline fiom citizens and state organs alike. 

B) Gorbachev' Contradictions 

Chosen to succeed the deceased Konstantin Chemenko as CPSU General 

Secretary, in March 1 98 5, Mikhail Sergeyevich Gorbachev took the helm of the Soviet 

Union. Gorbachev was not a revolutionary, and as such sought to refonn a Soviet system 

that had been thoroughly corrupted under Brezhnev's leadership. For Gorbachev, the 

Soviet system was sick, not dying. Following in the footsteps of his mentor, Yuri 

Andropov, Gorbachev thought that with econornic reforms, and consequent economic 

growth, ail of the Union's problerns would be smoothed over (Linz & Stepan 1996: 367). 

These regime and Party led reforms were meant to eliminate the obvious and 

flagrant contradictions between the official ideology's statements and the reali~, of life in 

the Soviet Union. As the Kehayans pointed out, Soviet cirizens were just as attached to 



material wedth as Westerners, and were well aware of the economic disparities which 

separated them (Kehayan & Kehayan 1978: 198). 

Nevertheless, it is important to point out that it is a neo-liberal fmtasy to claim 

that the centrally planned economy never worked (Szelenyi & Szelenyi 1994: 2 13), but it 

is evident that Soviet industry was unable to make the transition from Stalinist heavy 

industry to a modern consumer economy. Moreover, an argument could be made that 

Gorbachev's refoms were inspired, or at least influenced by the various reform programs 

launched in P o h d  and Hungary ever since the death of Stalin. 

Perestroika was introduced in 1987, and was meant to act as Lenin's New 

Economic Program had in the 1920s. Glasnost, also launched in 1987, sought to breathe 

new life into the Soviet polity by making it more transparent7 and accountable. Both 

initiatives sought to undo Brezhnev's legacy of widespread cynicism, economic 

stagnation, cronyisrn, and rampant corruption. What it did, however, was open Pandora's 

Box. 

As we saw in an earlier section on irnperid collapse, corruption and 

dissatisfaction ffom within added to, or combined with rnilitary threats andor defeats 

have done in most empires. The same processes were at work in the Soviet case, albeit 

with one major exception: the Soviet empire expired quietly with little or no bloodshed. 

Economic reforms were direly needed because the Soviet Union, and its East 

European satellites, were fdling behind in the Thïrd Industrial Revolution (Szelenyi & 

Szelenyi 1994: 223-24). This was primarily due to the fact that they were burdened with a 

dual economy in which o d y  military industries showed any dynamism, and technological 

innovation. In other words, they had fallen behind in terms of high-technology, which had 



ushered in the West's post-industrial age. Theîr consumer and industrial products could 

not compete with those of the West for they were generally of poor quality, and taste. 

This technological lag was accentuated by Reagan's acceleration of the a r m s  race. 

Gorbachev soon realized that the civilian economy needed to be revitalized in order to 

sustaui military competitiveness. Also : 

'"'Star Wars" abo hit the Russians where they were the most vulnerable: they had already 
developed an inferiority feeling concerning "high-tech" and now suddenly they were confionted with the 
science-fiction imagery of laser-weapons in space shooting down Soviet missiles. From Andropov to 
Gorbachev, the major reason for initiating domestic change may have been uicreased rnilitary cornpetition 
and the Star Wars scare." (Szelenyi & Szelenyi 1994: 225) 

Economic reforms were also needed in order to halt the growth of the second or 

black economy, which effectively undermined the power and importance of central 

planning by severing the dependent relationships in which it was anchored. They were 

also required in order to re-motivate a workforce that often shirked its responsibiïlties. 

Stealing, w o r b g  slowly, and being dnink on the job were rampant, and reflected the 

general saying: "They pretend to pay us, we pretend to work'? 

The 1985 anti-alcohol campaign was thought to be one way of dealing with these 

workplace problems. Alcohol production was dramatically reduced, and vineyards were 

plowed under. This rnay have been one of the regime's biggest rnistakes. People 

increasingly himed to dmgs such as marijuana, hashish, heroin, or synthetic dmgs. They 

also found alternative sources of alcohol either by brewing their own alcohol, by imbibing 

anything containing alcohol such as perfumes and household cleaning agents, or by 

procuring it on the black market. What the anti-alcohol campaign did was to help create 

underground production and smuggling routes that were to be subsequently used in the 

Unknown source, although rnany variations of it can be heard throughout the former Soviet 
bloc. 



post-Soviet era. Although alcoholism was and continues to be a significant social 

problem in Russia, Gorbachev, the son of a teetotaler61, ignored the fact that vodka and 

drinking are an intrinsic part of the Russian identitf2. Alcohol was the great unifier of 

people (Kehayan & Kehayan 1978), and drinking was often the ody  recreation available 

to citizens. 

Apart fiom this, two more important and interconnected hurdles stymied 

Gorbachev's reform movement. Brezhnev's reign (1 964-82) saw corruption reach the 

highest leve@ of power where a system of mutual favors dominated, and where: 

"Communist Leaders in a number of repubiics managed to develop local "mafias" under the cover 
of the Communist Party. As long as they kept their superiors in Moscow happy with fiequent gifts and 
favors and submitted to Moscow's political and economic dictates, they were allowed to develop networks 
of supporters who fed off state largesse." (Matlock 1995: 42) 

Not only was the hue state of the economy masked under layers of doctored 

statistics, but this system allowed certain Republics to nationalize or indigenize their 

party, economic levers and state apparatus. The RussidSlavic hegemony was eroding in 

rnost of the Union's Republics. These nationai elites were consequently able to create 

embryonic states, or power centers which could resist Moscow as well as lay the 

foundations of successor states. As Skidelslq points out: 

"Like the Roman state, the Soviet state lost to its temtorial magnates its ability to appropriate a 
declining surplus." (Skidelslq 1995: 97) 

Glasnost accelerated this indigenization because it fostered the revivai of cultural, 

religious, political and environmental groups that came out fiom the shadows and gulags. 

61 On Gorbachev's family and formative years, see: SMITH, Hedrick. (1990) The New Russians. 
New York: Random House: 31-56. 
62 Prince Vladimir of Kiev is said to have adopted Christianity instead of Islam as the state religion 
because he did not believe that his subjects could live without strong drink. MATLOCK, Jack F. Jr. 
(1995) Autoasv on an Empire. New York: Random House. P.58. 



Al1 the old and new grievances against the Soviet state were now being aired, fiom 

Stalin's deportations of Crimean Tatars and Chechens to Centrai Asia, to the catastrophic 

environmental Iegacy of Soviet indu~tnalisrn~~. It also allowed for local rivalries to 

resurface, the seeds of which had ofken been planted by the Soviet authorities. One 

example is the armed conflict that broke out, in 1988, between Armenia and Azerbaijan 

over the disputed territory of Nagorno-Karabakh. This Armenia. enclave, located within 

Azerbaijan, was given to the latter by Stalin in an effort to create nationalities problems in 

every Republic thus weakening them, and rendering them unable to oppose Moscow's 

d e .  

But the Soviet constitution had enshrined the federative and voluntary nature of 

the Union, and many titular nationalities (Republics) and minonties (regions and 

temtories) were now seeking the rights and powers that it granted them. Gorbachev did 

not know how to deal with these rumblings for he maintained his Leninist convictions, 

and the belief that a New Soviet Man (national in fom, socialist in content) had been 

created. It also blinded him to the fact that the three Slavic ~ e ~ u b l i c s ~ ~  had joined the 

chorus. Russians were now able to voice their own dissatisfaction with the experiment, 

which had actually enslaved them as it attempted to snuffout its traditional values, and 

identity6! Russians had made the revolution, they had fought and died for the Union, and 

shared their wealth with the other, ungrateful, nationalities (Kehayan & Kehayan 1978: 

63 For an excellent survey of Brezhnev era corruption see CLARK, William A. (1993) Crime and 
Punishment in Soviet Officialdom - Combatinq Corruption in the Political Elite. 1965-1 990. 
Armonk, New York: M.E. Sharpe 
64 On this see especially: FESHBACH, Murray, and Alfred Friendly, Jr. (1992) Ecocide in the 
USSR: Health and Nature under Sieae. New York: Basic Books. 
b, Russia, Belanis and Ukraine. 
66 This ÏS a recumng theme in Solzhenitsyn's works. 



133). Consequently, many were voicing their desire to shed the Balts, Central Asians, and 

Caucasians so as to make Russia stronger. 

1990 was a watershed year for the Soviet Union as the Baltic Republics, Georgia 

and Armenia seized their independence (Skidelslq 1996: 1 15) while many temtorial 

units6' declared their sovereignty. It also saw the legalization of private businesses and 

the hiring of labor, as well as the creation of private farms, commercial banks, and a 

private commodities market. 

The beginning of the end carne , on 7 February 1 990, as Article Six of the 

Constitution, which consecrated the CPSUYs leading role, was repeded. Combined with 

elections at the Republic l e ~ e l ~ ~ ,  the Party's monopoly of power was shattered. 

T 'us  re-emerged Bons Yeltsin at the helm of Democratic Russia to challenge 

what power was left in the Kremlin. The failed August 199 1 coup, by Soviet hard-liners, 

was the final nail in the cofnn of the Soviet Union. The disintegration was officialized, on 

8 December, as Kravchuk (Ukraine), Shushkevich @elanis), and Yeltsin (Russia) agreed 

to end the Union, and go it aione (Sidelse 1996: 1 15). 

The new Russia would be bom on Christmas Day, 199 1, as Gorbachev resigned as 

Soviet President, and the Russian tricolor, replacing the Hammer and Sickle, was hoisted 

over the Kremlin. To his credit, Gorbachev never considered the possibility of a violent 

crackdown in order to preserve the Union. That is why the Soviet Union, Europe's last 

great empire, quietly expired. 

67 The Soviet Union consisted of 15 Republics, of which 10 were divided into 124 Oblasts 
(regions), 5 Krays (Territones), 20 Autonornous Soviet Socialist Republics, and 9 Autonomous 
Oblasts. Soviet Union. Map. Washington D.C.: National Geographic Magazine, March 1990. ' This was another mistake made by Gorbachev for these types of elections have disintegrative 
consequences. If Gorbachev had held ail-Union elections, the outcome may have been different. 



The collapse of the Soviet Union and communism was not inevitable, rather: 

"it was the result of the interaction of several factors, endogenous and exogenous, which happened 
to be present almost by accident at the same time and at the sarne place." (Szelenyi & Szelenyi 1994: 221) 

C) Yeltsin and the New Russia 

The Russian transition to democracy and a fiee market was hampered in two 

ways6'. The first was the speed at which the Soviet Union disintegrated that did not allow 

Russia's democratic forces to cernent their position (Linz & Stepan 1996: 387). The 

second is that Yeltsin failed to build new state structures. 

The power and authority of Boris Yeltsin, President of the Russian Federation, 

was unrïvaled in the wake of the failed August coup (McFaul 1995: 226). Yeltsin had 

slain the Soviet Beast, and fkeed Russia fiom Soviet domination just as Ivan HI had done 

in the 1 5" century by throwing off the Tatar yoke (Keenan 1994: 2 1). 

Yeltsin's failure to build new, and democratic state institutions was linked to his 

desire to avoid repeating the rnistakes Gorbachev had made. It was his preoccupation 

with politics, and neglect of the economy that Yeltsin deemed to have been Gorbachev's 

failure (McFaul 1995: 226). Consequently, Yeltsin did not seek to write a new 

constitution, hold elections, build a political party, or eliminate Soviet holdover political 

institutions such as the Congress of People's Deputies. Both he and the democrats 

believed he could carry Russia on his charismatic shoulders (Linz & Stepan 1996: 393), 

thus underscoring the fact that the presidency is deeply rooted in czarist traditions 

(Shevtsova 1 997: 85). Therefore, Yeltsin did not appreciate the fact that: 

LINZ, Juan J., and Alfred Stepan. (1996) Problems of Democratic Transition and Consolidation. 
Baltimore and London: The Johns Hopkins University Press. 367. " This was the case in most al1 of the former Soviet Republics except for the Baltic states. 



"states designed to support and be supported by one form of socioeconomic system do not have the 
capability to first create and then sustain a new socioeconornic order." (McFaul 1995: 2 17) 

Yeltsin thus needed to rebuild the Russian state, which was already weak at the 

t ime, in order to bring his economic reforms to fiuition. It is therefore a mistake to posit 

that state intervention is not needed for economic transitions to be successfiil. The 

opposite is m e ,  for weak states cannot implement policies which "challenge the 

preferences and undemiines the interests of leading social interest groups (McFaul 1995: 

2 15). Consequently, Yeltsin should have set about to create some form of popular 

legitimacy for his new regime through elections, because strong states are built on 

legitimacy (Linz & Stepan 1996: 390), and then implemented economic reforms. 

Because this was not done, Yeltsin's economic reforms have continuously been 

stymied by a variety of political, societal, and economic actors. This is caused by Russia's 

hybrid system that s$raddles the line between dernocracy, and Soviet authoritarianism.' 

Not ody has the New Russia kept the Soviet Union's federative facade, its bureaucracy, 

and the traditional opaqueness of the Kremlin (Shevtsova 1997: 83), but has also failed to 

establish strong political parties, and corne to an understanding over a clear separation of 

powers. As a result, politicai battles are beiag waged on two fronts: in the comdors of the 

Kremlin, and in Parliament. 

The power struggle between the President and the Congress of People's Deputies, 

fiom 199 1 to October 1994, brought the work of govemment to a standstill as the latter 

effectively blocked executive initiatives, constrained ministenal power, and passed laws 

contradicting Presidential decrees (McFaul 1995: 226). The Congress sought to 

undermine Yeltsin and his economic refonns in order to protect the interests and property 

rights of Brezhnev's rnafÏas (enterprise managers and regional authonties) which were 



threatened by both. As a result, Moscow progressively lost its tenuous hold over the 

regions which solidified their position vis-à-vis Moscow. The conflict M e r  weakened 

the central state, and exacerbated its prob1em of stateness. 

Coinciding with this battle for Mo scow several non-Russian regions, Tatarstan 

and Chechnya, declared their independence (March 1992). Several other Russian Oblasts 

declared their independence from the Russian Federation, and threatened to mint their 

own currency (McFaul 1 995 : 227). The Russian Federation continues to be undermined 

by these questions (see Map #3). 

The struggle with the Congress finally erupted into amied cod ic t  on 4 October 

1993, and Yeltsin justified the military assault on the ~ o n ~ r e s s ' ~  by saying: 

"In the last few months Russia has been going through a deep crisis of statehood. A11 political 
institutions and politicians have been invoIved in a futile and senseless struggle aimed at destruction. A 
direct effect of this is the Ioss of authority of state power as a whole ....m n these conditio m... it is impossible 
to cany out complex refoms." (McFaul 1995: 228) 

Soon after, a new constitution was adopted, and general elections for a new State 

Duma (Lower Hause) and Federation Council (Upper Chamber) and a presidential 

plebiscite were held in December of that same year. Although the Congress of People's 

Deputies had been elùninated, the reformist agenda was stalled as the fonner 

Communists and ultra-nationalists, both hostile to economic refoms, took the majority of 

seats in both Houes. Since that time both groups have gotten involved in the new 

structures, and have corne to grudgingly accept the new d e s  of the political and 

70 AIso known as the Russian White House. 
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Map #3: Russia 
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economic game (Shevtsova 1997: 84). 

But nothing h a .  changed within the Kremlin where intrigue and factionalism 

dominate. As was îhe case in the Soviet era, the ngid surface of Russian politics gives 

way to an informal systern of checks and balances within Kremlin walls. Presidential 

power is consirained by a number of interests and clans. It has been m e r  eroded by an 

incoherent mechanism for decision making, the progressive devolution of power to the 

regions, and by "factions in the apparatus - some of them corrupt - that are unable to serve 

as effective i n s m e n t s  of govemance" (Shevtsova 1997: 86). The clans are: 

"the fuiancial and merchant capital groups; the commodity groups; the agrarians; the military- 
industrial cornplex; the so-caIled power ministries [Foreign Affairs, Defense, Interior, Federal Counter- 
Intelligence Service, and the Federal Seciulty Service]; the federal bureaucncy; the Moscow group under 
Mayor Yuy Luzhkov; and the regional elites in the UraI region, West Siberia and the Far East" (Shevtsova 
1997: 86) 

This underscores the fact that the Russian elite has not changed. There has been 

no turnover, and as a consequence the habits of the Soviet era have yet to be lost for the 

governing elite does not overtly seek popular support, but "continues to depend too 

heavily on administrative controls" (Shevtsova 1997: 87). Moreover, these behind the 

scenes politics foster corruption, and M e r  alienate a population which has suffered 

great hardships since the collapse of the Soviet Union. It is therefore not enough that 

these interests are articulated, and that we find people of every political hue withui the 

bureaucracy. Both will have to be articulated in the fonn of political parties so as to make 

the decision-making process more transparent. 

The privatization process reflects this political dynarnic in that those who have 

most profited from it are enterprise managers and regional leaders. It has not, however, 

altered their behavior in that they continue to reap the benefits of property nghts, without 



bearing the full risks and responsibilities of ownership. This confïrrns Weisskopf 

prediction that: 

"The v a t  majority of  state enterprises wilI become neither conventional capitalist f h s  nor 
worker-controlled enterprises in the foreseeable future. Instead, they will be transformed into joint-stock 
companies owned by some combination of insiders, outsiders and govenunent agencies ..." (Weisskopf 
1994: 38) 

In effect, many large-scale enterprises continue to be heavily subsidized by the 

state, and is evidenced by the government's successive soft budgets. Privatization has, in 

point of fact been perverted. The insiders Weisskopf referred to are enterprise managers 

and regional political leaders, and the outsiders are members of organized crime. niese 

enterprises are not seeking profits, rather they seek to ensure the job security of workers 

and managers alike, and sustain their profiteering. Moreover, this type of insider 

O wnership irnpedes efforts at unbundling and restnicturing, while Mghtening potential 

investors. 

This dso underscores the fact that politics, econornics, and possibly crime have 

merged. This is also evidenced by the Group of ~even's" involvement in Yeltsin's 1996 

re-election campaign, and their subsequent inclusion in his cabinet. It also indicates that 

powerful monopolies and oligopolies, which tend to squeeze out srnail and medium-sized 

competitoe, are increasingly dominating Russian industry. Furthemore, capital is 

sectordly concentrated, principally in trade, services, banking, and the export of raw 

materials (McFaul 1997: 8 1). Capital is also largely concentrated in Moscow and St. 

Petersburg whose wealth has yet to trickle down into the regions 

" They are: Berezovsky (car dealer and head of an information empire). Potanin. now deputy PM 
(previously president of Oneximbank), Vladimir Gusinsky (Most banking and media group), 
Mikhail Khodorkovsky (Menatep bank and oil empire), Petr Aven and Mikhail Friedman (Aifa 
Bank) and Alexandr Smolensky (Stolichiny Bank). SHEVTSOVA, Lilia. (1 997) "Dilemmas of Post- 
Communist Russia." Secufftv Dialoaue March, Vo1.28(?): 96. 



Russia's transition has been erratic and difficuit because of the weakness of the 

central state. It has, however, been relatively stable because of this weakness, as weli as 

the passivity of society, and the absence of an alternative elite. It is  important, however, to 

reiterate the fact that Russia is a very young state, and that the current "chaosy' in which 

wealth and power are being redistributed, in some way, will eventually stabilize and give 

birth to a new state and federation. 

On the other hand, Yeltsin's experiment may just be an interlude, and eventually 

give way to a new form of aurhoritananism in which a troika of political, economic, and 

criminal power coalesces to create a more powerful and centralized state as they are 

creating the institutions of civil society. 

D) Pugachev's Heirs 

The specificity of Russian organized crime is principally due to two factors: the 

country's criminal traditions, and concepts of property developed under the Czars and 

Soviets. Overarching these two factors is the fact that the one constant ninning 

throughout Russian is the principle of autocracy (Rawlinson 1997: 33). 

Until the Bolshevik Revolution, Russian society was ovewhelmingly rurai and 

peasant72, and deeply divided between peasants and landowners. This was compounded 

by au autocratie system of rule that centralized powers in such a manner that al1 other 

institutions, such as the judicial system, were marginal and weak. Furthemore, because 

tenure was tenuous, it fostered an environment in which sycophancy, and corruption were 

endemic (Rawlinson 1997: 3 3). Also, in view of the weakness and smaliness of the 

72 Serfs were not emancipated until 1861. VERNADSKY, George. (1 961) A Historv of Russia. New 
York: Bantam Books. 253. 



middle class, it could not bridge or temper the deep divisions within society, which were 

reflected in the peasants' notions of property and crime. Thus, what did not belong to the 

peasant or the commune was open to theft and plunder, especidly if it was the property of 

the landlord or the Czar. As Chalidze points out: 

"The mditionai Russian attitude toward property, a tangled combination of dreams, superstitions, 
and relics of customary law, led to an inconsistent approach to professional criminals on the part of the 
people." (Chalidze 1977: 7) 

Consequently, petty criminals were summarily dealt with by the peasants who 

often resorted to vigilante justice. Social bandits, such as Stenka Razin and Emeleyan 

pugachev7), however met with popular approval and support. As Chalidze indicates, it 

was these social bandits' art el^'^ which laid the foundations of the professional 

underworld, of the vorovskoi mir (Thieves Society or Thieves World). 

The Bolsheviks emulated its interna1 structure (cohesion, discipline, leadership, 

and secrecy) and activities (robberies and kidnappings), as well as encouraged social 

banditry among the peasantry in order to funcl, fuel, and consolidate their revolution. The 

latter was also used as a means of destroying the Kulaks, propertied peasants, who stood 

in the way of collectivization (Chalidze 1 977: 24-26). In other words, the Bolsheviks 

attempted to harness and revolutionize bandits and criminals. 

Soon d e r  their seizing of power, the Bolsheviks faced a wave of anti- 

revolutionary banditism, allied with the Whites in the civil war, which was to plague the 

73 Emilian Pugachev is the most famous of Russia's social bandits. He led a popular, and 
Cossack revolt (1773-75) throughout Southeast Russia, as well as in the middle and lower Volga 
and Ural regions. See CARR~RE dJENCAUSSE, Héléne. (1988) Le Malheur Russe. Paris: 
Fayard; and Vermadsky 1961. 
74 Artels are an ancient Russian form of association of free and equal members whose leaders 
were elected. See Chap. 3 CHALIDZE, Valery. (1 977) Criminal Russia. New York: Random 
House. 33-67. 



new regime well into the 1 930s (Rawlinson 1997: 37). The definition of 'state crime' in 

Article 77 of the Criminal Code (adopted in 1928) reflects this situation as  it states: 

"the orgaaization of armed gangs having the intention to attack govemment or public enterprises, 
institutions, organizations or private individuals, and in like manner, the participation in such gangs and the 
carrying out of such attacks." (Rawlùison 1997: 36) 

Nevertheless, it was in the Soviet gulags75 that the vorovskoi mir consolidated 

itself, and spread its influence. This closed society was held together by a strong, and 

romantically tinged ethicd code" and "ideology" positing the non-political rejection of 

the dominant system's conceptions of morality, patriotism, and politics (Rawlinson 1997: 

37). Self-contained and cornmunitarian, it abhorred the state and legitirnate society. The 

vorovskoi mir was and is made up of various groups most often divided dong ethnic 

lines. They are led by Vory v Zuhne (Thieves-in-law, professing or within the code), who 

have ofien spent most of their lives in jail. Also, they are: 

"Chosen by otherç for their supenor intelligence and indomitable spirit, they were the strategists 
for a11 undertakings in and out of  prison; the clan representatives at nationwide policy meetings; the keepers 
of  the conimon kitty to fiance operations, bribe officiais, and support convicts' families; the mediaiors of 
interna1 peace and arbiters of the code." (Sterling 1994: 47) 

Although, the vorovskoi mir is being eclipsed in post-Soviet Russia, they provided 

a base "upon which more sophisticated and collaborative forms of criminal behavior 

could evolve" (Rawlinson 1997: 38). 

" see the vivid description given in SOLZHENITSYN, Aleksandr 1. (1974) The Gulaq Archi~elaao. 
New York: Harper & Row Publishers. 

The Thieves Code forbids members from: having families and maintaining links with hem; 
working; giving information on others; having any contact with state authorities or serve in the 
amy. Members must: provide assistance (material and moral) to other mernbers; be fluent in the 
fenya (argot); and apprentice youngsters. When conflict anses within or with another group, there 
rnust be a skohdka (meeting) to resolve the dispute, and detennine punishment for "renegades". 
LUNGREN, Daniel E. (1996) ' Russian Organized Crime: California's Newesi Threat." State of 
Califomia-Office of the Attomev General March; RAWLINSON, Patricia. (1997) "Russian 
Organized Crime: A Brief History." Russian Orcranized Crime-The New Threat? Phi1 Williams, ed. 
Portland: Frank Cass. 37-38. 



While the vorovskoi mir laid the organizational fiamework and concentrated on 

purely criminal activities7', the transition to the symbiotic stage could not have emerged 

if not for the development of underground networks of facilitators/fixers (Tolkach), and 

black marketeers under Brezhnev. The regirne was caught in a catch-22 situation because 

it needed the black market to provide the goods and services79 which the centrally 

planned econorny could not produce andfor provide80 to both citizens and industry. But 

the shadow or black economy did not solely concentrate on contraband goods. Rather, to 

a large extent it meant the use and appropriation of state property for personal profit. 

Thus Soviet state property was treated in the same way as that of the landowners and 

Czars of an earlier epoch. There was no moral ambiguity tied to the stealing of state 

property, in some perverse way it became a game, and the subject of jokes and 

anecdotess1. This is reflected in a popular saying of the time: "What belongs to everyone, 

belongs to no one, so why shouldn't it be mine?" (Smith 1990: 187). 

This initial toleration eventually developed into open collaboration as enterprise 

managers, bureaucrats, and Party officiais became actively involved in the black market. 

Thus, a new type of criminal, and criminal organization emerged whose ethos was not 

77 This spelling is used in order to distinguish Russian organized crime from others, as well as 
konvey the proper pranunciation of the word. 

Prostitution, narcotics, garnbling, and other forms of contraband. 
79 These included industrial products, textiles, construction materials and equipment, foodstuffs, 
and consumer goods. Smith 1990: 187. 
80 In tems of consummer goods see KEHAYAN, Nina et Jean. (1978) Rue du Prolétaire Rouge. 
Pans: kditions du Seuil. 
81 One such anecdote, recounted by Smith, is about a worker who leaves his factory one 
aftemoon with a wheelbarrow covered with a piece of cloth. The guard at the gate lifts the cloth, 
looks underneath it, and, finding the wheelbarrow empty, waves the worker on. The next day, the 
worker shows up again with a wheelbarrow covered with a cloth. Again the guard checks. Nothing 
underneath the cloth, so he lets the worker pas.  A third day, it happens again-the wheelbarrow is 



crime, but profit. Moreover, as a new class of underground millionaires arose, organized 

criminals added extortion and racketeering to their repertoire. Thus: 

"A compromise was made between the crime bosses fvov] and entrepreneurs. Criminal groups 
offered bodyguards to the underground businessmen, who were becoming targets for rival firms and 'sorted 
out' any potentiai cornpetition. In return, crime bosses were allowed to invest in business and, in certain 
instances, take a seat on the 'board of directors'." (Rawlinson 1997: 45) 

Therefore, the power vacuum left by the collapse of the Soviet Union (CPSU and 

central planning) was filled by those who had wealth: the Mafia.  As opposed to Western 

conceptions of the Mafia, the Russian version is not positioned agauist the state, but acts 

in collusion with it or with certain elements within it (Sherr 1995: 33). Nevertheless, the 

modem Mafya is an amalgam of old-line vory and modem cornrade criminaldgangster 

bureaucrats (Handelman 1995). Because of its wealth and networks, the Mafiya was able 

to quickly take advantage of the vast economic opportunities made possible by Yeltsin's 

fiee-market refoms, and the weakness of the Russian state. Moreover, the ease with 

which it was able to set up its transnational connections is due to three factors: the 

imperiai legacy; the presence of Soviet military bases throughout Eastern Europe; and the 

presence of Russian diasporas around the globe. 

The imperial legacy basically refers to the fact that the production and distribution 

networks established during the Soviet reign were not obliterated by the founding of 1 5 

new and independent states. Moreover, there were many internal diasporas with Russians 

living in Central Asia, and Chechens living in Moscow. 

The second factor relates to the fact that Soviet military installations, located in 

Eastern Europe, have been a source of both men and material for various criminal 

- 

still empty. Finally the guard bursts out, in utter frustration: "Look cornrade, you must be stealing 
something. What is it?" "Wheelbarrows," the worker replies. Smith I W O :  187. 



organizations moving West. The third factor is of more recent vintage as several Russian 

and other (Armenian, Chechen, etc.) colonies have been established throughout Europe, 

North Amenca, Israel, and Australia. As we have seen in the case of Italian organized 

crime, these organizationss2 follow the emigration pattern of their CO-citizens. 

Moreover, although Russian Interior Ministry figures indicate that the number of 

Russian organized criminal groups has grown (785 in 1990, roughly 8,000 in 1996 with 

120,000 active members) ( D m  1997: 63; Voronin 1997: 53), these numbers are not 

indicative of expansion, rather they highlight their fiagmented nature (Williams 1997b: 

11). Unlike Italian and Colombian groups which are based on family or clan ties, the 

Russian groups tend to be divided dong ethnie, generational, territorial, and sectoral lines 

(Williams 1997b: 12). Overarching these divisions is the stmggle between Russian/Slavic 

groups and Caucasian groups, primarily Armenians, Azerbaijanis, Chechens and 

Georgians, for dominance in Russia proper as well as throughout the world. 

Total membership must also be put into perspective in order to avoid either 

exaggerating or downplaying the total extent of the problern. Total Russian mernbership 

is equivalent to that of the Yakusas, is higher than Italian and Colombian, but is dwarfed 

by the size of the Chinese ~ r i a d s ~ ~  who benefit from the fact that there are 55 million 

-- - 

82 Northem European (Dutch and German) groups do not follow this pattern, neither do the 
Colombians who, instead, establish trading posts throughout the world. VAN DUYNE, Petrus C. 
g996) "The Phantom and threat of organized crime." Crime. Law & Social chanoe 24: 344 & 373. 

There are roughly 15,000 made rnembers of Cosa Nostra-Sterling 1990: 45; The Colombian 
cartels are said to have approximately 24,000 members-LEE, Rensselaer W., 1 l l. (1 992) 
"Colombia's Cocaine Syndicates." War on Druqs-Studies in the Failure of US. Narcotics Policv. 
Alfred W. McCoy and AIan A, Block, eds. Boulder: Westview Press. 95; Japan's Yakusas have a 
membership of roughly 100,OO-STERLING, Claire. (1 994) Thieves' World. New York: Simon & 
Schuster. 46; In Hong Kong aione there are a reported 300,000 Triad members-MYERS, Willard 
H. (1 996) "The ernerging threat of transnational organized crime from the Eastn Crime. Law 8 
Social Chanqe 24: 194. 



Overseas Chinese living throughout the world (Myers 1996: 189). There are, however, an 

estimated 1 10 Russian groups operating in 44 countries @unn 1997: 63). 

A better indicator of the growing power of Russia's organized criminal groups is 

the fact that in 1 995, almost 25% of Russia7s GNP (45 trillion rubles) was generated by 

the shadow economy while close to US $ 300 billion worth of Russian capital was in 

foreign banks (Voronin 1997: 53-54). 

F) Bespredel 

The Former Soviet Union has quickly emerged as a dmg producing and 

Mcking  superpower with a growing dmg addict population", which is not to be 

confused with other types of substance abuse (aicohol, glues, fuels, and household 

chernicds) (de Kochko & Datskevitch 1994: 143). Heroin, marijuana, hashish, wild and 

synthetic ephedrine (Ephedra ~ u l ~ a r i s ) ~ ~  and various synthetic dnigs are now being 

produced throughout the FSU (see map #4). Moreover, close to 14% of the FSU's 

population is now employed in some fashion by the h g  industry as growers, chemists, 

soldiers, and distributors (de Kochko & Datskevitch 1994: 1 1). Moreover, the Colombian 

cartels are now principally using Russia as a traflsshipment point for cocaine on its way to 

Western Europe, Japan, the Persian Gulf, and the Middle East (Labrousse 199 1 : 134). 

- - -  

" By mid-1992 Russia had 1.5 million addicts, and the rest of the FSU had between 5 and 7.5 
million. de KOCHKO, Dimitri, et Alexandre Datskevitch. (1994) L'Empire de la Droque-La Russie 
et ses Marches. Paris: Hachette. 12. 
'U This a powemil natural amphetamine, which is said to also stimulate women's libido and so is 
used to "facilitate" their entry into prostitution. de Kochko & Datskevitch 1994: 29. Nevertheless, 
most women are compelled to stay in prostitution because mafiya enforcers threaten thern and 
their families back in the FSU. SHELLEY, Louise 1. (1 997) "Post-Soviet Organized Crime." 
Russian Oraanized Crime-The New Threat? Phi1 Williams, ed. Portland: Frank Cass. 128. 



Map #4: Drugs in the Empire 
(de Kochko & Datskevitch 1994) 



More importantly, however, drug profits have fueled: the civil war in Tadjikistan; 

Abkhasia's war with Georgia; the Chechen "ww of independence"; and the Armenian- 

Azerbaijani confIict over Nagorno-Karabakh (OGD 1995: 36). In the latter, Azerbaijan 

received production and trafficking know-how f?om the Afghans, Iranians, and Turks 

who have joined k i r  ranks in order to combat the Armenian Infidels/Kafirs (de Kochko 

& Datskevitch 1994: 168). Moreover, Azerbaijan has become a major synthetic drug 

manufacturer by transforming its chernical laboratories into production facilities 

concentrated in the city of Guiandja (de Kochko & Datskevitch 1994: 62). 

Prostitution is the Msfiya's means of introducing itself into a new market, as well 

as a means of establishing contacts with local groups (de Kochko & Datskevitch 1994: 

100). Moreover, prostitutes can be used as mules to transport and disiribute the drugs, and 

it allows them to progressively take control over certain, foreign, city districts (home 

bases). From there they eventually divesify their activities to include loansharking, 

gambling, kidnapping, contract killings, smuggling of contraband products, 

counterfeiting, product piracy, extortion, and alien (see Table 3 t Maps #5, 

and #6). 

As we have already seen, one of the most important contraband products are 

weapons. The opening of the Red Anny bazaar has flooded the arms black market, and 

raised the specter of nuclear weapons and materials falling into the han& of rogue States, 

In 1994. there were an esürnated 120,000 illegal immigrants in Russia: Afghans, Chinese. 
Koreans, Vietnamese, Somalies, Iranians, Sn Lankans, and Indians. Most were waiting for entry 
into the West, through Moldova, Poland and Sweden, but some have established themselves 
permanently. and brought with them their own criminal groups who prey on thern. The most 
important of these groups are the Vietnamese- de Kochko & Datskevitch 1994: 102-1 03. 



Table 3: Russian Mafiya Activity in Europe, Israel, and North America 

Country 

Austria 
Belgium 

CyprusQ 
Czech Republic 

Finland 

France 

Cities (ordered by rank of 
importance) 
Vienna 
Antwerp, Brussels 

Nicossia, Lanarka, Limassol 
Prague (transit and meeting point) 

Germany 

Main Activities 

Prostitution, economic crimes@. 
Prostitution, pornography, diamond, 
dmgs and arms smuggling, economic 
crimes. 
Economic crimes, real estate. 
Extortion, protection rackets, drugs and 
arms trafficking, armed robbery, 

Helsinki 

Pan's, Côte d'Azur 

Hungary 

1 taly 

I 
- 

prostitution, pornogrzphy, car 
smuggling, economic crimes, and 

economic crimes. 
Automobile thefi, prostitution, smuggling 
of vodka, arms, drugs, illicit 
pharmaceuticals, and precious metals. 
Prostitution, bars 8 nightclubs, base for 
holiday homes, and permanent 

Concentrated in Eastern cities such 
as Rostock; Berlin, Hamburg, 

Netherlands 

residences. 
Prostitution@, car theft, extortion, 
economic crimes, narcotics, amis, - 

Frankfurt, Munich, Bremen 1 nuclear materials. 
Budapest 

Milan, Rome 

Amsterdam, Hengelo 

Pofand 

1 1 1 homes. and ~ermanent residences. 

Car theft and smuggling, prostitution, 
protection rackets, bars, nightclubs, 
economic crimes. 
Theft, robbery, ams and drugs 
smuggfing, konomic crimes. 
Transit point for narcotics trafficking, 

1 
Spain 1 Marbella, Costa Del Sol, Gibraltar 

Warsaw 

and amis trafficking. 
Low level of economic crimes, holiday 

product counterfeiting. 
Car theft and smuggling, extortion, 
prostitution economic crimes, narcotics 

- - -  

~weden 

Swiberland 
United Kingdom 

Canada 

I 1 17 cities throughout 14 States. 1 
O Economic crimes refer to rnoney laundering, tax evasion, currency counterfeiting, ernbenlement, 

lsrael 

United States 

gambling and fraud. 
@ Russia is the most often used foreign language on the island. de Kochko & Datskevitch 1994: 108. 
O There are an estimated 10,000 Russian women Working" as prostitutes. Dunn 1997: 83 
Sources: ClSC 1996; Dunn 1997: 81-87: FBI 1996; Lungren 1996; OGD 1995. 

Stockholm 

Zurich, Geneva 
London 

Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver 

Refugee smuggling, false documents, 
kidnapping, car theft. 
Money laundering and investment 
Economic crimes, real estate, 
permanent residences (real estate). 
Economic cflmes, extortion, large-scale 
theft, smuggling of drugs, cigarettes, 

Tel Aviv, Jerusalem 

New York, Los Angeles, 
Philadelphia, San Francisco. In al1 
they are lomted in 

weapons and automobiles. 
Prostitution, economic crimes, extortion, 
real estate. 
Ewnornic crimes, drug and arms 
trafficking, extortion, contract killings, 
prostitution, auto theft, kidnapping. 



Map #5: Germany's Networks 
(OGD 1995: 162) 

ALLEMAGNE: LE!j AXES DE PENETRATION 
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Map #6: Balkan & Caucasian Networks 
(OGD 1995: 26-27) 

such as lran and Libya, and terrorist groups, such as Islamic ~ihad~'. These super- 

terrorists could either use these weapons, or use them to blackmail certain States (Medd & 

Goldstein 1997: 293; Shelley 1995; Urlich 1994). Table 4 indicates that cases of 

smuggling have been increasing. 

Table 4: Nuclear Smuggling Cases in Germany 
(CSIS 1996 : 13) 

1 Believed True ! 1 99 1 123 1 182 1 

. - 

Total Cases 41 
Frauds 1 

1 Material Seized 1 1 18 1 21 1 19 1 

158 
59 

24 1 
118 

267 
8 5 



Nevertheless, the Red Army is not the sole source of nuclear knowledge and 

materials. With military budgets being slashed, and state employees going unpaid for 

months at a tirne8', the number of nuclear scientists and workers willing and able to sel1 

their seMces has risen dramatically. Moreover, civilian research institutes can also be an 

important source of both (Handelman 1995: 226). 

As we have seen, the uniqueness of organized crime in Russia is due to the 

interface between them and political power. It is here that criminals and their 

organizations attempt to gain legitimacy, to become burinessrnen. It is also a gray zone, 

where the distinctions between what is legal, and what is illegal blur, and merge. 

It through the creation of their own commercial structures that they accomplish 

this (Kryshtanovskaia 1996: 53). In order to accomplish this, they have created their own 

private and legal coercive organizatiom (private security h s ) ,  they have become 

heavily involved in the privatization process, they have created numemus charitable and 

public organizations, and they have gotten involved in the political process by fûnding 

political parties, or founding their own political parties. 

Private security firms, now employing an estimated 800,000 private law enforcers 

(Shelley 1997: 134), have most often been established and manned by former KGB" 

cadres, as well as former members of the armed forces and Ministry of Interna1 Affairs. 

They are usually at the service of individual enterprises, such as banks, businessmen, and 

87 ln eariy 1993. the managers of a plant in the military city of Arzamas-16 in Central Russia 
received a letter, signed Isiamic Jihad, requesting delivery of an 'atomic bom bn. HANDELMAN, 
Stephen. (1 995) Comrade Criminal. New Haven: Yale University Press. 224. 
88 By the end of 1996, Russia's wage arears had reached 42 trillion rubles. McFAUL, Michael. 
1997) Russia's 1996 Presidential Election. Stanford: Hoover Institute Press. 79. 

89 Since 1991, the KGB has lost close to 50% of ih Moscow based cadres. KRYÇHTANOVSKAIA, 
OI'Ga V. (1996) "Illegal Structures in Russia." Russian Social Science Review November: 47. 



politicians. Moreover, they are armed with the latest weapons, communications and 

spying technologies. For Kryshtanovskaia: 

''The efforts commercial structures make to safeguard private property have, in our view, 
contributed to the development of mafia organizations. Illegal coercive structures had to invent new ways to 
obtain profit in their struggle for survival and to strengthen their influence. This led to a professionalization 
of the mafia, as well as to the creation of coercive structures analogous to legal structures, but able to 
overcome hurdles ficing the latter, for which purpose they ûy to recruit professionals. That is why the staff 
of such structures include-in addition to "legal thieves", "authorities", and wamior bandits-fomer athletes, 
Afghan veterans, and professionals, mainly fi-om the Ministry of Intemal Affairs." (Kryshtanovskaia 1996: 
48) 

These private "amies" have thus usurped the state's monopoly of coercion. It also 

bears witness to the challenges facing Russia's main police force: the Militia With the 

collapse of the Soviet Union, the Militia had to shift nom political and economic control 

to crime control and the preservation of order (Williams & Senins 1993 : 125). This shifk 

continues to be harnpered by several factors. 

Staffing is one of the Militias principal problems. Basically it has too few officers 

for the population it has to serve. Not only has it lost the 9 million dnuhinniki 

(volunteers) who acted as a citizens' militia, but it has lost many of its most capable 

cadres to pnvate security firms who offer higher wagesgO and status. Moreover, low 

salaries and status has made it more difficult for it to recruit qualified personnel, and rid 

itself of those who are incompetent and comptgl. This would also require reforming its 

training and administration because the Militia simply does not have the experience or the 

expertise to face increasingly sophisticated criminals. Administrative reform is needed 

because the Militia has lost its central political function. Both are needed if the Militia is 

In 1992. the average monthly salrary for an officer was US 8 12. WILLIAMS. James L., and 
Adele S. Senins. (1993) "The Russian Militia: An Organization in Transition." Policina and Society 
Winter: 126. For a full account of the Militia's travails and its transformation see SHELLEY, Louise 
1. (1996) Policina Soviet Societv-The evolution of state control. London and New York: Routledge. 
'' The cormpt behavior of many Militiamen is due to nishinstvoa poverty so desperate that one 
looses one's shame and moral compass. Williams & Serrins 1993: 126. 



to be transformed into a modem and competent police force which would be less 

vulnerable to corruption. 

The Militia is also hampered by antiquated or non-existent equipment. Not only 

does it need computers, radios, telephones, weapons, and vehicles, but it also needs 

gasoline and ammunition. But as Williams and Serrins point out : 

"As more govemment officials are forming ties with organized crime, they have less reason to 
support the politicai impetus necessq for serious reform of the militia. Thus politicai instability both 
increases social instability and makes it more difficult for the militia to obtain the needed support to fulfiI1 
its basic mission of law enforcement." (Williams & Serrins 1993: 128) 

The state is therefore unwiiling or unable to provide protection to its citizens and 

their property. Having to fend for themselves, the idea of the state becomes an even larger 

abstraction, if not a threat. Moreover, what may be more womsome are the increasingly 

close ties between organized crimelpnvate security and municipal and regional officials. 

The inherent danger in this is that it feeds Russia's stateness problems, while providing 

organized crime with fiefdoms escaping Moscow's control. Such was the case Ui 

Chechnya, possibly the first criminal state. This is how Yeltsin justified his disastrous 

military intervention in the breakaway Republic which underscored the military's pathetic 

state, where ill-trained and equipped conscnpts were lead by demordized officers 

(Lambeth 1995: 91). This also points to organized crime's geostrategic role for: 

"The timing of the Chechen gang's transformation fiorn srna11 bands involved in petty extortion 
and stolen-car rackets into sophisticated crime conglomerates trading in guns and dmgs coincided with the 
rise of Chechnya as a financial and political force." (Handelman 1995: 221) 

Moreover, the Chechens sought to profit fiom the Russian economy while 

attempting to undermine it at the same time. This is evidenced by the Chechens' 

embezzlement of some US $700 million f?om Russian banks by ushg forged promissory 

notes, a Soviet-era financial instrument As Handelman points out, if this h u d  had not 



been stopped in t h e ,  it could have triggered the collapse of the national monetary system 

(Handelman 1995: 133). 

But the Russian authorities may dso be using their groups to this effect, for 

according to Sherr: 

"~irst, like Communist parties, they are mechanisms of international integration: a function well 
understood by Baltic security elites who once feared that their countries rnight be invaded by Russian 
mies ,  but who now fear that they will be o v e m  by Russian-dominated organized crime. Second, the 
tools are deniable. Albanians and Bosnians, critical about enforcement of UN sanctions against Serbia, can 
supply evidence of collusion between the GRU, SVR, and KOS (Yugoslav intelligence) and local mafias, 
but that is not to say that they can prove that such collusion represents Russian state policy." (Sherr 1995: 
3 5 )  

Also, organized crime was heavily involved in spontaneous privatization 

(restaurants, bars, shops) because they had capital to invesî, while other entrepreneurs had 

difficulty getting credit because many state enterprises continued to drain most of the 

state's capital in the form of subsidies. It has subsequently become linked with the 

pnvatization of the financial sector, especially banking because it offers them, and their 

SiciLian and Colombian associates, easy access to laundering facilities. By August 1 995, 

organized crime was said to control over 400 banks, and 47 exchange bureau (Williams 

199%: 16). Moreover, this iafiltration of the banking indusûy ailows them to get 

preferential credit for their other ventures, such as in the advertising and entertainment 

industries. It also gives them access to private financial idormation, on individuals and 

their enterprises, which facilitates their extortion and blackmailing schemes. 

They have also infiltrated industry by either purchashg enterprises, or by 

extoaing their way on to the board of directon. It is here that the Maf;ya has made much 

of its wealth, because it has gained access to industriai goods (steel, alurninum), and 



precious natural resourcesg2 which they have illegally exported and dumped on the world 

market, therefore making world prices tumble. 

The creation of charitable foundations and other types of public organizations are 

used to legitimize these groups by reinforcing their Robin Hood image, and for money 

laundering. For example, they sponsor sports teams, firom which they also recruit 

members, and re-build churches destroyed under Stalin thus draping themselves in the 

sanctity of the Holy Russian Church, and of Mother Russia. Otha foundations have a 

purely political rationale behind their founding. It allows them to establish links with 

academics, experts, and poliîicians. They allow criminals to network within the 

establishment. Akhough, it may seem that the M~f iya  is funding the institutions of 

Russia's civil society, they are actuaily hostile to it for it is seen as a threat to their 

interests (Shelley 1 997: 129). Consequently, they infimidate or takeover those institutions 

which could pose a threat such as media outiets, pressure groups, and even academicsg3. It 

is therefore not suqrising that Russia has no self-sustahing anti-mafiya groups such as 

those in Italy (Shelley 1997: 129). Thus political mafiosi are inunical to substantive 

democracy for: 

"one rnay Say that the mafiosi support a strong centralized state with an authoritarian style of 
government. Intemal policy should be based on the suppression of any resistance or disobedience. In the 
economy, the military-industrial complex and heavy industry should take priority. Mafiosi do nob reject a 
foreign policy based on "cold war" principles. They have a suspicious attitude toward Western 
dernocracies. They tend to have a "conspiratorid consciousness", to be suspicious, to plot against those who 
are not f?iends, and to see hidden intrigues in everything. Mafia leaders who take a political position usually 
are characterized by a militant patriotism and an inclination toward a charismatic type of leadership." 
(Kryshtanovskaia 1 996: 57) 

92 The most important ones are: bauxite, carbon, cesium, chromium, coal, cobalt, copper, 
diamonds, gold, lead, manganese, nickel, oar, platinum, plutonium, silver, strontium, timber, tin, 
titaniurn, oil, uranium, and zinc. " OIIGa Kryshtanovskaia received threats after having published an article, in Socioloaical 
Review, on the c~minalized banking sector. Shelley 1997: 127. 



So far there have been two Mafiya parties, and both have been failures because of 

the murder of theU founders. The fist attempt was made by Otan Kvantrishvili who 

founded the Sporstmen of Russia Party in the early 1990s. He appeared on television, 

established charitable foundations, and went as far as establishing an "ideology" 

justifjing organized crime's existence (&yshtanovskaia 1996: 59). Basically it stated that 

since the Mafia was the only social actor capable of regulating relations in the criminal 

world because it has its own police force, its own courts and penitentiary system, the 

authonties should not combat it, but cooperate with it (Kryshtanovskaia 1996: 59). 

Evgenii Podanev, another buzinessman, who founded the Christian-Liberal Party in 

Crimea (Kryshtanovskaia 1996: 59), made the second attempt. 

Campaign financing allows organized crime to make its influence more invisible 

for it affords them personal access to politicians. Moreover, both groups often share the 

same tennis and golf courses, baths, athletic clubs, sanatona in the countryside, summer 

houses, and country residences (Kryshtanovskaia 1996: 61). Through these contacts, they 

cm influence policy in order to solidify their fuiancial position and monopolies, obtain 

judicial adjustments, and gain a veneer of legitimacy. They are the new Boyars, a criminal 

elite which has @ed itself ont0 the ruling elite. 



Chapter Six: Conclusion 

GIobalization and the ending of the superpower co.nfiontation have altered the 

international system of states in such a manner so as to disable the analytical usefülness 

of Realism's discourse, and underlying concepts. Principle among these is the notion of 

state sovereignty, which can no longer be considered as a constant. Rather, it is a variable 

that is "subject to changing interpretations" (Barkin & Cronin 1994: 1081, and 

distributions as is evidenced by the ascendance of national, international and transnational 

sovereignties. Th, the unlimited power of the state, posited by Realists (Lauterpacht 

1997: 140), is being redis~buted to a large number of different actors. 

Consequently, the deterritorialization of the state and sovereignty has necessitated 

a redefinition of the concept of secuity. Although states continue to be primariiy 

concemed with the protection of their temtory, the nature of threats and war have also 

changed. Clausewitzian wars, between two or more organized militaries, are giving way 

to Low Intensity Confiicts where the line between civilians and combatants has blurred, 

or been obliterated. Somalia and Yugoslavia are indicative of this shZt where irregular 

forces codont  each other, and/or an organized military force. 

Moreover, threats corne fkom non-military sources such as environmental 

degradation and organized crime, which may serve to exacerbate pre-existing tensions, 

and consequently lead to war. But they also demonstrate the inability of individual states 

to deal with them. In other words, the extent and power of these new securïty threats 

dwarf states. 

Transnational criminal organizations are not necessarily a threat to the survival of 

states. Rather, they represent a major hurdle to the construction of a strong state in that 



they gain more if the state is weak, and therefore unable to challenge or threaten its 

wealth, power and statu. 

What they are, however, is a threat to public security, which is one of the state's 

p ~ c i p a l  functions. Unable to protect its citizens, the state becomes an empty shell as 

citizens are !eft to fend for themelves. This only compounds the already bewildering 

social and economic changes brought on by globalization. Consequently, transnational 

criminai organizations should also be considered to be a threat to strong states whose 

political systems are based on t u t .  

Also, we must not forget the authoritxian streak running through most of these 

organizations, for although they have taken advantage of, and even profited fiom chaos 

and turmoil (bespredeo they can no longer tolerate it once they have achieved a certain 

level of wealth, power and influence. Neither cm they tolerate the existence of a strong 

civil society for it also threatens their ill-gotten gains. 

Diriy money, leaked guns, and dmgs desire darkness and opaqueness, and that is 

what the global econorny af5ords them by the shear volume of trade and hancial 

transactions. As we have seen, the latter could not have flourished if not for the active 

participation of states and their govemments, for it is they who have decided to establish 

offshore financial centers, to a m  various client groups and states, and to sûucturally 

adjust their econornies. That is not to Say, however, that they knowingly and willingly 

sought this outcome. Rather, these criminal organizations are symptomatic of an 

emerging global society. In other words, global society, as is the case with other types of 

societies, has its own criminals. The problem is not only that it does not yet have its own 

police force, and only an embryonic judiciary to secure the international dimension of 



public security, but that these groups are actually framing some its d e s  especially in its 

terrae incognitae. 

Russian transnational organized crime does represent a threat to both Russian 

society, and state. The danger is that the population will corne to equate democracy and 

the fiee-market with the right to murder and pillage, and consequently tum their anger 

into political capital and support for a party or candidate who offee them tough Iaw and 

order measmes. 

Such a turn of events presently remains unlikely because Russian society 

continues to be averse to massive bloodlettings, which would ceaainly result if such a 

party ever took power. However, even if this were to occur it is unlikely that organized 

crime wodd be dislodged. At best it would retum to hibernate in the gulag, at worst it 

would retain its power and wedth, and possibly even increase them as  a result. 

This is why we reject what has been termed the best-case scenario school of 

thought which basically posits that organized crime is a transient phenornena, M l l i n g  

certain key fiinctions (contract enforcement) during this stage of primitive capital 

accumulation. To this they ofien add the Al Capone/Chicago of the 1920s analogy, which 

we deem to be tenuous at best because it ignores the fact that Capone never threatened the 

existence of the American state or civil society. Never could he have had access to the 

highest political and bureaucratie levels, as is the case in Russia and throughout the FSU. 

Neither did Capone fimd, or arm the Illinois Liberation Front. 

Nevertheless, it serves no purpose to innate and exaggerate the threat organized 

crime poses to both Russia, and other states including our own for it tends to paralyze the 



policy-making process by transforming the threat into a Biblical-style cataclysm. That is 

not to Say that the phenornenon is not a daunting one however. 

What we have attempted to demonstrate is that the growing power, wealth, and 

influence of organized crime, in post-Soviet Russia, could have been averted if Russia's 

post-Soviet leaders had decided to dismantle Soviet political and economic institutions, 

while at the sarne time creating new institutions which would allow democracy and civil 

society to flourish. This window of oppominity, however, was missed and allowed 

organized crime to consolidate its position and that of the old nomenklatura which feared 

the loss of its former power and pnvilege. Thus, it was not inevitable, but the perverse 

effect of inaction on the part of the reformers, and active obstruction on the part of the 

nomenklatura. We are not, however, suggesîing that organized crime would not have 

been present if the needed refoms had been initiated. Rather, the scale of the problem 

would have most probably been srnaller. 
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